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 Abstract 

 

For many applications of polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell (PEMFC), the 

loading attributed to platinum as catalyst is still too high for this technology to penetrate 

into the mass market. However, this high loading of platinum is still necessary to 

achieve the performance and service life targets. Therefore, reducing the loading of 

precious group metals is a major challenge to low temperature PEM fuel cell 

community. The performance of the membrane electrode assembly (MEA) with low Pt 

loading depends on the optimization of numerous parameters like catalyst activity, 

proton conductivity of ionomer, ionomer to catalyst ratio, diffusion media, operating 

conditions, and last but not the least the microstructure of the electrode, which is 

determined by the coating method. An efficient electrode with low platinum loading and 

durable performance requires a thin but porous catalyst layer, in which the catalyst 

particles and ionomer are homogenously distributed with a large surface area. 

The fundamental goal of this dissertation is to understand the relationships 

between structural properties and performance, and to derive strategies for a goal 

oriented development. In the first part of the study, PEMFC electrodes were fabricated 

with the same Pt loading by means of diverse coating techniques. Current-voltage 

curves, electrochemical analysis, and physical characterizations are evaluated to 

interpret the influence of microstructure caused by the coating methods on performance 

and durability. In order to obtain different catalytic layer structures, the electrodes were 

produced using six different coating techniques with the same Pt loading. The selected 

coating techniques are wet spraying, screen printing, inkjet printing, dry spraying, 

doctor-blade and drop casting. Similar drying conditions were maintained after all the 

wet coating processes. The physical and electrochemical characterizations of the 

individual catalyst layers (CL) were investigated under identical operating conditions. 

The results show that wet spraying and screen printing showed the highest performance 

due to the low proton resistance. The lowest efficiencies were observed in doctor-blade 

and drop-cast techniques, which are associated with particularly low protonic 

conductivity. Microstructure investigation by focus-ion-beam scanning electron 
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microscope analysis were used to determine transport properties such as porosity, 

permeability, diffusivity and inverse tortuosity by image analysis in GeoDict. A 

comparison of peak power density and effective transport parameters shows that an 

increase in permeability, diffusivity and porosity correlates strongly with increasing 

power. A dimensionless classification of the transport properties of the MEA with a 

point system and their summation can describe the observed performance very well. 

Consequently, the measured and analyzed transport parameters seem to be sufficient for 

predicting the performance of a membrane electrode assembly (MEA). This can help to 

optimize coating techniques and thus increase MEA performance together with service 

life. Furthermore, the dry coating technology developed at DLR was improved in order 

to produce MEAs nearly 50 % more efficient than before.  

Additionally, the effect of ionomer with diverse side chain length as well as the 

significance of membrane thickness is also studied for long and short term application 

upon load cycling test. This research further provides a deep insight into the importance 

of ionomer and its microstructure both in the electrode and the membrane in PEM fuel 

cell, which influences the performance and also the long term stability. After 600 hours 

of load cycle operation with the cells, roughly 120 mV of drastic degradation was 

observed owing to the higher gas crossover through thinner membrane, while the 

performance can be increased approximately 16 % due to the shorter side chain of 

ionomer. 

Another important result of this work is the investigation of the influence of the 

drying process of MEA production on the electrode microstructure, i.e. the open 

porosity, the ionomer distribution and the size of the reactive interface. An 

unconventional drying method known as freeze drying, shows three-fold improvement 

in the porosity and promising ionomer distribution in CL. Consequently, this can reduce 

the transport limitations and improve the peak power density about 34 % compared to 

the conventional drying technique. Furthermore, a transient 2D physical continuum 

model was applied and simulations were performed to numerically investigate the 

influence of different drying methods on PEM fuel cell performance. Both experimental 

and simulation data emphasize the fact that the sublimation of the catalyst layer 

improves the architecture by optimizing porosity, permeability and tortuosity. These 

above-mentioned properties of the microstructure of the catalytic layer significantly 
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improve water management and diffusion properties, which has an impact on 

performance and reduced mass transport limitation. 

This work is able to identify important process engineering relationships between 

the microstructure of CL and its performance. In addition, promising manufacturing 

processes, drying methods and operating conditions were found, which should allow a 

targeted improvement of CL performance in the next step.  
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 Zusammenfassung 

 
Für viele Anwendungen sind die Beladungen mit Pt als Katalysator in 

Polymerelektrolytmembran-Brennstoffzellen (PEMFC) nach wie vor zu hoch, um die 

Durchdringung dieser Technologie in den Massenmärkten zu erreichen. Diese 

Beladungen sind allerdings zurzeit noch notwendig, um die Leistungs- und 

Lebensdauerziele zu erreichen. Daher ist die Reduzierung der Beladung mit 

Edelmetallen eine große Herausforderung für die Entwickler von Niedertemperatur-

PEM-Brennstoffzellen. Die Leistungsfähigkeit  der Membran-Elektroden-Einheit 

(MEA) mit niedrigen Beladungen basiert auf der Optimierung von zahlreichen 

Parametern, wie Katalysatoraktivität, Protonenleitfähigkeit des Ionomers, Ionomer-

Katalysator-Verhältnis, Diffusionsmedien, Betriebsbedingungen und nicht zuletzt die 

Mikrostruktur der Elektrode, die durch die Beschichtungsmethode bestimmt wird. Eine 

effiziente Elektrode mit geringer Platinbeladung und dauerhafter Leistung erfordert eine 

dünne, aber poröse Katalysatorschicht, bei der die Katalysatorpartikel und das Ionomer 

homogen mit einer großen Oberfläche verteilt sind. 

Grundsätzliches Ziel dieser Dissertation ist es, die Beziehung zwischen Struktur 

und Leistungsfähigkeit im Elektrodendesign zu verstehen und entsprechend für eine 

rationale Entwicklung zu nutzen. Im ersten Teil der Studie wurden PEMFC-Elektroden 

mit gleicher Pt Beladung durch verschiedene Beschichtungstechniken hergestellt. 

Strom-Spannungskurven sowie elektrochemische und physikalische 

Charakterisierungen wurden im gleichen Betriebszustand ausgewertet, um den Einfluss 

der Mikrostruktur bzw. der Beschichtungsverfahren auf die endgültige Leistung und 

Lebensdauer zu verstehen. Um unterschiedliche katalytische Schichtstrukturen zu 

erhalten, wurden die Elektroden mit sechs verschiedenen Beschichtungstechniken mit 

der gleichen Pt-Beladung hergestellt. Die ausgewählten Beschichtungstechniken sind 

Nasssprühen, Siebdruck, Tintenstrahldruck, Trockensprühen, Rakelauftrag und 

Fallguss. Ähnliche Trocknungsbedingungen wurden nach den allen 

Nassbeschichtungsprozessen beibehalten. Die physikalischen und elektrochemischen 

Charakterisierungen der einzelnen Katalysatorschichten (CL) wurden unter identischen 
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Betriebsbedingungen untersucht. Die Ergebnisse zeigen, dass Nasssprühen und 

Tintenstrahldruck aufgrund des geringen Protonenwiderstandes die höchste 

Leistungsfähigkeit zeigten. Die niedrigsten Leistungsfähigkeiten wurden bei den Rakel- 

und Fallgusstechniken beobachtet, die mit einer besonders niedrigen protonischen 

Leitfähigkeit einhergeht. Die Untersuchung der Mikrostruktur mittels 

Rasterelektronenmikroskop mit Ionenstrahltiefenanalyse wurde verwendet, um 

Transporteigenschaften wie Porosität, Permeabilität, Diffusivität und inverse Tortuosität 

mittels Bildanalyse in GeoDict zu bestimmen. Ein Vergleich der Spitzenleistungsdichte 

und der effektiven Transportparameter zeigt, dass eine Zunahme der Permeabilität, 

Diffusivität und Porosität in hohem Maße stark mit zunehmender Leistung korreliert. 

Eine Klassifizierung der Transporteigenschaften der MEA mit dimensionslosen 

Kennzahlen und ihre Summation kann die beobachtete Leistungsfähigkeit sehr gut 

beschreiben. Folglich scheinen die gemessenen und analysierten Transportparameter 

ausreichend für die Vorhersage der Leistungsfähigkeit einer Membran-

Elektrodeneinheit (MEA) zu sein. Dies kann dazu beitragen, die 

Beschichtungstechniken zu optimieren und damit die MEA-Leistung zusammen mit der 

Lebensdauer zu erhöhen. Darüber hinaus wurde die  am DLR entwickelte 

Trockenbeschichtungstechnik verbessert, um MEAs 50 % leistungsfähiger als bisher 

herzustellen.  

Darüber hinaus wurde die Wirkung von Ionomer mit unterschiedlicher 

Seitenkettenlänge auch für den lang- und kurzfristigen Einsatz bei 

Lastwechselversuchen untersucht. Diese Forschungsarbeit liefert auch einen tiefen 

Einblick in die Bedeutung des Ionomers und seiner Mikrostruktur sowohl in der 

Elektrode als auch in der Membran in der PEM-Brennstoffzelle, was die 

Leistungsfähigkeit beeinflusst aber auf die Langzeitstabilität. Nach 600 Stunden 

Lastzyklusbetrieb der Zellen wurden aufgrund des höheren Gasübergangs durch die 

dünnere Membran etwa 120 mV höherer Degradation beobachtet, während die Leistung 

aufgrund der kürzeren Seitenkette des Ionomers um etwa 16% gesteigert werden kann. 

Ein weiteres wichtiges Ergebnis dieser Arbeit ist die Untersuchung des Einflusses 

des Trocknungsvorganges der MEA-Herstellung auf die Elektrodenmikrostruktur, d.h. 

die offene Porosität, die Ionomerverteilung und die Größe der reaktiven Grenzfläche. 

Ein unkonventionelles Trocknungsverfahren, die Gefriertrocknung, zeigt eine dreifach 
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höhere Porosität und eine homogene und feine Ionomerverteilung in der CL. Folglich 

können dadurch die Transportlimitierungen herabsetzt und die Spitzenleistungsdichte 

im Vergleich zur konventionellen Trocknungstechnik um 34 % verbessert werden. 

Außerdem wurde ein transientes 2D physikalisches Kontinuumsmodell angewendet und 

es wurden Simulationen durchgeführt, um den Einfluss verschiedener 

Trocknungsmethoden auf die PEM-Brennstoffzellenleistung numerisch zu untersuchen. 

Sowohl die Experimental- als auch die Simulationsdaten zeigen, dass die 

Sublimationstrocknung der Katalysatorschicht die Architektur durch Optimierung von 

Porosität, Permeabilität und Tortuosität verbessert. Diese oben genannten Eigenschaften 

der Mikrostruktur der katalytischen Lage verbessern signifikant die 

Wassermanagement- und Diffusionseigenschaften, was sich auf die Leistung und die 

reduzierte Stofftransportbegrenzung auswirkt. 

Diese Arbeit konnte wichtige verfahrenstechnische Zusammenhänge zwischen der 

Mikrostruktur der CL und ihrer Leistungsfähigkeit identifizieren. Zusätzlich konnten 

erfolgsversprechende Herstellverfahren, Trocknungsverfahren und Betriebsbedingungen 

gefunden werden, die es im nächsten Schritt erlauben sollten, Leitungsfähigkeiten der 

CL zielgerichtet zu verbessern.    
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1 Introduction 
 

1.1 Background 

 
ossil fuels became one of the greatest utilities for the human civilization from 

the beginning of the industrial revolution, and they are still the major source of 

energy supply even in the mid of 21st century. Due to the growing energy 

demand caused by population growth, the intensive burning of fossil fuels amplifies 

greenhouse gas (GHG) emission and drastic deforestation leads to global warming, 

which has never been seen before in human history. According to the “BP statistical 

review of world Energy 2018”, the following graph shows an alarming course of global 

energy consumption within only the last few decades. Thus, alternative, renewable 

energy carriers are urgently needed to satisfy human energy demand and at the same 

time lower emission of GHG [1]. 

One of the most environmental friendly solutions to escape from this complicated 

situation is to divert our energy consumption from fossil fuels to chemical energy 

carriers such as hydrogen and related electrochemical energy conversion devices such as 

fuel cell. Fuel cell is an electrochemical device that transforms chemical energy of a fuel 

and an oxidizing agent into electricity through a redox reaction. In particular, proton 

exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) is one of the many kind of fuel cells, which 

generates electrochemical energy very efficiently from renewable or non-renewable 

source to the stationary or mobile application without emitting GHGs that harms our 

environment [2–4]. The principle difference between battery and fuel cell is that a 

battery provides electrical energy that is stored previously in it as chemical energy, 

whereas fuel cell instantly converts chemical energy of an externally fed fuel into 

electrical energy.     

F 
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Figure 1: Statistics showing world consumption of global energy from 1993 to 2018. 

Reproduced from [1]. 

 

PEMFC is an electrochemical engine, which uses in the simplest form H2 as a fuel, and 

a proton conducting solid membrane as an electrolyte to produce electricity at a 

temperature ranges from 60 °C to 200 °C. Temperature range 60 °C to 90 °C is 

associated with low temperature PEMFC, whereas 120 °C to 200 °C is associated with 

high temperature PEMFC [5]. Hydrogen produced using renewable energy is a so called 

clean energy carrier which can be produced by electrolysis of water. The following 

scheme is reconstructed from the special report of European Commission’s community 

research magazine, which demonstrates the scenario of hydrogen sources and 

applications in a nutshell [6]. In addition, the distinct fuel reactants for various fuel cells 

and their consecutive applications also have been depicted. Certainly, hydrogen is 

considered by many a key solution to 21st century’s energy demand, which enables 

green and efficient manufacturing of power as well as heat from a wide spectrum of 

primary energy sources. 
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Figure 2: A schematic diagram of primary energy sources together with energy 

converters, applications of hydrogen with distribution of FC technologies and available 

fuels as well as their applications. Reproduced from [6].  
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1.2 Motivation 

 
PEMFC involves hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR) at the anode along with oxygen 

reduction reaction (ORR) at the cathode to produce electricity, and both of the reactions 

are catalyzed by platinum which is a precious metal [7,8]. Plenty of researches are 

carrying out investigations all over the world to reduce or replace the precious metal 

catalyst from the PEMFC, but so far platinum and its alloyed catalysts are still on top 

considering activity, selectivity and stability [9]. Due to the limited resource and erratic 

price of platinum, catalyst of PEMFC becomes the primary obstacles for its feasibility 

to commercialization. The following graph is a cost breakdown of PEMFC stack 

components presented by US DOE [10]. 

 

Figure 3: Distribution of expenditure from individual component of PEMFC stack. 

Reproduced from [10]. 

Therefore, it is very important to reduce the loading of platinum especially in cathode 

catalyst layer which contains 80 % to the loading, while at the same time enhance the 

activity along with durability [11,12]. On that ground, the motivation of my research is 

to reduce the loading of precious metal in the catalyst layer while characterizing as well 

as understanding the influence of CL microstructure and other parameters on the 

performance. Additionally, an investigation of other component such as membrane and 

ionomer (used in the electrode) also has been performed to achieve a high performance 

PEMFC in short and long term application. Furthermore, the drying step of MEA 

fabrication techniques, which is frequently overlooked in the community is studied and 

developed in this work.   
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1.3 Thesis outlines 

 
This doctoral thesis initially investigated the effect of catalyst layer (CL) microstructure 

on performance by applying several coating techniques for MEA fabrication. In 

particular, this work explored how different CL structure contributes to the different 

voltage loss of the cell performance. In this context, the powder preparation technique 

of dry spray coating method, which was invented by DLR, has been improved by nearly 

50 %. Afterwards, this work concentrates on selecting other components such as 

membrane and ionomer in the electrode to yield higher performance and increases 

longevity. In broad lines, this research work targets to the fundamental challenges of the 

commercialization of PEM fuel cell by taking into account the application of low Pt 

loading in MEA while increasing the performance and durability. Eventually, an MEA 

fabrication method from catalyst ink suspension has been developed by implementing 

sublimation technique. Along with the experiments, a numerical model and simulation 

also has been conducted to get further insight, how the optimized porous structure 

improves ionomer network and reduces the mass transfer limitations, which 

consequently increase performance as well as improve water management.  

 

  

Scheme 1: Outline of this thesis in a nutshell

The Art of 
Electrode 

Fabrication

Coating 
technology 

and 
Microstruct-

ures

Minimizing 
mass 

transport by 
sublimation

Impact of 
Long and 
short side 

length PEM 

 Optimizing 
Dry spray 
coating  
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2 Fundamentals 
 

2.1 PEMFC Principle 

 
olymer Electrolyte membrane fuel cell  is an electrochemical device where 

chemical energy can be converted into electrical energy by an electrochemical 

reaction. Fuel cell as a device was first invented by Sir William Robert Grove in 

1839 [13]. At present, the leading application of PEMFC has been individual 

transportation with environmental friendly cars which are zero emission if H2 are 

produced from renewable sources. Leading motor companies work on PEMFC for fuel 

cell electrical vehicles (FCEV) considering its high power density and outstanding 

dynamic characteristics compared to other FCs. Additionally, aircraft application (e.g. 

the HY4 fuel cell airplane developed by DLR), distributed/stationary and portable 

power generation are also alternative applications of PEMFC [3].  

 

Figure 4: a) Exploded cell view of a DLR PEMFC stack configured with segmented 

board, b) a finished PEMFC stack produced by DLR ready to operate. 

P 
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Fig. 4 and 5 demonstrates the key components and configuration of PEM fuel cell in 

which oxidative and reductive half-cell reactions are kept separate. A simple PEM fuel 

cell incorporates three major units: An MEA (membrane electrode assembly) along with 

two bipolar plates, which connect MEA in series. This series of bi-polar plates provide 

adequate media distribution with flow field, separate anode and cathode reaction 

chamber as well as provide a good electronical conductivity acting as current collector. 

Also cooling can be accomplished by the bipolar plate in many designs. These bipolar 

plates are sealed towards the atmosphere with the MEA with appropriate seal or gaskets. 

The heart of PEMFC is the membrane electrode assembly or MEA where the 

electrochemical reaction takes place. The design of the individual components are 

comprehended by considering the stack performance related to operating conditions, 

fuel and oxidant composition, water management, and finally yet importantly the cost 

effectiveness [14,15].  

 

Figure 5: Layout of a membrane electrode assembly of PEMFC. The components are 

represented by SEM images those are not the same scale and only used as a schematic 

representation. 

 

The MEAs are electrochemical cells in which a pair of catalyst layers and a pair of 

diffusion media on both sides is sandwiched with an electrolyte membrane in-between. 

The principle task of an MEA is to accommodate the electrochemical reaction along 

with transport of proton, gas, water, heat, and finally and most importantly to regulate 
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efficiently the flow of electrons liberated from the oxidation reaction site (the anode) to 

the reduction reaction site (cathode). Generally, this is accomplished by isolating anodic 

reaction chamber from cathodic reaction chamber by using a membrane, which only 

conducts (H+) protons. An external circuit transports electron from anode to cathode. 

The membrane should stay in hydrated condition to conduct solvated protons. Due to 

this limitation of working temperature, operating temperature of low temperature 

PEMFC remains below 100 °C, typically 60 to 90 °C [16,17]. 

 

The overall electrochemical reaction in a PEMFC is following,  

 

 

                    𝐻2 + 
1

2
𝑂2 ⇌ 𝐻2𝑂 + electricity + heat             (2.1.1) 

 

Anodic:      𝐻2 ⇌ 2𝐻+ + 2𝑒−    or   hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR)               (2.1.2) 

Cathodic:  
1

2
𝑂2 + 2𝐻

+ + 2𝑒− ⇌ 𝐻2𝑂    or   oxygen reduction reaction (ORR)    (2.1.3) 

 

At the anode, gaseous hydrogen is dissociated, also electrochemically oxidized yielding 

protons as well as electrons, and protons are being transported through the polymer 

electrolyte membrane, which is also known as proton exchange membrane. The 

electrons travel through an external circuit to produce electricity, eventually consumed 

by oxygen, and all combines to water in cathode. This reaction is an exothermic process 

and produces heat as a byproduct [2,18]. The aforementioned reaction 2.1.1 (forward) is 

thermodynamically favored and thus spontaneous, since the free energy of the reactants 

is more than the products. 
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2.2 Polymer Electrolyte Membrane 

 
Polymer electrolyte membrane is the centre feature of the MEA, which transport protons 

as well as hinders electron conduction. This electrolyte not only used as membrane (as a 

separator), but also being integrated with catalyst in the catalyst layer (CL) to improve 

the proton conductivity through CL [19]. The electrolyte or ionomer composed of 

polytetrafluroethylene (PTFE) backbone that is hydrophobic and perfluroalkyl ether side 

chains terminated with (SA) sulfonic acid group that is hydrophilic fragment. When the 

membrane is hydrated, water molecules stabilize the dissociated proton derived from the 

SA group [20]. The hydrophobic-hydrophilic behaviour of polymer backbone and 

sulfonic acid group causes natural phase separation in hydrated ionomer. This phase 

separation is responsible  for the unique capability of proton transport [21]. 

 

 

Figure 6: The Schematic diagram of the proton conduction in (a) bulk membranes and 

(b) polymer/ nano-particle composite membranes by vehicular mechanism, (c) hopping 

mechanism, (d) chemical structures of ionomers with different length of side chains. 
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Nafion® is the most widely used electrolyte in PEM fuel cell. Aquivion®, 3MTM, 

Flavion® etc. are also used as membrane including ionomer dispersion. The basic 

difference among these ionomer is the length of side chain, which determines the vital 

properties of ionomer that is equivalent weight (EW). The EW (g mole-1 ) of an ionomer 

is the weight of the polymer necessary to yield 1 mole of exchangeable protons, which 

is also the inverse of the (IEC) ion exchange capacity  (mmole g-1) [22]. Generally, 

more the IEC (or less EW) of ionomer, the more water uptake or proton conductivity it 

carries. The chemical structures of ionomers are demonstrated in fig. 6 d.  

The state of the art proton conductivity of PEM membrane is in between 0.12 to 0.26 S 

cm-1 [23]. Higher proton conductivity is expected to gain higher current density of cell, 

and the proton conductivity of the ionomer can be explained through two principle 

mechanisms: “vehicular” and “hopping”. The schematics of the proton conduction 

mechanism in both bulk membrane and nano particle composites are illustrated with fig. 

6 a, b and c, which are reconstructed from [2,24,25]. 

 

Along with proton mobility and water content, water retention capacity and permeation 

phenomena also have a critical influence in determining the performance of fuel cell. 

Besides, literatures have shown that when ionomers absorb water, ionic materials 

redistribute themselves so that the spacing between the clusters increases, but their 

number density declines [26]. Moreover, membrane durability is also a very important 

factor impacting fuel cell lifetime. The structural and compositional variations between 

SSC and LSC ionomers influence their specific features. The absence or presence of the 

pendant perfluoroether group can significantly determine the chemical stability of 

ionomers. Similarly, CF3 group and side chain length regulates the glass transition 

temperature at a given EW [22]. To increase the mechanical stability, PTFE 

reinforcement is used as a layer inside the membrane (Fig. 5). In addition, radical attack 

is one of the most detrimental phenomena for the ionomer that causes breaking of 

weaker functional group and/ or side chain of the ionomer. Recently, radical scavengers 

like Ce composites are used to minimise this degradation effect of the membrane due to 

radical attack.  
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2.3 Thermodynamics 

 
Thermodynamics of the PEMFC is the key to understand the energy conversion process. 

 

Figure 7: Thermodynamic energy conversion system of fuel cell 

 

A fuel cell is an electrochemical device that transforms the Gibbs free enthalpy that 

originates from a combustion reaction of a fuel and oxidant. The highest work output 

obtained from the (2.1.1) reaction is the difference in free energy between the reactant 

and product. The Gibbs free energy is taken into account as it is the key to the potential 

of reaction. Though the reaction produces some amount of heat due to the exothermic 

process, the amount is much less than the direct combustion of oxygen and hydrogen. If 

enthalpy is S, temperature is T, volume is V, pressure is P and electric work is Welec, 

then the original differential expression of Gibbs free energy G is, 

  𝑑𝐺 = −𝑆 𝑑𝑇 + 𝑉𝑑𝑝 − 𝑑𝑊𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐                             (2.3.1)                      

For constant temperature and pressure, the variation in standard free energy change of 

fuel cell reaction is indicated by the equation 2.3.2, which can be transformed to 

equation 2.3.3   

                                                   𝑑𝐺 = −𝑑𝑊𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐                        (2.3.2) 

                        Δ𝐺 = −𝑛𝐹𝐸                                            (2.3.3)  

Where ΔG is the difference in Gibbs free energy, E is reversible potential, n is the sum 

of electrons transferred, and F is Faraday constant. In the standard states of reactant and 

product, the theoretical equilibrium potential E° is obtained by the following equation. 
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    𝐸0 = −
Δ𝐺0

𝑛𝐹
                                 (2.3.4)                                              

ΔG value corresponding to reaction 2.1.1. is -229 kJ mol-1, F= 96500 C g-1 mol-1, n=2 

electron, resulting the determined value of E° is 1.229 V (reversible cell potential). 

 

 

• Reversible cell potential variation with temperature: 

The final derivation of how to express the variation of reversible cell potential as a 

function of temperature is following, where ΔS is the change of entropy. 

                      (
𝑑𝐸

𝑑𝑇
)
𝑝
=

Δ𝑆

𝑛𝐹
     (2.3.5) 

If we define ET as the reversible cell potential at an arbitrary temperature T and at 

constant pressure p, ET can be calculated by, 

𝐸𝑇 =   𝐸
0 + 

Δ𝑆

𝑛𝐹
(𝑇 − 𝑇°)             (2.3.6) 

 

 

• Reversible cell potential variation with pressure: 

The variation of the reversible cell potential with pressure is following, where Δ𝑉 is the 

change of volume (in mole), where R is the gas constant, and Δ𝑛𝑔  represents change in 

total number of moles of gas in the reaction. 

                        (
𝑑𝐸

𝑑𝑝
)
𝑇

= −
Δ𝑉

𝑛𝐹
= −

Δ𝑛𝑔𝑅𝑇

𝑛𝐹𝑝
                (2.3.7) 

 

 

• Reversible cell potential variation with concentration: 

The alteration of the reversible cell potential with chemical activity (chemical 

concentration, composition, etc.) is given by the Nernst equation: 

𝐸 =   𝐸0 − 
𝑅𝑇

𝑛𝐹
 ln

𝛱𝑎𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑠
𝑣𝑖

𝛱𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡
𝑣𝑖

           (2.3.8) 

For a system with an arbitrary number of product as well as reactant species denotes 

as 𝛱, and where 𝑎 is activity of each species by its corresponding stoichiometric 

coefficient (𝑣𝑖). [27,28]. 
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2.4 Overpotentials 

 
It is evident that the open circuit voltage (OCV) of the PEMFC is less than the 

theoretical standard potential or reversible cell potential. We encounter voltage losses 

due to several effects, and this loss of voltage is called overpotential of the system. 

Some potential loss occurs due to the crossover of fuel gas through membrane and 

mixed potential [29]. In particular, there are three kinds of overpotential occurs in 

PEMFC, and they are activation polarization or kinetic loss, ohmic polarization or 

charge transport loss and concentration polarization or mass transport loss [30,31]. 

The cell voltage is provided by  

Ucell = U0 –𝜂𝑎𝑐𝑡 – 𝜂𝑜ℎ𝑚 – 𝜂𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐               (2.4.1) 

Where, U0 is theoretical voltage, 𝜂𝑎𝑐𝑡  is kinetic overpotential, 𝜂𝑜ℎ𝑚  is ohmic 

overpotential, and 𝜂𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐 is concentration or mass transport overpotential.  

 

• Kinetic overpotential: 

Fuel cell reaction associates the transfer of electron between chemical species to the 

electrode surface and vice versa. As each electrochemical half reaction (hydrogen 

oxidation reaction HOR and oxygen reduction reaction OER) involves transfer of 

electron, hence current generated from the cell is a magnitude of the reaction rate. 

Notably, the exchange current density 𝑗0  plays a significant role to understand the 

kinetics and electrocatalysis of the reaction. The exchange current density is the current 

of net electrochemical reaction at the equilibrium state. 

For the forward reaction, 𝑖1 = 𝑛𝑓𝐶𝑅
∗  𝑓1 e

−𝛥𝐺1
‡/(𝑅𝑇)   (2.4.2) 

And for the reverse reaction, 𝑖2 = 𝑛𝑓𝐶𝑃
∗  𝑓2 e

−𝛥𝐺2
‡/(𝑅𝑇)      (2.4.3) 

Where 𝑛is the number of transferred electron 𝑓 is the decay rate of the species, ΔG‡ is 

the size of the energy barrier, 𝐶𝑅
∗  is the reactant surface concentration (mol cm-2) of 

reactant and 𝐶𝑃
∗ is the reactant surface concentration of product. 

At thermodynamic equilibrium the forward and reverse reaction are in balance, and 

there are no net current. So 𝑖1 = 𝑖2 = 𝑗0     (2.4.4) 
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However, reaction kinetics consistently inflicts an exponential loss on a PEMFC’s i–V 

curve as demonstrated in fig. 8. Actually, there are four fundamental means to increase 

exchange current density 𝑗0, which is a proportional factor to the performance. They are: 

1. By increasing the reactant concentration 𝑐𝑅
∗  

2. By decreasing the activation barrier Δ𝐺‡ 

3. Increasing the temperature 𝑇, and 

4. Enhancing the number of probable reaction sites (reaction interface roughness). 

 

In a electrochemical reaction, 𝑗0  exchange current density is very much analogous to 

the rate constant. The effective exchange current density is a function of concentration, 

temperature, pressure, catalyst loading and catalyst specific surface area. With a 

reference exchange current density at a given temperature and pressure, the effective 

current density at any pressure and temperature is following [32],  

𝑗0 = 𝑗0
𝑟𝑒𝑓
 𝑎𝑐𝐿𝑐 (

𝑃𝑟

𝑃𝑟
𝑟𝑒𝑓)

𝛾

 exp [−
𝐸𝐶

𝑅𝑇
(1 −

𝑇

𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓
)]      (2.4.5) 

Where, 𝑗0  is effective exchange current density, 𝑗0
𝑟𝑒𝑓

 is reference exchange current 

density, 𝑎𝑐 is catalyst specific area, 𝐿𝑐  catalyst loading, is 𝑃𝑟 reactant partial pressure, 

𝑃𝑟
𝑟𝑒𝑓

 reference pressure, 𝛾  pressure dependency co-efficient, 𝐸𝐶  activation energy, 

𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 reference temperature. It is worth mentioning that the product 𝑎𝑐𝐿𝑐 is also termed 

as electrode roughness. 

 

The foundation equation of the reaction kinetics in electrocatalysis is known as Butler-

Volmer Equation, which comprises both of the oxidation and reduction reaction. 

𝑖 = 𝑗0  {exp [
𝛼𝑎𝑛𝐹𝜂

𝑅𝑇
]− exp [

𝛼𝑐𝑛𝐹𝜂

𝑅𝑇
]}          (2.4.6) 

Here 𝑖  is the current density, 𝑗0  = exchange current density, 𝑛  = no of electrons 

transferred, 𝛼 = transfer coefficient (anodic or cathodic),  𝐹 = faraday’s constant  96,485 

C mol-1, 𝜂  = overpotential, 𝑅= gas constant and  𝑇  = temperature. It is a balance 

between both way reactions. Further the equilibrium shifts to one direction or other, one 

of these terms will cancel out, eventually ends up with one significant term of the 

equation. And it is known as Tafel equation, a more simplified way of stating Butler-

Volmer eq., when the reverse reaction is neglected and the overpotential is large. 
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        𝑖𝑎 = 𝑗0 exp [
𝜂

𝑏
]        (2.4.7) 

       𝑖𝑐 = 𝑗0 exp [−
𝜂

𝑏
]       (2.4.8) 

Where,   𝑖𝑎 and 𝑖𝑐 are the current density of anode and cathode respectively, and b is 

the Tafel slope, which determines the activity of electrocatalyst. This can be expressed 

as following equation of linear slope [33]. 

 𝜂𝑎𝑐𝑡 = 𝑎 + 𝑏 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑖                       (2.4.9) 

where,  𝑎 = −
𝑅𝑇

𝛼𝑛𝐹
 𝑙𝑛 𝑗0 and 𝑏 =

𝑅𝑇

𝛼𝑛𝐹
  

 

 

 

Figure 8: Distribution of dominating over potential zone in overall PEMFC performance 

 

• Ohmic overpotential: 

Ohmic loss is attributed to the resistance against the flow of electron through the whole 

circuit including the MEA as well as the flow of proton through electrolyte. For 

instance, the electrical resistance causes from the insufficient compression of the MEA 

with bi-polar plates (which means contact resistance), thickness of electrode along with 

diffusion media, electrical conductivity of bi-polar plates and the complete circuit. 

However, proton conductivity of membrane contributes the major part of the ohmic 

resistance. Additionally, proton conductivity throughout the electrode also plays a role 
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in the contribution of ohmic resistance. There is a linear relation between applying 

currents and voltage losses due to the internal resistances. It can be recognized from the 

fig. 8, where we can see a linear behavior of ohmic polarization. The ohmic 

polarization, Rohmic, can be given as [34]: 

                        Rohmic = Rionic+ Relectric+ Rcontact    (2.4.10) 

Where Rionic , Relectronic and Rcontact represent proton resistance, electronic resistance and 

contact resistance respectively. If σ is conductivity, L is length, and A is area, Rionic is 

following, 

                              𝑅𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑐 = 
𝐿

𝜎𝐴
               (2.4.11) 

 

• Concentration overpotential:  

To yield uninterrupted production of electricity, fuel and oxidant must be supplied 

continuously to the reaction zone, and simultaneously the products have to be 

eliminated so as to avoid restraining the power production. The process of continuous 

supply of reactants and removing products is tagged as fuel cell “mass transport” in fig. 

8. The primary concentration of the reactant gases has an influence on consumption and 

OCV; however, the concentration will decline until they reach to a certain point when 

the amount of reactant gases reaching to the electrode-electrolyte interface is equal to 

the rate of consumption. Then instantly, the concentration will reach to zero, and the 

attainable current density reaches to the maximum point, which is known as the limiting 

current density 𝑖𝑙 . Considering the initial concentration 𝐶1 at zero current, gradually the 

concentration drops to 𝐶2 at a current density 𝑖, and finally drops to zero at the limiting 

current density 𝑖𝑙, the relation can be written as following [35,36]: 

                                             
𝐶2

𝐶1
  = 1− 

𝑖

𝑖𝑙
                                                  (2.4.12) 

Integrating the above mention equation in Butler-Volmer equation, concentration 

polarization can be written as: 

                     𝜂𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐 = −
𝑅𝑇

𝑛𝐹
 𝑙𝑛 {1 − 

𝑖

𝑖𝑙
}            (2.4.13) 

So, in order to improve the FC performance especially at higher current density, it is 

required to maximize reactant transport to the active-site and get rid of products at once. 
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2.5 Literature Survey 

 
Greszler et al. stated back on 2012 that Pt loading is inversely proportional to the O2 

transport resistance [37]. Moreover, high Pt-loading allows PEM fuel cell the 

advantages of a longer lifespan including more effectiveness and stability. However, the 

research and improvement of electro-catalysts with low loading of Pt remains 

significantly important since such progress will substantially minimize the cost of MEA, 

and decrease the PEMFC weight as well as volume [38,39]. In recent years, extensive 

efforts have been put into designing electrodes with low Pt loading but with high power 

density and stability. For instance, according to Kriston et al., due to the decreasing 

catalyst utilization or accessibility, the active area decreases with increasing Pt loading 

[40]. Major progress to enhance performance and to reduce the Pt loading has been 

made probable by: (i) adopting Pt supported on large surface-area carbon as a substitute 

of pure Pt black [41]; (ii) impregnating proton conducting ionomer into the CL of the 

either GDE or the CCM [42–44]. Some research findings are stated below: 

• In case of gas diffusion media, thicker the microporous layer comparing to 

carbon paper thickness, smaller the diffusion resistance [45]. 

• It is possible to reduce Pt loading by increasing its activity and surface area. 

Pt catalyst loading may be curtailed by a number of ways such as i) Pt particles can be 

supported over higher surface area carbon support (graphitized) [46], ii) fabricating core 

shell nanoparticles together with non-Pt metal as core and Pt metal as shell [47–50], iii) 

alloying the Pt with transition metals [51–55], and inner transition metals / rare earth 

metals (La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Gd, Sm, Eu etc.) [56–59]. This finding further motivated 

researchers to work on non-Pt based electro-catalyst/nonmetallic (metal-free) catalysts, 

whose electrochemical activity competes with the traditional Pt/C catalysts. The 

investigation is intensified since last decade, and large number of scientists have 

proposed new ideas for designing active ORR catalyst, mostly with the transitional 

metals-based catalyst (Fe, Co, Mn, Ni, etc.) along with non-metallic ORR catalyst 

(metal-free catalysts) [60–63]. 

• (LSC) Low / solid surface area  carbon support (Vulcan) has higher ECSA but 

lower ORR mass activity than (HSC) high surface area  carbon (Ketjen). ECSA 

retention capacity is higher with increasing porosity. There is a tendency of ionomer to 

fill pores smaller than 4 nm, and hence the carbon pores ≤ 4 nm is very critical [64,65]. 
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• Electrode should be well-balanced between thickness and porosity. Contact and 

better electronic conductivity are facilitated by thin electrode, but it loses the porosity. 

Contrarily, porous electrode shows better diffusion properties, however exhibits higher 

contact resistance and ohmic resistance compared to the thinner one [66,67]. 

• The proton resistance of the membrane increases with the thickness. However, 

the influence of the membrane thickness is trivial, if the membrane is ≤ 25 μm [68]. 

• Thickness and high tortuosity of ionomer in electrode is inversely proportional 

to the proton conductivity. High humidification of electrode reduces the O2 diffusion 

resistance. However, Park et al. stated that the excessive swelling of the ionomer causes 

larger O2 diffusion resistance. So, the equivalent weight of ionomer and resulting water 

uptake should be optimized appropriately. The average thickness of ionomer over 

particle or agglomerates in commercial electrode is 7 to 13 nm. Thinner than 4 nm 

ionomer causes laminar bilayer and reduces proton conductivity. The critical thickness 

of Nafion® film over catalyst surface is 0.2 μm. Ionomer layer thicker than this causes 

diffusion problem. Moreover, roughness factor is also inversely proportional to 

electrode transport resistance [37,66,67,69–73]. A schematic diagram reactive interface 

in cathode catalyst layer is illustrated in fig. 9. 

 

Figure 9: Scheme of cathode catalyst layer reactive interface 

• Regarding the ionomer loading, less the Pt content higher will be the ionomer 

ratio, and Shashikumar et al. experimentally showed that ionomer loading should 

increase as Pt loading decrease. Consequently, for electrode with 0.5, 0.25, 0.1 mg cm-2 

Pt-loading, the highest performance was achieved at 20, 40 and 50 % loading of 

ionomer respectively. However, distribution of ionomer is more important than 
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homogeneity to have higher performance. Especially, the proton resistivity of the 

cathode has strong dependency on the ionomer at lower I/C ratio. It is calculated by 

several groups that oxygen transport resistance through the ionomer coating over Pt/C 

agglomerates is a rate determining step of the CCL activity in a normal operating FC 

conditions. Moreover, it is proposed that limitations of the oxygen transport through the 

ionomer could be inhibiting by decreasing the ionomer film thickness, and increasing 

the thickness of CL. Nevertheless, expanding the porosity of the CL, lessening the 

ionomer thickness and employing thicker CL reduce the effective proton conductivity. 

This causes inadequate proton conductivity also non-uniform voltage in the CL leading 

to loss of performance. Considering this phenomenon, an effective strategy would be to 

increase the permeability of oxygen in the ionomer to maintain satisfactory current-

voltage or  polarization performance with lower loading of Pt [67,74–78]. 

• Performance of CL and catalyst utilization principally depends on the ionomer 

content and their distribution throughout the CL. This ionomer catalyst interaction 

varies with materials (Pt/C/ionomer), solvent, composition and condition. And these 

have consequential effects on following properties like: agglomeration, phase 

segregation, pore space morphology and stability [79][80]. Typically, smaller 

agglomerate size, larger pore diameter and higher oxygen pressure increases the 

effectiveness factor of catalyst utilization. Eikerling and his group defines “the 

effectiveness factor of Pt utilization as the apparent rate of current conversion exhibited 

by a specific catalyst layer design divided by the ideal rate obtained if all Pt atoms were 

used equally in electrochemical reactions at the specified electrode overpotential and 

externally provided reactant concentrations” [81]. Therefore, low to medium coverage 

of ionomer film is advantageous to the optimized interplay of proton and oxygen supply 

[82]. Low operating current and high operating temperature facilitates the Pt utilization 

[81]. ECSA value increases with decreasing Pt particle size in carbon supported catalyst 

[83]. Nevertheless, higher Pt loading does not always ensure higher performance. 

Inhomogeneous thickness (thick layer) of ionomer often blocks the accessibility of both 

the exterior and interior Pt in carbon support, and consequently reduce the ECSA [84].  

• Compression of the diffusion media is one of the most critical parameters, which 

plays a significant role in the mass transport behavior of a MEA. The optimum 

compression of the MEA is 14 % inside the bipolar plate, and the optimum pressure of 

the fuel cell bipolar plate to the MEA is 1-1.5 MPa [85]. 
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2.6 Principle of Freeze Drying Technique 

 
Freeze drying is a process consisting the consecutive removal of liquid solvent from a 

dispersion or a solution in the form of a solid (ice) phase by means of vacuum 

sublimation [86]. Freeze-drying is extensively used method for drying along with 

increasing the stability of numerous pharmaceutical and food products. Additionally, 

this technique has also been considered improving the long term stability of colloidal 

nanoparticles. Freeze-drying technique is divided into three fundamental steps: 

solidification or freezing, primary-drying or sublimation, and secondary-drying, which 

includes desorption of unfrozen water [87]. 

 

Figure 10: Phase diagram of water with triple point as well as critical point [88]. 

 

Freezing step involves the cooling of the solvent liquid into stable ice crystals. The 

material should be cooled down below to its triple point to ensure that only sublimation 

rather than melting will occur. 

Primary drying step involves sublimation of solid solvent by means of reduced 

pressure below the triple point. A small amount of heat (still keeping the temperature 

below triple point) is provided as a latent heat of sublimation to increase the sublimation 

rate. 

Secondary drying step involves removal of rest of the solvent, which is bound to the 

product. The temperature of the product now being raised since all of the free solid ice 

solvent has been already evaporated by sublimation.  
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Figure 11: Schematic diagram regarding principle of freeze drying freeze dryer 

 

Phase diagram of water is illustrated in fig. 10. In this research work (article Ⅳ, Ⅴ), 

freeze drying technique has been practiced to remove the solvent from the catalyst layer 

after coating. This unique drying method is substantially able to increase the porosity 

and ionomer distribution of the catalyst layer while drying the substrate [89,90]. Fig. 11 

demonstrates a schematic diagram attributed to the step by step mechanism of freeze 

drying. It starts with a substrate coated with liquid ink dispersion. Later it is cooled 

enough to convert all the liquid solvent into the ice crystal. Then the vacuum triggers 

the sublimation from the surface of the product. Slowly, all the solid ice evaporates, 

leaving the solid content as it is. Eventually the temperature is raised to evaporate the 

available physically or chemically bonded water from the layer. 

 

In addition, fig. 15 c) shows an in-house freeze dryer built within DLR equipped with a 

solvent trap to retrieve the solvent and reuse it. Therefore, this drying technique is also 

an environment friendly method where the vapor of solvent need not to be discharged 

into the air. 
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3 Methods 
 

3.1 Different catalyst layer preparation methods 

Classification of catalyst coating method is demonstrated in table 1. 

 

 
 

Table 1: Demonstrates a classification coating methods based on certain factors. 

 

The MEA fabrication methods utilized in this work are mentioned below. 

 

3.1.1 Dry Spray Method: The DLR research group has developed a dry layer 

preparation method to fabricate catalyst layers bound with either PTFE or Nafion®. 

Coating is executed onto either membrane or GDL by means of spraying the atomized 

dry mixture of Nitrogen stream. Afterwards, the membrane and the electrodes are 

arranged cautiously and hot-pressed. This is a very environmental friendly and fast 

MEA production process, where there is no requirement of any toxic solvent and drying 

step. Fig 12 a) displays a schematic diagram of dry spray MEA formulation process. 

 

3.1.2 Air brush Method: Carbon supported catalyst is mixed with distilled water, 

ionomer and convenient solvent. This catalyst ink is then sprayed with air brush by 
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nitrogen gas flow onto the membrane or GDL. The substrate is kept over a heated 

suction plate, so that the substrate is firmly attached and the solvent can evaporate from 

the surface of the heated substrate. This is a very widely used and economic fabrication 

technique for MEA formulation. This method can be manually driven or can be also 

used with automation. Fig. 12 b) depicts an experimental setup of an airbrush method. 

Spray gun plays a vital role to control the size of aggregate on the substrate. 

 

 
 

Figure 12: a) Schematic diagram of dry spraying method with solid powder (article ⅠI), 

b) image attributed to an experimental setup of airbrush coating technique (article Ⅰ, Ⅲ). 

 

3.1.3 Screen printing method: In the screen printing coating technique the catalyst 

suspension is applied to the GDL or membrane through a mesh or screen. This also has 

a suction facility to fix the substrate. The viscous catalyst suspension is pushed over the 

screen, which is placed over substrate, and consequently the ink is coated on the 

substrate through the screen. The screen or the mesh is the crucial factor to control the 

thickness of the CL and the distribution of the coating. Fig. 13 a) shows an image of an 

automatic screen printing device. 

3.1.4 Drop casting method: Drop casting is a very rudimentary way of coating a 

catalyst layer. The catalyst ink is prepared as suspension and loaded in a micropipette. 

The ink is then disposed dropwise from the micropipette, and being deposited on the 
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substrate. It is a very fast fabrication method to produce MEA with small active area. 

Fig. 13 b) shows a schematic diagram of drop casting. This technique is not very 

efficient to make a catalyst layer with bigger active area.  

 

3.1.5 Doctor blade method: In this coating process carbon supported Pt catalyst 

suspension is coated on the membrane or GDL by doctor blading technique. It is a 

metering blade drawn across the surface of the substrate with viscous catalyst ink 

suspension. The thickness of the layer can be optimized by controlling the height of the 

blade, which is scaled precisely. Doctor blade is also a widely used and fast MEA 

fabrication technique. Fig. 13 c) displays a table (left) used for doctor blading with 

suction as well as heating facility, and the doctor-blade (right), which can be adjusted.

  

3.1.6 Ink-jet printing method: Inkjet printing is a sophisticated deposition technique to 

fabricate PEM fuel cell electrodes. It is a high resolution piezoelectric printer that is 

operated based on an on demand continuous ink jetting, and one is represented in fig. 13 

d). Inkjet printer can achieve thicknesses and Pt loadings as low as 1.5 μm and 0.025 mg 

cm-2 respectively. The type of solvent, ion concentration and pH dictate the ink stability 

as well as the size of particle aggregate, which in turn will decide the applicability, 

jetting efficiency and performance of the ink [91].   

  

 

Figure 13: Images of suspension coating techniques a) Screen printing (article Ⅰ, Ⅳ, Ⅴ), 

b) drop casting (article Ⅰ), c) doctor blading (article Ⅰ), d) inkjet printing (article Ⅰ). 
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3.2 Numerical Modelling: paradigm and assumptions  

 
In order to determine the performance and electrochemical behavior of a PEMFC, a fuel 

cell test station with control of all relevant parameters including the possibility of 

applying EIS is necessary. The experimental procedure requires a lot of equipment and 

installation including storage place, supply gas, heater, humidifier, sensor and 

computerized data acquisition. The complete procedure is expensive, and a person 

requires proper training as well as resources to get familiar with the procedure that 

makes it a time consuming job as well. On the contrary, numerical modelling provides a 

platform to gain predictive capability to design and optimize a fuel cell without literally 

constructing or testing it. Consequently, numerical process reduces the cost and 

associated time with many trials necessary for empirical optimization of the cell. 

Additionally, it is not required for a person to have extensive laboratory training and 

resources to physically characterize the fuel cell. Admitting that also detailed 

simulations are time consuming, the associated expense is only the computational 

resources. Moreover, a validated as well as verified numerical model can be applied to 

determine a broad range of distinctive designs without any supplementary cost of 

software and hardware. Therefore, it is evident that, applying numerical models and 

simulation in the PEMFC research is a very advantageous method of characterization. 

The numerical model, which has been used to conduct the research work, is an in-house 

model constructed within the NEOPARD-X framework developed by Futter et al. [92]. 

NEOPARD-X stands for Numerical Environment for the Optimization of Performance 

And Reduction of Degradation of X, where X represents an electrochemical energy 

conversion device. The framework is based on Dune as well as on DUMUX. 

Furthermore, Dune PDE-Lab, UG, Multidomain, Multidomaingrid and SuperLU are 

required as well. Explaining the description of this framework is beyond the scope of 

this research work, but  interested reader may obtain the detailed information in an 

review [92]. The model was applied in my thesis to the structural and transport 

properties of the developed electrodes.  

 

3.2.1 Model Assumptions 

The schematic of the working process is demonstrated in fig. 14 and the following 

sections are giving a summary of the fundamentals of the model not implying that the 
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equations were derived in my work. The PEMFC model used in this research work is 

established on the following assumptions: 

• The gas diffusion layers, catalyst layers, and membrane are considered 

homogeneous media with active transport properties. 

• In the GCs as well as in the porous layers, identical transport processes such as 

convection, diffusion and capillary transport are considered. 

• The fluid is assumed incompressible. 

• In the porous domains, fluid phases are locally in chemical equilibrium. 

• Porous electrodes and membrane hold a local chemical equilibrium at the 

interface. 

• Local thermal equilibrium exists in the system. 

• The inlet gases behave ideal. 

 

Figure 14: Schematic of our approach to the numerical modelling (article V) 

 

3.2.2 Governing Equations 

In fluid dynamics, the flow can be explained by mass, momentum, and energy balance 

equations. Considering finite control volume, the balance equations are derived using 

the transport theorem of Reynolds [93]. Let us consider that, E is an arbitrary property 

(e.g. mass, momentum, energy), which can be obtained by integrating the scalar 

quantity e moving with velocity v within a subdomain Ω, 

                                                𝐸 = ∫ 𝑒 𝑑Ω
Ω

                                                     (3.2.1) 

For the change of E in the domain Ω over the time- interval dt, 

                                        
𝑑𝐸

𝑑𝑡
= ∫

𝜕𝑒

𝜕𝑡Ω
𝑑Ω + ∫ 𝑒 (𝑣 × 𝑛)𝑑Γ

Γ
                 (3.2.2) 
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when �⃗�  serving as the unit normal vector of the boundary. Due to the conservation 

requirements, E can be changed due to the sink/ source in Ω.  𝑣 is gas velocity. 

                             
𝑑𝐸

𝑑𝑡
= ∫

𝜕𝑒

𝜕𝑡Ω
𝑑Ω + ∫ 𝑒 (𝑣 × 𝑛)𝑑Γ

Γ
= ∫ 𝑞𝑒 𝑑Ω

Ω
          (3.2.3) 

generally, the conservation equation can be presented as, 

                                       
𝜕𝜉𝑒

𝜕𝑡
+ ∇ × Ψ𝑒 − 𝑞𝑒 = 0                                     (3.2.4) 

First term of the equation 3.2.4 represents the storage term, which is basically the 

temporal derivative of quantity e, the second term represents the partial derivative of the 

flux term where the operator ∇ represents the partial derivative in Cartesian coordinates 

and the last one stands for source and sink of quantity e. 

 

Mass-Transport: According to our focus on mass transport, the governing equation can 

be written as follows by considering a FC system with M different phases and N 

components, 

                                     𝜉𝜅 =  𝜙 ∑ (𝜌𝑚𝑜𝑙,𝛼𝑥𝛼
𝜅𝑆𝛼

Μ
𝛼=1 )                                (3.2.5) 

Where 𝜌𝑚𝑜𝑙,𝛼 represents the molar density of phase 𝛼, 𝑥𝛼
𝜅 denotes the molar fraction of 

component 𝜅 of phase 𝛼, and 𝑆𝛼 is the phase saturation. 

                           ΨΚ = −∑ (𝜌𝑚𝑜𝑙,𝛼𝑥𝛼
𝜅𝑣𝛼

Μ
𝛼=1 + 𝑑𝛼

Κ)                             (3.2.6) 

Here 𝑑𝛼
Κ stands for the diffusive flux density of component 𝜅 in phase 𝛼, and 𝑣𝛼 is the 

phase velocity, which can be estimated based on the multi-phase Darcy approach [94]: 

                                      𝑣𝛼 = −
𝑘𝑟𝛼

𝜇𝛼
𝐾∇𝑃𝛼                                                   (3.2.7) 

In the above equation, 𝑘𝑟𝛼 is the relative permeability of phase 𝛼, 𝐾 denotes intrinsic 

permeability and 𝑃𝛼  and 𝜇𝛼   represent pressure and mass specific internal energy of 

phase 𝛼  respectively. Though the phase relative permeability is considered as 𝜅𝑟𝛼 =

 𝑠𝛼
2.5  for each of the porous layers, the exponent usually varies from 2-3 [95]. The 

relative permeability is considered equivalent to the phase saturation in case of the GCs. 

 

Applying Leverett approach [96], considering 𝑆Ψ is maximum heat flux (need not to be 

equal to unity) the capillary pressure Pc can be calculated as a function of liquid 

saturation, permeability, material wettability and porosity. For contact angels θ < 90° 
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𝑃𝑐 =  𝜎
𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 cos(θ) (

𝐾

𝜙
)
−
1

2
· [1.417(1 − 𝑆Ψ) − 2.12(1 − 𝑆Ψ)

2 +

1.263(1 − 𝑆Ψ)
3]                        (3.2.8)  

For contact angles θ > 90°:  

𝑃𝑐 = 𝜎
𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 cos(𝜃) (

𝐾

𝜙
)
−
1

2
·  [1.417𝑆Ψ − 2.12𝑆Ψ

2 + 1.263𝑆Ψ
3]       (3.2.9) 

The values 1.417, 2.12 and 1.263 are empirical constants. In both equations, 𝜎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 

stands for surface tension. For each of the porous layer, the capillary pressure saturation, 

porosity, intrinsic permeability, and the properties of wetting may differ. But the phase 

pressures must exhibit a local mechanical equilibrium at the interface between two 

layers to maintain continuity. 

According to Stefan-Maxwell equation [97], the molar flux density ∇𝑥𝛼  can be 

calculated as: 

                                 ∇𝑥𝛼 = ∑
𝐶𝛼
𝑖 𝐶𝛼

𝑗

𝐶𝛼
2𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑓,𝛼

𝑖
𝑁
𝑗=1 (

𝑑𝛼
𝑗

𝐶𝛼
𝑗 −

𝑑𝛼
𝑖

𝐶𝛼
𝑖 )                           (3.2.10) 

Where 𝐶𝛼
𝑖  and 𝐶𝛼

𝑗
 are the molar concentration of species i and j in phase 𝛼 , and 

consecutively 𝑑𝛼
𝑖  and 𝑑𝛼

𝑗
 represent diffusive flux density of species i and j in phase 𝛼. 

𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑓,𝛼
𝜅  is the effective diffusion coefficient, which is determined based on binary 

diffusion coefficient, 𝐷𝛼
𝜅. 

The diffusion coefficients in the porous medium can be written with the help of 

Bruggemann-correction as, 

                                            𝐷𝑝𝑚,𝛼
𝜅 = (𝜙𝑆𝛼)

1.5𝐷𝛼
𝜅                                   (3.2.11) 

In case of the liquid phase, 

                                                𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑓,𝑙
𝜅 = 𝐷𝑝𝑚,𝑙

𝜅
                                              (3.2.12) 

In the gas phase, Knudsen diffusion occurs and 𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑓,𝛼
𝜅  is calculated with a Bosanquet 

approximation due to the pore sizes of CLs and MPLs, 

                                      𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑓,𝑔
𝜅  = (

1

𝐷𝑝𝑚,𝑔
𝜅 + 

1

𝐷𝐾𝑛𝑢𝑑𝑠𝑒𝑛,𝑔
𝜅 )

−1

                       (3.2.13)  

where,        𝐷𝐾𝑛𝑢𝑑𝑠𝑒𝑛,𝑔
𝜅 = 𝑟𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑒

2

3
√
8𝑅𝑇

𝜋𝑀𝜅
                                                   (3.2.14) 
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Here, 𝐷𝐾𝑛𝑢𝑑𝑠𝑒𝑛,𝑔

𝜅  represents Knudsen diffusion coefficient of component 𝜅  in the 

gaseous phase, 𝑀𝜅  denotes molar mass of component 𝜅  and R, T and  𝑟𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑒  express 

ideal gas constant, temperature and pore radius respectively. 

Water management is a critical issue for PEMFC. At higher current density, there will 

be some contribution from liquid water in certain locations across the modeling domain, 

and consecutively this effects strongly to the numerical efficiency [98]. To get a 

numerical approach which may be helpful to handle the above mentioned problem [98], 

the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) can be reformulated as nonlinear complimentary 

problem (NCP) combined with the balance equations (3.2.5 and 3.2.6) to hold a local 

phase equilibrium in between  gas and liquid phase inside the PEMFC. There might be 

two cases, where in one case, a certain phase is missing, and in other case a certain 

phase is present. For the first case, where the certain phase is missing, the saturation 

must be zero. 

                                     ∀𝛼 : 𝑆𝛼 = 0 → ∑ 𝑥𝛼
𝜅  ≤𝑁

𝜅=1  1                                   (3.2.15) 

Though the saturation is zero, the summation of all molar fractions of that certain phase 

might be smaller than unity as well. For the second case, the saturation must be larger 

than zero as well as the summation of all molar fractions yields unity. 

                                 ∀𝛼 ∶ ∑ 𝑥𝛼
𝜅 = 1𝑁

𝜅=1  →  𝑆𝛼 > 0                                    (3.2.16) 

From equations (3.2.15) and (3.2.16), the expression can be formulated as: 

                                 ∀𝛼 ∶ 𝑆𝛼 (1 − ∑ 𝑥𝛼
𝜅𝑁

𝜅=1  ) = 0                                       (3.2.17) 

By considering the solution as a nonlinear complementary function 𝑓𝑁𝐶𝑃, 

                         𝑓𝑁𝐶𝑃(𝑎, 𝑏) = min{ 𝑆𝛼 , 1 − ∑ 𝑥𝛼 
𝜅𝑁

𝜅=1 }                              (3.2.18) 

To fulfill𝑓𝑁𝐶𝑃(𝑎, 𝑏) = 0, condition 𝑎 ≥ 0 ∧ 𝑏 ≥ 0 ∧ 𝑎. 𝑏 = 0 is used. The source and 

sink term for mass transport can be written as: 

                                               𝑞𝜅 = ±
𝑟𝑖

𝑛𝐹
                                                          (3.2.19) 

The calculated value depends either on production or consumption of the species. Here 

𝑟𝑖 represents the volumetric reactions rate of reaction i (HOR or ORR). 

 

Charge-Transport: Applying Ohm’s law, proton transportation can be described in the 

catalyst layers.  Though electrical double layers are being used to store protons, the 

storage term can be written as: 
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                                    𝜉𝐻
+
= −𝐶𝐷𝐿(Φ𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐 −Φ𝑖𝑜𝑛)                                 (3.2.20) 

Where 𝐶𝐷𝐿 is the double layer capacitance, Φ𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐 and Φ𝑖𝑜𝑛 represent electrode potential 

and ionic potential respectively. 

The flux term is,    Ψ𝐻+ = −𝜎𝑒𝑓𝑓
𝐻+ ∇Φ𝑖𝑜𝑛                                                     (3.2.21)       

Though the only driving force is the ionic potential, the water activity plays a vital role 

in proton conductivity. A material-dependent empirical relation has been implemented 

to evaluate the influence of water activity on proton transport. Here, the water activity 

range has been divided into two domains by a separating the value𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠
𝐻2𝑂 . Different 

exponential relations have been implemented for each of the two domains by 

maintaining a continuity of the function for 𝑎𝐻2𝑂 = 𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠
𝐻2𝑂  [99]:  

                                     𝑓1(𝑎
𝐻2𝑂) = 𝐴 · exp (𝐵𝑎𝐻2𝑂)                                (3.2.22) 

       𝑓2(𝑎
𝐻2𝑂) = 𝐴 · exp [(𝐵 − 𝐶) 𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠

𝐻2𝑂 ] exp (𝐶𝑎𝐻2𝑂)                     (3.2.23) 

 

                                             𝜎𝑒𝑓𝑓,𝐶𝐿
𝐻+ = min (𝑓1, 𝑓2)                                     (3.2.24) 

Here, A is the amount of conductivity in the catalyst layer as well as prefactor, and other 

two parameters B and C are fitting parameters. Except PEM, electron transfers through 

all the porous layers of the fuel cell. Alike protons, the electrical double layers may be 

used to store electrons also. So equation (3.20) can be used to describe both of 

discharging and charging of the double layers. The flux term can be described by using 

Ohm’s law as: 

                                              Ψ𝑒− = 𝜎𝑒𝑓𝑓
𝑒−  ∇Φ𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐                                         (3.2.25) 

Unlike proton transport, gradient of electrode potential is the only driving force here. 

The source and sink terms for charge transport can be directly expressed as the 

volumetric reaction rate of hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR) or oxygen reduction 

reaction (ORR): 

𝑞𝐻
+
= 𝑟𝐻𝑂𝑅 = 

𝑃𝐻2

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑓
𝐻2
 𝐸𝐶𝑆𝐴𝐴𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑖

0,𝐻𝑂𝑅  · [𝑒𝑥𝑝 (
𝛼𝑓𝑛 𝐹 𝜂𝐻𝑂𝑅

𝑅 𝑇
) −

𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−
𝛼𝑟𝑛 𝐹 𝜂𝐻𝑂𝑅

𝑅 𝑇
)]  (3.2.26) 

Where                         𝐸𝐶𝑆𝐴 =
𝜖 3𝑚𝑝𝑡

𝑟𝑝𝑡 𝜌𝑝𝑡 𝑑𝐶𝐿
                                                      (3.2.27) 
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Here, 𝑚𝑝𝑡 is the mass of loading, 𝑟𝑝𝑡 is the average radius, 𝜌𝑝𝑡is the density 

of Pt, and  𝑑𝐶𝐿 is the thickness of the electrode 

and 𝑞𝑒
−
= 𝑟𝑂𝑅𝑅 = 

−𝑅𝜅𝑂𝑅𝑅+√4𝐸𝐶𝑆𝐴𝑒𝑓𝑓
2  𝑛2 𝐹2 𝑐𝑔

𝑂2+𝑅2(𝜅𝑂𝑅𝑅)2

2𝑛 𝐹 𝐸𝐶𝑆𝐴𝑒𝑓𝑓
 𝜅𝑂𝑅𝑅              (3.2.28) 

Where 𝐸𝐶𝑆𝐴𝑒𝑓𝑓 = (1 − 𝜃𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑥) 𝐸𝐶(when 𝜃𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑥 is oxide coverage)        (3.2.29) 

 

and           𝑘𝑂𝑅𝑅 =

{
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑚𝑒:

𝐸𝐶𝑆𝐴𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ
0,𝑂𝑅𝑅(𝑐𝑔,𝑟𝑒𝑓

𝑂2 )
−
1

2

· [𝑒𝑥𝑝 (
𝛼ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ
𝑓

𝑛𝐹𝜂𝑂𝑅𝑅

𝑅𝑇
) − 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (

−𝛼ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ
𝑟 𝑛𝐹𝜂𝑂𝑅𝑅

𝑅𝑇
)]

𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑚𝑒:

𝐸𝐶𝑆𝐴𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑜𝑤
0,𝑂𝑅𝑅(𝑐𝑔,𝑟𝑒𝑓

𝑂2 )
−
1

2

· [𝑒𝑥𝑝 (
𝛼𝑙𝑜𝑤
𝑓

𝑛𝐹𝜂𝑂𝑅𝑅

𝑅𝑇
) − 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (

−𝛼𝑙𝑜𝑤
𝑟 𝑛𝐹𝜂𝑂𝑅𝑅

𝑅𝑇
)]

                    (3.2.30) 

 

Comparing with transition overpotential, two voltage regimes have been defined by 

𝜂𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠
𝑂𝑅𝑅  = 0.76 V: 

If     Φ𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐 −Φ𝑖𝑜𝑛 ≥ 𝜂𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠
𝑂𝑅𝑅   => high voltage regime 

If     Φ𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐 −Φ𝑖𝑜𝑛 < 𝜂𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠
𝑂𝑅𝑅   => low voltage regime  

 

The model calculates the oxygen transport resistance, through the ionomer film, as the 

combined effects of the resistance due to the oxygen diffusion through the ionomer film 

and the interfacial resistance.  

                            𝑅 = 𝑅𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓 + 𝑅𝑖𝑛𝑡                                                 (3.2.31) 

where, diffusion resistance:       𝑅𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓= 
𝛿𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝐷𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑂2

                                             (3.2.32) 

and interfacial resistance:     𝑅𝑖𝑛𝑡 = 𝐵 exp (𝐶𝑎H2O)                           (3.2.33) 

 

Here, B and C are fitting parameters describing the relative humidity dependence of the 

resistance and 𝛿𝑖𝑜𝑛 is the thickness of the ionomer film. 

The effective diffusion coefficient for oxygen in Nafion® is calculated as [100]: 

               𝐷𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑂2 = 4.38 × 10-6 exp ( 

−2.5 ×104

𝑅𝑇
)                                         (3.2.34) 
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4 Materials and Characterization Techniques 

4.1 Chemicals and devices: 

 
Materials used in this thesis work are mentioned in the following table. 

 

Material Specification Supplier Function Used in 

Article 

Nafion® XL 27.94 μm thick Ionpower 

(DuPont) 
Membrane 

Ⅰ, Ⅱ, Ⅲ, 

Ⅳ, Ⅴ 

Dispersion: 

Nafion® D521  

 

Nafion® 

D1021 

≥0.92 meqg-1 

5 wt% (Alcohol-water) 

Ionpower 

(DuPont) Catalyst binder 
Ⅰ, Ⅱ, Ⅲ, 

Ⅳ, Ⅴ 

10 wt% (Aqueous) 

Sigma Aldrich 

Ionpower 

(DuPont) 

Catlalyst binder Ⅳ, Ⅴ 

Aquivion® 

membrane 

 

Aquivion®  

dispersion 

Eq wt. 790 geq-1, 11 μm 
Solvay, (non-

commercial) 
Membrane Ⅲ 

Eq wt. 833 geq-1 

(Aqueous) 

Solvay, (non-

commercial) 
Catalyst binder Ⅲ 

Gas diffusion 

Layer 

With microporous 

Layer 

SGL Carbon 

GmbH Diffusion media 
Ⅰ, Ⅱ, Ⅲ, 

Ⅳ, Ⅴ 

Gasket 

1. PTFE 206 μm 

2. Iceqube 35 FC-PO 

1. Bohlender 

2. Quintech/ 

Freunderberg 

Sealing 

Ⅰ 

Ⅱ, Ⅲ, 

Ⅳ, Ⅴ 

Bipolar Plate Graphite 

Gold plated SS 

Electrochem 

DLR Cell component 
Ⅰ, Ⅱ,Ⅴ 

Ⅲ,Ⅳ,Ⅴ 

Screen Polyster mesh FL-190 

5-10 μm and 12-15 μm 

Koenen 
Screen printing Ⅳ, Ⅴ 

Pt/ C catalyst 40wt % Pt over Vulcun 

Xc72 

Johnson 

Mathey 
Electro-catalyst 

Ⅰ, Ⅱ, Ⅲ, 

Ⅳ, Ⅴ 

Ultra-pure 

water 

HPLC garde Alfa Aesar 
Solvent 

Ⅰ, Ⅱ, Ⅲ, 

Ⅳ, Ⅴ 

Isopropyl 

Alcohol 

99.9 % VWR 
Solvent 

Ⅰ, Ⅱ, Ⅲ, 

Ⅳ, Ⅴ 

Cyclohexanol 99 % Alfa Aesar Solvent Ⅳ, Ⅴ 
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Glycerol 99 % Alfa Aesar Solvent Ⅳ 

Air 99.9 % DLR 

compressor  
Oxidant 

Ⅰ, Ⅱ, Ⅲ, 

Ⅳ, Ⅴ 

H2, N2 99.5 % VWR Reactant and 

Purging gas 

Ⅰ, Ⅱ, Ⅲ, 

Ⅳ, Ⅴ 

 
Table 2: Information about the chemicals used in this dissertation 

 

 

Device Function Supplier Article 

Bath sonication 
Probe sonication 

Mixing 
Elma 50/60 Hz 

Hielscher UP 200S 40 Hz 
Ⅰ, Ⅱ, Ⅲ, Ⅳ,Ⅴ 

Ⅳ,Ⅴ 

Cryogenic Mill Pulverizing 6850 Freeze mill, Spex Certipep Ⅰ, Ⅱ 

Hot press 
MEA 

fabrication 
Vogt Ⅰ, Ⅱ, Ⅲ 

Screen printer Coating Aurel 9000 Ⅰ, Ⅳ, Ⅴ 

Ball mill Mixing Fritsch, Pulverisette 7 Ⅳ, Ⅴ 

Plastic air spray gun Coating Herpa Ⅰ, Ⅲ 

 

Table 3: List of the devices used in this research to prepare MEAs 

 

 

MEAs were dried according to the individual studies in the following drying methods. 

Three types of drying methods have been applied, and fig. 15 shows the dryers used in 

the laboratory. 

 

 

Figure 15: Images of a) freeze dryer (article Ⅳ, Ⅴ), b) vacuum dryer (article Ⅳ,Ⅴ), c) 

oven dryer (article Ⅰ, Ⅱ, Ⅲ, Ⅳ, Ⅴ) 
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4.2 MEA Formulation and Operating Conditions 

 
MEAs used in article Ⅰ, Ⅱ, Ⅲ were hot pressed according to the fig. 16 a) in the hot 

press device shown in fig 16. b) at 165 °C and 700 N cm-2 for 5 minutes.  

 

Figure 16: a) Orientation of hot pressing, b) the hot press device (article Ⅰ, Ⅱ, Ⅲ) 

 

All the MEAs were tested in the in-house built test benches by DLR. Two test facilities: 

1 cm2 active area (article Ⅰ, Ⅱ, Ⅲ) and 25 cm2 active area (article Ⅲ, Ⅳ, Ⅴ) cells were 

used to electrochemically characterize the MEAs. The test benches, controlled by 

programmable logic controller (PLC), allow automatic control of the input and output 

conditions, such as the pressure, temperature, flow rate of gases, and humidity of 

reactants. Humidification was controlled by the associated humidifier in the test 

facilities. Heating unit, sensors and mass flow controller were used to control the 

operating conditions and stoichiometry, which are mentioned in details in the 

concerning articles. The smaller active area test bench has anode and cathode flow 25 

ml min-1 and 75 ml min-1 respectively, whereas bigger active area test bench has anode 

and cathode flow 500 ml min-1 and 2000 ml min-1. Load capacity of the test benches are 

3A and 50 A respectively. The operating temperature was 80 ºC and the gas outlet 

pressure was kept constant at 1.5 bar (absolute). Relative humidity and stoichiometric 

flow has been changed according to the requirement of the study. Fig. 17 a) and b) 

shows the testing facilities and fig. 17 c) displays the potentiostat device which was 

operated to measure electrochemical impedance measurements. 
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4.3 Electrochemical Characterization 

 
Polarization study 

Polarization curves were performed with the load attached to the test bench which can 

be operated in either galvano-static or potentio-static mode. Before making polarization 

measurement, all the the MEAs were well conditioned (break-in procedure) in both 

potentiostatic and galvanostatic modes. 

 

 

Figure 17: Test benches and the EIS device used in the scope of this study. 

 
Impedance Evaluation 

Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy was performed for all of the MEAs by a 

Zahner potentiostat (Zahner Zennium with PP241 load) and the Thales software. 

Nyquist and Bode plots were determined in three different current densities at 0.1, 0.5 

and 1 A cm-2, in the frequency range from 100 mHz to 100 KHz with appropriate 

amplitude. To ascertain a linear EIS measurement, the amplitude was chosen 

accordingly. Anode acts as a reference and counter electrode, but cathode acts as a 

working electrode. Nyquist plot is constructed with negative imaginary impedance in 

the Y axis and the real impedance in the X axis. On the other hand, the bode plot 
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consists three components: impedance with phase angel in the Y axis and the frequency 

in the X axis. 

 

Ionic Impedance 

The ionic impedance of the electrode was also evaluated with special EIS measurement. 

In order to characterize ionic impedance, very low but equal amount of hydrogen and 

nitrogen gas were fed into anode and cathode with 100% humidification. To avoid the 

contribution from ORR charge transfer, cathode compartment is purged with nitrogen 

during the measurement. Consequently, the charging of the catalyst’s double layer 

against the ionic resistance of CL becomes dominating factor. Ionic impedance was 

measured in 1 V potentiostatic condition with 10 mV amplitude from 500 mHz to 100 

KHz frequency. At high frequencies a Warburg-like response (45° slope) is observed, 

corresponding to ion conductivity in the catalyst layer. At low frequencies, the 

impedance plot curves up to a limiting capacitance response (vertical) which 

corresponds to the total capacitance and resistance of the catalyst layer. The ionic 

resistance, Rionic, can be obtained from the length of the Warburg-like region projected 

onto the real impedance (Z´) axis (= Rionic/3) with the help of transmission line model. 

 

Cyclic Voltammetry 

Cyclic voltammograms (CVs) were obtained at 1.5 bar pressure with 20 mV s-1 slew 

rate between 60 mV to 1 V to measure the electrochemical active surface area for each 

of the cathodes. To measure cathode CV, minimum but equal amount of H2 and N2 gas 

are fed with 100 % humidification. The cathode side of the MEA is triggered by a 

sweep of voltage (0 to 1 V) where the coulombic charge for hydrogen adsorption is used 

to calculate the active surface area of platinum considering the charge needed to adsorb 

a monolayer of adsorbed H+ on polycrystalline platinum. Thereupon it is possible to 

obtain the electrochemical surface area (ECSA) of the cathode through the following 

equation: 

ECSA =
𝑞𝑃𝑡

𝛤·𝐿
                                                  (4.3.1) 

Where qPt refers to the hydrogen adsorption charge density retrieved from each CV; Γ is 

equal to 210 µC·cm-2
Pt and represents the charge required to reduce a monolayer of 

protons on Pt. Finally, L represents the Pt loading in the electrode. Pt utilization was 
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calculated from the ratio between the ECSA and the theoretical surface area (TSA) of 

the catalyst provided by the catalyst supplier. TSA is calculated as follows: 

TSA= 
6

(𝜌·𝑑)
                                    (4.3.2) 

Where ρ is the density of platinum (21.4×106 g m-3), d is the mean diameter of the Pt 

particle provided from the supplier (4.5 nm). 

 

Linear Sweep Voltammetry 

At the scan rate of 2 mV s-1, the working electrode is scanned against linear voltage 

change with respect to the counter or reference electrode.  In order to determine the 

hydrogen crossover, also to identify the existence of pinhole or short circuits across the 

cell, the output of the working electrode current vs. voltage is used. During the whole 

process, nitrogen is supplied at the cathode side until the OCV used to be stable around 

80 mV. 

 

Segmented board 

The locally resolved current density measurements were performed with the 25 cm2 cell 

using DLR’s segmented bipolar plate (SC) based on printed circuit board (PCB) 

technology with integrated temperature sensors. This device allows us to gain insight 

into the heterogeneity of current distribution in the cell. Especially, this technique is 

very useful for identifying local degradation processess. The study of local processes, 

which are influenced by heterogeneous water management, can be also measured 

successfully.  
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4.4 Physical Characterization 

 
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 

To observe the cross section of MEAs with scanning electron microscopy (SEM), 

specimens were prepared by cutting a 1×1 cm2 from MEAs. After placing the sample 

inside the SEM sample holder, the fractures were made by emerging the sample into 

liquid Nitrogen. The measurement was carried out in a Zeiss UltraPlus, providing an 

electron beam range of 2.0 to 10 kV that allows the analysis of the surface and cross 

section of the different MEAs. Combined with SEM measurements, an energy 

dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDX) peltier cooled Si (Li) detector allowed the 

quantification of the chemical elements. 

 

Porosimetry analysis  

BET: Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) measurements were performed using the 

Dollimore/Heal method for surface area determination of the approached catalyst 

powders. The samples are dried here, under vacuum conditions at 60 °C for 3 h, with 

liquid nitrogen and positioned inside a Sorptomanic 1195 chamber.  

MIP:  To determine the pore size distribution of the catalyst composite mercury 

intrusion porosimetry (MIP) has been performed at 25 °C. This porosimetric 

characterization is based on the properties of non-wetting liquids inside capillaries. An 

optimum pressurized chamber is applied to stimulate penetration of mercury into the 

pores of the sample.  

 

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) 

Atomic force microscopy is a device which can characterize the topography, 

deformation and conductivity of a surface with tapping method. Unlike SEM, the 

greatest advantage of this technique is, AFM is capable of detecting the ionomer 

distribution of surface without destroying the thin ionomer film with electric beam. A 

Multimode 8 AFM (Bruker, Karlsruhe) device was used as AFM. Conductive adhesive 

tape was used to glue the MEAs samples over an AFM steel disc and to electrically 

connect the surface of the sample. Platinum/iridium coated AFM tips (NCHStPt, 

Nanoworld) were used in tapping mode with additional recorded current that gets 

averaged by a lock-in amplifier (PF-TUNA, Bruker). The 9 µm² measurements were 
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recorded with 768 x 768 pixels at a scan rate of 0.326 Hz. Images with 4 µm² were 

cropped out of the measured areas. 

 

Thermogravimetric Analysis 

After obtaining completely dried electrodes, both GDEs and CCMs were weighted for 

Pt loading calculation purposes. To determine the precise Pt loading of the CCM 

samples, thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of catalyst-coated membranes was 

performed with a thermal gravimetric analyzer (NETZSCH STA 449 C) and a DSC/TG 

platinum pan; the samples were heated from room temperature to 1100 °C with a 

heating rate of 1 K min-1 under air atmosphere. 

 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 

For x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) characterization, photoemission spectra 

were recorded using a hemispherical electron energy analyzer in an ultrahigh vacuum 

chamber of a base pressure of 4.10-10 mbar (Thermo Scientific ESCALAB250). The 

fresh GDE was measured first, and then the gas diffusion layer (GDL) was delaminated 

by hand from the operated active layer to access the interface between catalyst layer 

(CL) and microporous layer (MPL) in addition to the GDL backing surface. Only 

samples with no apparent material transfer from the detached component were analyzed. 

 

Focus Ion Beam Scanning Electron Microscopy (FIBSEM) 

Samples were cut into squares of size 1 × 1 cm2 from the CCM or MEA, and in case of 

MEA gas diffusion layer has been delaminated manually. After placing the sample 

inside the SEM sample holder, the fracture was made by emerging the sample in liquid 

nitrogen. The measurements were carried out in 1.5 KV EHT with a 30 KV FIB probe. 

By 20×20µm cut area with standard image resolution 1024×720 pixel The Thickness of 

each cut is 150 nm. The FIB-SEM images were taken with a Zeiss Scanning Electron 

Microscope (Neon 40 ESB Crossbeam). 

 

Infrared spectroscopy (IR) 

Infrared spectroscopy has been performed to characterize the bonding of the ionomer 

from 0 to 4000 wavenumber cm-1 with Bruker Hyperion 306 (Vertex 80 V).  
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4.5 Boundary Condition and Discretization of Model 

 
4.5.1 Initial and Boundary Conditions 

Based on our model assumptions these following parameters hold continuity at the 

interface: flux density, primary variables, protonic current density, ionic potential, 

species partial pressure, energy fluxes and temperature. 

 

Initial conditions: 

The primary conditions for anode, cathode and interfaces are given in the table below: 

 

Initial 

variable 
Anode PEM/Anode Cathode/ PEM Cathode 

𝑃𝑔 𝑃𝑔,𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 - - 𝑃𝑔,𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑐𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑𝑒 

𝑆𝑙 0 - - 0 

𝑥𝑔
𝐻2𝑂 

𝑅𝐻𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑃𝑠𝑎𝑡
𝐻2𝑂

/𝑃𝑔 

- - 𝑅𝐻𝑐𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑃𝑠𝑎𝑡
𝐻2𝑂

/𝑃𝑔 

𝑥𝑔
𝑂2 

0 - - 0.21(1 −

𝑥𝑔,𝑐𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑𝑒
𝐻2𝑂 ) 

𝑥𝑔
𝑁2 

- - - 0.79 (1 −

𝑥𝑔,𝑐𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑𝑒
𝐻2𝑂 ) 

𝑥𝑔
𝐻2 1 − 𝑥𝑔,𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒

𝐻2𝑂  - - 0 

𝑇 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡 

Φ𝑖𝑜𝑛 0 0 0 0 

Φ𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐 0 - - Φ𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐,𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡 

𝜇𝐻2𝑂 

- 𝑅𝑇𝑙𝑛(𝑃𝑔,𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒
𝐻2𝑂

/𝑃𝑠𝑎𝑡
𝐻2𝑂) 

𝑅𝑇𝑙𝑛(𝑃𝑔,𝑐𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑𝑒
𝐻2𝑂

/𝑃𝑠𝑎𝑡
𝐻2𝑂) 

- 

𝑃𝐻2  - 𝑥𝑔
𝐻2𝑃𝑔,𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝑥𝑔

𝐻2𝑃𝑔,𝑐𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑𝑒 - 

𝑃𝑂2 - 𝑥𝑔
𝑂2𝑃𝑔,𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝑥𝑔

𝑂2𝑃𝑔,𝑐𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑𝑒 - 

 

Table 4: Initial conditions at the interfaces between electrolyte and electrodes. 
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Boundary conditions: 

Boundary conditions were actuated at the inlet-outlet and current collectors of the 

simulation. For the conservation equation of the molar flux densities of H2 and O2 at the 

inlets, Neumann condition is considered, and Faraday’s law is used to determine the 

values. Here 𝜆 is denoted as conductivity. 

                                            Ψ𝜅 =
𝜆𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑥,𝜅𝐼

𝑛𝐹𝐴𝑖𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑡
𝑛                                       (4.5.1) 

If the integrated cell-current is less than a provided minimum value, then the 

formulation will be as follows: 

                                       Ψ𝜅 =
𝜆𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑥,𝜅max (𝐼𝑚𝑖𝑛,𝐼)

𝑛𝐹𝐴𝑖𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑡
𝑛                                   (4.5.2) 

Dirichlet condition is stated to specify the mole fraction of all remaining values of mass 

balances from the sub-domain. Other boundary conditions at the inlet are: 

𝑇 = 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑡 

𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 0 

𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐 = 0 

𝑆𝑙 = 0 

In case of outlet, all mass conservative equations are set as outflow boundary-conditions 

except the equation of the gradients. The gradients required to be constant across the 

boundary to implement the outflow boundary-condition, which suggests diffusion may 

not occur in through-plane direction, and the phases have to be mixed properly. Adding 

the longer tubes at the outlets of the modeling domain helps to solve this issue. 

However, the length of these tubes should be selected in such a fashion that the phases 

mix accurately before reaching the outlet boundary. For the gas pressure, a Dirichlet 

boundary condition is fixed instead of the remaining mass balance equation. Other 

outflow boundary conditions are: 

𝑃𝑔 = 𝑃𝑔,𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑙𝑒𝑡 

𝑇 = 𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑙𝑒𝑡 

𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 0 

𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐 = 0 

For the applied temperature, a Dirichlet condition is set for cathode and anode. The 

electrode potential of anode is: 

Φ𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐 = 0 
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when the cell operation mode defines the boundary condition for the cathode. In 

potentiostatic approach, the Dirichlet condition is applied and the values are calculated 

as: Φ𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐 = the cell voltage 

Neumann condition is used for the galvanostatic mode where the electric current density 

is determined using the desired cell current density and the cell area in agreement with: 

                                                   𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐 =
𝐼

𝐴𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑛
                                                 (4.5.3)  

 

 

4.5.2 Discretization 

There are two categories of systems, one is discrete system and another is continuous 

system. Discrete system consists of finite number of algebraic constitutive equations, 

whereas continuous system consists of differential equations. To exactly solve a 

differential equation, which fulfills all boundary conditions, a discrete idealization is 

required. Therefore, a continuous system is required to be reduced to a discrete system 

using different discretization methods such as finite volume method, finite element 

method, finite difference method, fully implicit Euler scheme or fully explicit Euler 

scheme.   

Differential equation for a continuous system is valid for the whole domain. So the 

number of unknown variable is not known, therefore, each point needs to determined, 

which becomes an unknown function (Fig. 18 a). 

 

Figure 18: a) whole domain, b) discretized domain, and c) more refined (discretized) 

domain  

Instead of determining the unknown variable at each point, the problem can be reduced 

to determine the unknown variable at selected locations (Fig. 18 b and c). The unknown 

variable at other locations can be determined using interpolation. Discretization makes 

the whole process more flexibility by giving a platform to determine a finite number 

values rather than a function.  
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The equations presented in previous section, required to be discretized according to time 

and space. Box method [101] has been chosen considering spatial discretization along 

with fully implicit Euler scheme for time discretization. 

 

Box Method 

Though the representation of the box method has been taken from the DuMuX 

handbook, an interested individual is requested to go through to know more in details 

[102].  Schematic of spatial discretization of box method is provided in fig. 19. 

 

Figure 19: Schematic of spatial discretization of box method (reproduced from [102]) 

 

The box method couples the benefit of both of the finite-volume (FV) method as well as 

the finite-element (FE) method. Because of this combination, the method is locally mass 

conservative as well as allows application of unstructured grids. The whole domain, Ω, 

is primarily discretized by a finite-element grid consisting of node i with a 

corresponding elements 𝐸𝑘 , and then a secondary finite-volume grid is constructed, 

which creates a box 𝐵𝑖 by adding the midpoints and barycenters. The box 𝐵𝑖, around 

node i, is divided into four subcontrolvolumes (scv’s) by finite-element grids, where the 

subcontrolvolumes are belong to the corresponding elements created by finite-element 

grids. 𝑒𝑖𝑗
𝑘  is one of the subcontrolvolumefaces (scvf) between the scv’s 𝑏𝑖

𝑘  and 𝑏𝑗
𝑘  , 

including it’s length |𝑒𝑖𝑗
𝑘 |, which is required for the discretization. 𝑥𝑖𝑗

𝑘  and 𝑛𝑖𝑗
𝑘  represent 

the integration point on 𝑒𝑖𝑗
𝑘  and the outer normal vector respectively. 
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Due to the combination of FE and FV, box method calculates the fluxes at the 

integration points using FE gradients as well as maintains a balance of fluxes beyond 

the scvf’s with FV method.  

The discrete form of the balance equation (equation 3.2.2), derived from Reynolds 

transport theorem, can be written as: 

                                 𝑓(𝑢) = ∫
𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑡 
𝑑Ω

Ω
 + ∫ ∇.Ψ 𝑑Ω

Ω
 - ∫ 𝑞 𝑑Ω

Ω
 = 0         (4.5.4) 

First term, ∫
𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑡 
𝑑Ω

Ω
, represents the change of the unknown field u over time, second 

term, ∫ ∇.Ψ 𝑑Ω
Ω

, denotes the fluxes over the interfaces and the last one, ∫ 𝑞 𝑑Ω
Ω

, is the 

source and sink term. At the integration point, an approximation �̃�(𝑥𝑖𝑗
𝑘 )  of u is 

considered as: 

                                               �̃�(𝑥𝑖𝑗
𝑘 ) = ∑ 𝑁𝑖(𝑥𝑖𝑗

𝑘 )𝑖  . �̂�𝑖                                (4.5.5)  

Where 𝑁𝑖(𝑥𝑖𝑗
𝑘 ) is the linear basis function and �̂�𝑖 represents the nodal value. 

And the gradient of �̃�(𝑥𝑖𝑗
𝑘 ), 

                                             ∇�̃�(𝑥𝑖𝑗
𝑘 )= ∑ ∇𝑁𝑖(𝑥𝑖𝑗

𝑘 )𝑖  . �̂�𝑖                              (4.5.6) 

At each scvf, the expression will result as: 

                                                 𝑓 (�̃�(𝑥𝑖𝑗
𝑘 )) . 𝑛𝑖𝑗

𝑘  . |𝑒𝑖𝑗
𝑘 |                                 (4.5.7) 

Here, 𝑓 (�̃�(𝑥𝑖𝑗
𝑘 )), 𝑛𝑖𝑗

𝑘  and |𝑒𝑖𝑗
𝑘 | represent flux due to the gradient of �̃�(𝑥𝑖𝑗

𝑘 ), outer normal 

vector and length of the scvf respectively. 

Due to the approximation of u, equation (4.4) does not fulfill exactly and a residual 𝜖 is 

produced. 

                                                     𝑓(�̃�) = 𝜖 ≠ 0                                              (4.5.8) 

Like FE method, the box method follows the principle of weighted residuals. Implying 

the principle of weighted residuals: 

                                 ∫ 𝑤𝑗𝜖 𝑑ΩΩ
 =
!
 0                 with  ∑ 𝑤𝑗𝑗  =1              (4.5.9) 

Where 𝑤𝑗 is a weighting function. 

Implementing equation (4.5.9) into equation (4.5.4) yields: 

   ∫ 𝑤𝑗
𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑡 
𝑑Ω

Ω
 + ∫ 𝑤𝑗[∇.Ψ(�̃�) 𝑑Ω]Ω

 - ∫ 𝑤𝑗𝑞 𝑑ΩΩ
 = ∫ 𝑤𝑗𝜖 𝑑ΩΩ

 =
!
 0     (4.5.10) 

The first term of the above equation, ∫ 𝑤𝑗
𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑡 
𝑑Ω

Ω
, can be rewritten as: 
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    ∫ 𝑤𝑗
𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑡 
𝑑Ω

Ω
 = ∫

𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑡
 𝑑Ω

𝐵𝑖
 = 

𝑑

𝑑𝑡
 ∫ ∑ �̂�𝑖𝑁𝑖  𝑑Ω𝑖𝐵𝑖

 = ∑
𝜕𝑢𝑖

𝜕𝑡
 ∫ 𝑁𝑖  𝑑Ω𝐵𝑖

𝑖        (4.5.11) 

After implementing the Green-Gauss theorem and product rule, the second term of 

equation (4.5.10) results as: 

     ∫ 𝑤𝑗[∇.Ψ(�̃�) 𝑑Ω]Ω
 = ∫ [𝑤𝑗Ψ(�̃�)]𝑛 𝑑ΓΩ∂Ω

 - ∫ ∇𝑤𝑗Ψ(�̃�)𝑑ΩΩ
               (4.5.12) 

In box method, the weighting functions, 𝑤𝑗 , are chosen as the piece-wise constant 

functions, i.e. 

                                           𝑤𝑗(𝑥) = {
1 𝑥 ∈  𝐵𝑖
 0 𝑥 ∉  𝐵𝑖   

                                               (4.5.13) 

Where 𝐵𝑖 is the control volume box. Based on the assumption that, the storage capacity 

is reduced to the nodes, a mass lumping technique is applied to replace the integrals 𝑀𝑖,𝑗 

= ∫ 𝑁𝑖𝐵𝑖
𝑑Ω by the mass lumping term 𝑀𝑖𝑗

𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑝
 as follows: 

          𝑀𝑖𝑗
𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑝

 = {
∫ 𝑤𝑗  𝑑Ω =  ∫ 𝑁𝑖  𝑑Ω =  𝑉𝑖𝐵𝑖

                  𝑖𝑓  𝑖 = 𝑗
𝐵𝑖

               0                                                      𝑖𝑓 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗
         (4.5.14) 

Where 𝑉𝑖 denotes the volume of box 𝐵𝑖. 

Putting all the values in equation (4.5.10), we obtain: 

      ∑
𝜕𝑢𝑖

𝜕𝑡
 ∫ 𝑁𝑖  𝑑Ω𝐵𝑖

𝑖  + ∫ Ψ(�̃�)
𝜕𝐵𝑖

 . 𝑛 𝑑Γ𝐵𝑖  - ∫ 𝑤𝑗𝑞 𝑑Ω𝐵𝑖
 =
!
 0                    (4.5.15) 

With 𝑤𝑗 =1, the discrete form of equation (4.5.4): 

                         𝑉𝑖
𝜕𝑢𝑖

𝜕𝑡
 + ∫ Ψ(�̃�)𝑛 𝑑Γ𝐵𝑖𝜕𝐵𝑖

 - 𝑉𝑖 . 𝑞 = 0                                    (4.5.16) 

 

 

4.5.3 Time Discretization 

Stability is a basic requirement of the efficiency of a numerical solution. Therefore in 

transient problems, it is important to integrate every term of a differential equation over 

a time step to analysis the stability of the solution. For the time discretization, the 

mathematical model used an implicit Euler scheme. 

Domain of dependence plays a vital role to make a solution more stable and the 

prerequisites are: it has to be finite as well as contains the boundary conditions 

completely. In case of an implicit method, both of the prerequisites are fulfilled 

automatically and therefore, the implicit solution is unconditionally stable. Implicit 

euler scheme is a first order scheme, which simplifies as: 
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𝜕𝑢𝑖

𝜕𝑡
 = 

𝑢𝑖
𝑛+1− 𝑢𝑖

𝑛

𝑡𝑛+1− 𝑡𝑛
  =  

𝑢𝑖
𝑛+1− 𝑢𝑖

𝑛

∆𝑡
                                            (4.5.17) 

Where the length of the time step, ∆𝑡, is adaptive and n denotes the time level. To get 

the solution at 𝑡𝑛+1, equation (4.5.16) can be expressed as: 

          𝑉𝑖
𝑢𝑖
𝑛+1− 𝑢𝑖

𝑛 

Δ𝑡
 + ∫ Ψ(�̃�𝑛+1)𝑛 𝑑Γ𝐵𝑖𝜕𝐵𝑖

 - 𝑉𝑖 . 𝑞
𝑛+1 = 0                     (4.5.18) 

A heuristic time step estimator, which is based on the value of Newton iterations, is 

used to determine the time step size. In this process, expected number of iterations is set 

as well as tolerance limit is defined, and time step is determined using these values. 

 

Parameter Unit Source 
Spatial 

Parameter 
Unit Source 

𝒅𝑪𝑳,𝒄𝒂𝒕𝒉𝒐𝒅𝒆,𝑭𝑫= 

14.58×10-6 
m measured Κ𝑀𝑃𝐿= 4.0×10-15 m2 fitted 

𝒅𝑪𝑳,𝒄𝒂𝒕𝒉𝒐𝒅𝒆,𝑽𝑫= 

12.67×10-6 
m measured ∅𝐺𝐷𝐿= 0.62  estimated 

𝒅𝑪𝑳,𝒄𝒂𝒕𝒉𝒐𝒅𝒆,𝑶𝑫= 

11×10-6 
m measured ∅𝑀𝑃𝐿= 0.75  fitted 

   ∅𝐶𝐿,𝐹𝐷= 0.24  estimated 

ORR, 𝒊𝒓𝒆𝒇
𝟎 = 1.0e-4 A m-2 fitted ∅𝐶𝐿,𝑉𝐷= 0.21  estimated 

   ∅𝐶𝐿,𝑂𝐷= 0.18  estimated 

𝑬𝑪𝑺𝑨𝒎𝑷𝒕,𝒂𝒏𝒐𝒅𝒆 = 

𝒎𝑷𝒕,𝒄𝒂𝒕𝒉𝒐𝒅𝒆 = 3.5e-3 

Kg m-

2 
measured 

𝑟𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑒,𝑀𝑃𝐿= 

45×10-9 
m fitted 

𝑬𝑪𝑺𝑨𝑭𝑫= 7e6 m2 m-3 measured 𝑟𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑒,𝐶𝐿= 2.5×10-8 m estimated 

𝑬𝑪𝑺𝑨𝑽𝑫= 5.6e6 m2 m-3 measured 𝜆𝐺𝐷𝐿= 0.60 W m-1 k-1 [103] 

𝑬𝑪𝑺𝑨𝑶𝑫= 5.25e6 m2 m-3  measured 𝜆𝑀𝑃𝐿= 0.33 W m-1 k-1 [104] 

   𝜆𝐶𝐿= 0.3 W m-1 k-1 fitted 

 

Table 5:  Model parameters and spatial parameters used in the numerical method [92]. 

 

The applied model parameters for numerical simulation have been listed in table 5 and 6 

after modification from the work of Futter et al.  
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Parameter Unit Source Parameter Unit Source 

Catalyst Layer Conductivity 

Freeze and vacuum drying Oven drying 

A= 1.0× 10-2 S m-1 fitted A= 0.80× 10-2  S m-1 fitted 

B= 3.0  fitted B= 3.0  fitted 

C= 5.0  fitted C= 5.0  fitted 

 

Ionomer Film Model 

Freeze and vacuum drying Oven drying 

A= 0.0 S m-1 fitted A= 0.0 S m-1 fitted 

B= 2.5×105 s m-1 fitted B= 2.2648×104 s m-1 fitted 

C= -5.0  fitted C = -1.5   fitted 

 

Table 6 :  Model parameters used in the numerical method [92] 

 

Detailed methods and the applied parameters of the simulation are addressed in the 

Article V (section 8.5). 
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5 Conclusion   
 

5.1 General Conclusion 

 
 

his cumulative doctoral thesis integrates an thorough investigation to design an 

efficient membrane electrode assembly for PEMFC application. In this work, 

selection of ionomer (in both electrode and electrolyte application), and the 

influence of catalyst layer fabrication technique along with the effect of drying 

technique have been taken into account. Therefore, the objective of this work is to select 

optimized materials, and to develop a feasible fabrication process for our system to 

make it accessible to the interested industry.  

 

Increasing the platinum utilization to reduce the cost of MEA fabrication is one of the 

few challenges we accepted, and reported that this is significantly associated with the 

catalyst layer manufacturing approach. Article I of this cumulative dissertation 

encompasses the study concerning the influential parameters, which are involved in the 

catalyst layer fabrication process. Furthermore, the measures which should be taken care 

of also acknowledged in the primary study. It is really intriguing to speculate, to what 

degree a coating technique alone can decide the fate of the electrode by virtue of 

agglomerate formation, platinum utilization, ionomer distribution, porosity, tortuosity, 

permeability, diffusion co-efficient, etc. 

In Article II the improved procedure for catalyst powder preparation for the coating 

techniques named “dry spray”, which was invented at DLR, has been reported. 

Application of dry Nafion® powder was the limitation to produce electrode with smaller 

aggregates and homogenous ionomer distribution. Incorporating the liquid ionomer 

dispersion with the catalyst, and cryo-milling it afterwards to prepare dry powder 

T 
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unfolds the new opportunity to partially coat the catalyst aggregates with thin film of 

ionomer, which contributes to a better outcome.  

Article III elucidates the influence of the side chain length of ionomer on short and 

long-term application. This particular study demonstrates a comprehensive analogy 

between Aquivion® (short side chain) and Nafion® (long side chain) both as membrane 

and catalyst additives in the CL layer. Experimental data shows, thin membrane has the 

tendency to degrade faster due to higher crossover and vigorous mechanical stress. In 

addition, the short side chain ionomer has better proton conductivity and performance 

for the short term application. However, due to abundant weaker CO- bond, and less 

fluorine content compared to its alternative, electrodes prepared with Aquivion® 

deteriorates faster.  

Eventually, Article IV of this thesis work investigated the influence of the drying step of 

the CL manufacturing process on CL structure and PEMFC operation, which has not 

fully received attention from the PEMFC community yet. We have encountered a 

significant influence of drying mechanism on the CL preparation derived from 

suspension coating techniques. Freeze drying or lyophilisation not only provides higher 

porosity and surface area into the CL, but also improves the ionomer distribution 

through the CL. Reduced pore electrolyte resistance and enhanced diffusion capacity 

due to porous architecture result in higher performance with declined mass transport 

limitation. Additionally, in Article V, a numerical approach with a “transient 2D 

physical model for single cell” has been executed to simulate this phenomenon. The 

simulation yields a very good agreement with the experimental results, and the fit 

accurately explains how the improved oxygen transport behaviour triggers the 

performance. Optimizing the thickness of ionomer film by specific drying method and 

increasing the CL thickness by improving its porosity can negate the limitations in the 

transport of oxygen through the ionomer. Even though increased porosity, thicker 

electrode and very thin ionomer film hamper the charge transfer, higher permeability 

and diffusibility of oxidant in the reacting interface counterbalance the adverse effect. 

 

This is reasonable to presume that there are still many scopes for further investigation, 

which were not addressed in this work but important to CL manufacturing. However, 

gathering all the information from the literature and the laboratory experience regarding 

MEA fabrication, following improvements are possible to design a low platinum loaded 
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MEA with higher performance and durability. A combined schematic of the studies is 

illustrated in fig. 20. 

 

 

Figure 20: A synoptic illustration attributed to the findings of this dissertation; a) Article 

I: distribution of MEA performance limitation factors associated to differently prepared 

MEAs, b) Article II: improvement of dry spray technology by applying liquid ionomer 

dispersion, c) Article III: performance of ionomer with different side chain length with 

function of time, d) Article IV, V: improvement of electrode preparation by adapting 

freeze drying techniques. 

 

Fig. 20 a) demonstrates the distribution of MEA performance points attributed to 

different coating methods along with their individual voltage values at 1 A cm-2. With 

this MEA performance point, the individual limiting factors of the CLs have been 

comprehensibly investigated, which correlates between their microstructures and their 

specific performances. Furthermore, fig. 20 b) illustrates the improvement of ionomer 

distribution in dry catalyst layer by wet mixing, which consecutively escalates the 

performance of MEA prepared with dry spray coating technique. Additionally, fig. 20 c) 
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displays the voltage deterioration of the MEAs prepared with the combination of long 

and short side chain ionomers with respect to time. This study reveals the higher 

degradation rate due to the thinner membrane. Eventually, fig. 20 d) shows a schematic 

of three CLs dried with three different drying techniques in the left panel. Moreover, it 

also exhibits the positive effect of the freeze drying technique on porosity as well as gas 

diffusion properties of CL, which consequently improves the performance of the MEAs.  
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5.2 Synopsis 

 

Aforementioned studies and experiences advocate us to discuss possible improvements 

in low Pt loaded MEA to achieve higher performance and durability.  

• In this dissertation, I have investigated various parameters for characterizing CL 

properties such as CL thickness, porosity, tortuosity, ionomer distribution and proton 

conductivity through CL. Additionally, active surface area of catalyst and their 

utilization were also determined from the electrochemical characterization. 

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy also reveals the possible contribution of 

different overpotentials involved in the electrode. Optimizing the above mentioned 

extrinsic as well as intrinsic characteristics play a significant role to design an efficient 

and durable CL that is also comprehensible from the prediction of the modelling as well 

as its simulated results. However, the limiting current study has not been performed in 

this work, which can foresee the pressure dependent and pressure independent 

resistances of oxygen diffusion in the catalyst layer [105]. Nevertheless, isolating the 

transport resistance through ionomer-water film from the total transport limitation is still 

a challenge in the community. Diffusion through water and thin ionomer films can be 

determined by Henry’s Law, yet there is no general agreement on its relevance [106–

108]. Even though a lot of research is taking place all around the globe to simulate this 

phenomenon in CL [109], a bridge between the experimental parameters and the 

prediction of modelling is still required. 

• The most widely used ionomer in PEMFC application is perfluorosulfonic acid, 

which is made of hydrophobic perfluorinated backbone along with perfluoropolyether 

as side chains that terminates in a sulfonic acid group. The ratio of both monomers 

determines the equivalent weight, proton conductivity as well as water uptake. 

Therefore, ionomers with short side chain (SSC) appeared to be more stable at lower 

equivalent weight with higher proton conductivity and water uptake [110]. The 

structural and compositional divergence between SSC and LSC ionomers regulates their 

specific characteristics. At a given polymeric EW, the SSC-membranes are associated 

with higher heat of fusion than LSC-membranes. Moreover, SSC retains its semi-

crystalline behavior even at low EW, and the absence of the CF3 group as well as the 

shorter side chain yield a polymer of higher glass transition temperature at a given EW 

[22,111].  However, one of the works in this monograph shows SSC ionomer in the 
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electrode experiences higher rate of degradation in the long term of application due to 

having higher concentration of CO functional group, which is weak and more 

susceptible to radical attack. This loss of stability can be compensated by using SSC as 

membrane and LSC as ionomer additives in CL, or stabilization of the SSC ionomer by 

incorporating more competent radical scavengers. 

• Freeze drying techniques of CL shows a promising improvement in CL 

properties by improving the porosity and transport behavior. This method can be further 

optimized to regulate the thickness and porosity of the CL by adjusting the amount of 

solvent and the rate of cooling as well as drying [112]. Nevertheless, uncontrolled 

sublimation often generates excessive porosity which in turn increases the tortuosity and 

reduces the performance of electrode. Moreover, this extreme condition of drying 

sometime causes unwanted brittleness of the ionomer and realignment of PTFE 

backbone (if liq. N2 is used for cooling). However, cooling with mild condition can 

improve these demerits, but increase the drying time. In addition, our model predicts 

that even though increased porosity, thicker electrode and very thin ionomer film 

hamper the charge transport within the CL (very thin film of ionomer hinders the in-

plane proton conductivity), the higher permeability and diffusibility of oxidant in the 

reacting interface counterbalances the overall performance. Both numerical and 

experimental perspectives emphasize on the fact that the drying technique plays a 

significant role in PEMFC performance due to its influence on the porosity and the 

distribution along with the thickness of the ionomer layer through the CL. 

• Meeting the DOE target 2020 with 0.125 mg cm-2 Pt loading to reach 300 mA 

cm-2 at 0.8V or 1 W cm-2 peak power density at 1.5 bar for 5000 cycles is still a 

challenge [113]. Implementing the improvements in MEA, which are mentioned in this 

dissertation will facilitate to gain higher performance and durability at low catalyst 

loading. Nevertheless, the performance shown in this dissertation still does not meet the 

target, but contributes to the development of important parameters, which should be 

taken care of. Interestingly, using only the state of the art components does not confirm 

the highest possible fuel cell performance; whereas, a wide spectrum of parameters 

(such as hot pressing, compression, break-in condition etc.) are also involved in the 

performance and durability of PEMFC. A combination of up-to-date materials and 

synergic optimization of various parameters are required to attain the DOE or EU target 

of PEMFC.   
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6 General Outlook  
 

       ossibly, this doctoral thesis is one of the building blocks of the growing pool of 

knowledge regarding PEMFC research, which is very crucial to understand 

and design an efficient as well as durable electrode. But, certainly a huge prospect of 

research is still required to meet the ultimate goal of the mass commercialization of the 

PEMFC. Deeper understanding of the catalyst layer coating technology is still 

mandatory to deal with the challenges like controlling the architecture of the 

microstructure by aggregate size, distribution of ionomer, etc. An appropriate pore 

network model can assist the engineers to optimize the parameters according to the 

transcendent electrode design. From the perspective of this study, it is essential to 

examine the durability of freeze dried electrode in a long term degradation test. An 

interpretation of the water management through the pores of the freeze dried CL needs 

to be addressed. Moreover, investigation of the limiting current study by means of 

varying oxygen concentration will give a significant clue to perceive the quantitative 

concentration limitation. The model of the CL should accommodate the drying effect 

more deeply, considering the rate of evaporation and rate of deposition along with the 

thermal conductivity of individual materials. The study of ionomers should be 

conducted with the setup, where the fluorine emission from the exhaust water line can 

be determined.  This inspection will confirm the contribution as well as the distribution 

of the chemical degradation occurring in the membrane electrode assembly. 

P 
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Finally, polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell is still an open ended research due 

to its dependence on numerous variables and parameters, which are all inter connected. 

Moreover, understanding the reactive interface and the role of ionomer in the CL is 

still a great challenge in the PEMFC community that need to be addressed.
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1. Introduction 
 

In the quest to reduce greenhouse gas emissions (GHG), green hydrogen (generated using 

electricity from renewable energies) represents a promising energy carrier with a particularly 

low CO2 foot print. Polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) that uses green hydrogen 

as fuel is considered the key technology to reduce GHG emissions [1-3]. PEMFCs have higher 

storage capacity as well as higher power-to-weight-ratio compared to batteries, and are 

emission-free in contrast to internal combustion engines [4, 5]. However, the biggest obstacle 

of this technology towards market penetration is the presently high cost caused mainly by still 

low production volume and the usage of expensive materials (platinum) as catalyst [6-8]. 

Moreover, mass transport limitations occurring at high current density and at low Pt loadings as 

well as degradation of the electrodes are still major obstacles in terms of performance and 

longevity [9-11]. Hence, optimizing electrodes remain a great challenge and requires better 

understanding of the relation between the electrode properties and structure and the cell 

behavior. 

To design an efficient low platinum loaded electrode with durable performance, it is required to 

have an active catalyst with higher stability and large surface area. In addition, ionomer in 

contact with the catalyst is necessary to enable ionic conductivity, improve stability and 

increased reaction inter-phase [12-14]. Forming a porous catalyst layer requires a coating 

process of the catalyst on the substrate, either on the membrane (catalyst coated membrane, 

CCM) or on the gas diffusion layer (gas diffusion electrode, GDE). This coating process of the 

catalyst layer is one of the most critical steps of the MEA production process as it determines 

the properties of the catalyst layer. This manufacturing step is accountable for the secondary 

pores as well as the microstructure of the catalyst layer, which finally influences cell 

performance [15]. In this context, catalyst layer should have optimized porosity (35-50 %) and 

thickness (4-10 μm) with appropriate water management capacity [16-24]. Although plentiful 

articles have been published with respect to optimization of catalyst layer structure by numerical 

models, few experimental investigations are available [17, 25, 26]. It is due to the involvement 

of numerous parameters and variables, which are interdependent and thus difficult to 

discriminate in PEMFC operation as well as characterization. 

In recent times, extensive endeavors focused on electrode design with low Pt loading yet with 

high power density and stability. For instance, according to Kriston et al., due to the decreasing 

catalyst utilization or accessibility, the active area decreases with increasing Pt loading [27]. 

However, this relation does not apply to very low or ultra-low Pt loading [16]. Major progress to 
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enhance performance and to reduce the Pt loading has been made possible by: (i) adopting Pt 

that is supported on large surface-area carbon as a substitute of pure Pt black [28]; (ii) 

impregnating proton conducting ionomer into the CL of either GDE or the CCM [29, 30].  

Pt catalysts dispersed on low solid surface area carbon (SC) support has higher ECSA but lower 

ORR mass activity than on high surface area carbon (HSC) support in the CL. ECSA retention 

capacity is higher with increasing porosity. There is a tendency of ionomer to not fill pores 

smaller than 4 nm, and hence the carbon pores ≤ 4 nm are very critical [22, 31, 32]. Electrode 

should be well-balanced between thickness and porosity. Electrical contact and conductivity are 

facilitated by thin electrodes, but at the expense of porosity. Contrarily, porous electrode shows 

better diffusion properties, however exhibits higher contact resistance or ohmic resistance 

compared to thin one [33, 34]. Influence of membrane thickness becomes less dominant if the 

membrane is thinner than 25 μm [35]. Thickness and high tortuosity of ionomer in electrode is 

inversely proportional to the proton conductivity. High humidification of electrode reduces the 

O2 diffusion resistance. However, Park et al. [36, 37] stated that the excessive swelling of the 

ionomer causes larger O2 diffusion resistance. So, the equivalent weight of ionomer and resulting 

water uptake should be optimized appropriately. The average thickness of ionomer over particle 

or agglomerates in commercial electrode is 6 to 14 nm [10, 16, 35, 38]. Thinner ionomer layers 

than 4 nm are associated to a laminar bilayer with reduced proton conductivity [39]. The critical 

thickness of Nafion® film over catalyst surface is 0.2 μm. Ionomer layer thicker than this is 

reported to cause diffusion limitations [40]. Moreover, roughness factor is also inversely 

proportional to electrode transport resistance [37, 41-43]. Regarding platinum loading, the less 

the Pt content the higher will be the ionomer - Pt ratio. Shashikumar et al. [44] showed 

experimentally that ionomer loading should increase as Pt loading decreases to maintain high 

performance. In his experiment using electrodes with 0.5, 0.25, and 0.1 mg/cm2 Pt-loading, the 

highest performance was achieved at 20, 40 and 50 wt.% loading of ionomer, respectively. 

Ionomer to carbon (I/C) ratio should be the same for all kind of carbon content. Especially, the 

proton resistivity of the cathode has strong dependency on the ionomer at lower I/C ratio. It is 

calculated by several groups that oxygen transport resistance through the ionomer coating over 

Pt/C agglomerates is a rate determining step of the cathode catalyst layer (CCL) activity in a 

normal operating FC condition [10, 16]. Moreover, it is proposed that limitations of the oxygen 

transport through the ionomer can be mitigated by decreasing the ionomer film thickness, and 

increasing the thickness of CL. Nevertheless, expanding the porosity of the CL, reducing the 

ionomer thickness and employing thicker CL reduce the effective proton conductivity. This 

causes inadequate proton conductivity, and possibly also non-uniform potential distribution in 

the CL leading to accelerated degradation. Considering this phenomenon, an effective strategy 
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would be to increase the permeability of oxygen in the ionomer to maintain satisfactorily high 

cell voltages at high current density with lower loading of Pt [34, 45-50]. In general, it can be 

stated that high performance of MEAs have been achieved by empirical variation of coating 

parameters but a rational approach in this regard is still missing.   

In this work, catalyst layers were fabricated using different coating techniques like dry-spray [51, 

52], airbrush [53-55], screen-print [56, 57], doctor-blade [58], drop-cast, inkjet-printing [59, 60] 

yielding different microstructures that were determined using electron microscopy. 

Subsequently, the MEAs were characterized electrochemically to understand the relation 

between electrochemical performance and microstructure. To make a comprehensive 

comparison, we produced membrane electrode assemblies (MEA) with same Pt loading by 

means of same drying procedure for wet methods, and tested them in same operating 

conditions. Different in-situ and ex-situ characterizations were performed to determine the 

important parameters of the catalyst layers for performance. In this regard, we have used air-

brush, screen-printing, inkjet printing, dry-spraying, doctor-blade and drop casting coating 

techniques to prepare CLs and eventually construct respective MEAs. A drastic variation in the 

performances was observed when characterizing different MEAs, where the only difference 

among them is the coating method. It is observed that one property, e.g. ECSA does not suffice 

to evaluate a catalyst layer due to the complexity of interactions. This work does not aim at 

providing a high performance of an individual coating techniques but aims at providing a 

methodology for their evaluation and uses the different coating techniques to prepare CLs with 

different structures and properties. This article demonstrates how different coating mechanism 

results to different microstructure of CL and influence the transport and charge transfer 

limitations accordingly. It is a step into a more rational development effort for catalyst layers. 

 

2. Materials and Methods 
 

2.1 Ink Preparation 

All MEAs prepared in this study are symmetrical, i.e. they consist of identically prepared anode 

and cathode catalyst layers. However, as the loading on anode is also 0.3 mg cm-2, only the 

contribution from cathode dominates the over potentials. The catalyst layers were prepared by 

different coating techniques as CCMs or GDEs. List of commercial devices utilized to prepare 

catalyst ink/ powder and test MEAs are provided in table 1. The specification of the MEAs 

prepared using the different coating techniques along with recipes of the individual catalyst 

suspension are summarized in table 2. 
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Table 1: List of commercial devices used in this study. 

Device Function Supplier 

Sonication Mixing Elma 50/60 Hz 

Cryogenic Mill Pulverizing 
6850 Freeze Mill, Spex 
Certipep 

Hot Press MEA Assembly Vogt 

Ball Mill Mixing Fritsch, Pulverisette 7 

Single Cell 
Hardware  

Single Cell Test Electrochem 

Potentiostat EIS Analysis 
Zahner Zennium with 
PP241 Load 

 
It should be highlighted that MEA preparation was not optimized to obtain highest performance 

for the individual coating techniques. Rather, the coating techniques were used to prepare MEAs 

with different cathode microstructure and study the effect of structure on performance 

limitations. Catalyst powder (HiSPEC 4000 with 40 wt% Pt from Johnson Matthey) was purchased 

from Fuel Cell Store, and Nafion® XL membrane (28 μm) as well as Nafion® ionomer (5 wt. % 

dispersion in alcohol-water, eq. wt 1100) were bought from DuPont. For all MEAs the catalyst-

to-ionomer ratio was kept at 70:30 (weight based), whereas the ionomer/ carbon ratio is 0.71. 

Other solvents like ultra-pure (U.P.) water, glycerol, isopropanol and all gases were purchased 

from VWR. GDLs (25BC Sigracet®) are from SGL Carbon, and Teflon gaskets (205 μm) were 

purchased from Bohlender. Individual solvent amount is calculated from the weight-based mass 

ratio with catalyst (Cat). The solvent amount is administered in terms of the weight of the solid 

catalyst powder. HiSPEC 4000- 40 wt% catalyst and 5 wt% Nafion ionomer were used for catalyst 

to ionomer ratio was 70:30. The Pt loading for anode and cathode catalyst layer was 0.3 ± 0.01 

mg cm-2 in every MEA. HPLC grade Ultra-pure (UP) water was purchased from VWR.  

 

Table 2: Summery of the MEAs prepared using different coating techniques for anode catalyst 
layers and cathode catalyst layer 

Method MEA 
type 

Solvent 1 Solvent 2 Mixing process 
Thickness of  

Electrode,  µm 
ECSA,  m2 g-1 

Dry spray CCM none none Cryo-mill, knife mill 12 ± 4 10 

Air brush GDE 
UP water: 

Cat × 100 

Isopropanol: 

Cat × 100 
Ultrasonication 7.5 ± 2 38 

Screen 

print 
GDE 

UP water: 

Cat × 5 
none 

Ultrasonication, 

roller ball mill 
8 ± 2 32 

Doctor 

blade 
GDE 

UP water: Cat × 

3.75 

Isopropanol: 

Cat × 1.75 
Ultrasonication 7 ± 2 28 

Drop cast GDE UP water: Cat × 118 none Ultrasonication 10 ± 2 11 

Inkjet 

print 
GDE 

Isopropanol: 

Cat × 60.8 

Glycerol: 

Cat × 13.33 
Ultrasonication 18± 4 8 
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2.2 Electrode Preparation 

It is worth mentioning that, every ink dispersion media is adapted to their individual coating 

techniques, that results slight changes of solvents. Therefore, different ionomer-catalyst-solvent 

interaction is expected which is plays significant role to their physical and electrochemical 

properties. However, this is a requirement for individual coating techniques, as each coating 

techniques handles different viscosities of ink. Major properties of the different CL preparation 

techniques, which are used in this study, are provided in the following [61-63]. The electrode 

fabrication techniques mentioned here do not acquire state of the art performances mentioned 

in the literature, which requires optimization of each techniques individually, and that is not the 

scope of this work. Since, it is convenient to calibrate the loading of Pt over GDLs swiftly, which 

also shows good performances [64], GDEs were prepared in all cases accept from the dry spray 

as it allows membrane as substrate.  

i) Dry Spray Method: Dry spraying method was developed at DLR [51, 52]. Atomized dry catalyst 

mixture with nitrogen stream coating is sprayed onto the membrane at room temperature. A 

stainless steel (s.s.) frame was applied to coat the anode first, and then the membrane along 

with the s.s. frame was flipped carefully to coat on the cathode side. Afterwards, the CCM and 

the GDL are arranged cautiously and hot-pressed. CCMs were prepared by dry spray because 

with catalyst powder membrane shows better adhesion capacity than GDL. This dry or powder 

spray technique is a very fast and environmental friendly MEA production method, where any 

kind of toxic solvent is avoided. Fig. 1 a) demonstrates a dry or powder spray MEA fabrication 

device in DLR facility. 

ii) Air brush Method: Catalyst with carbon support is mixed with distilled water, ionomer, and 

another convenient solvent (Isopropanol)[53, 54]. With a spray nozzle, the highly diluted catalyst 

suspension is then sprayed onto the GDL by means of nitrogen gas flow [55]. GDL or membrane 

is kept over a suction plate with heating facility, and the temperature is maintained to 105 °C to 

evaporate the solvent from the surface of the substrate. Fig. 1 b) shows the experimental setup 

(with a plastic spray gun from Herpa) of an airbrush coating facility used in this work. The nozzle 

of spray gun and the air pressure plays a very significant role to determine the size of aggregates. 

iii) Screen printing method: Screen printing is an automatic coating method to deposit catalyst 

suspension over GDL or membrane through a mesh or screen[56, 57]. A suction facility is also 

available in this method to fix the substrate at room temperature. Viscous catalyst suspension 

is pushed by a couple of squeezes through the screen, which is placed over a substrate. The 

screen or the mesh is a critical component to control the thickness of the CL and the distribution 
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of the catalyst suspension. Fig. 1 c) depicts an Aurel screen printer with the meshes from Koenen, 

which are operated in DLR to fabricate MEAs. 

 

iv)  Doctor blade method: Carbon supported Pt catalyst suspension is coated on the substrate 

by doctor blading technique in this coating process. A metering blade (applicator) is used to draw 

across the substrate with viscous slurry at room temperature [58]. Thickness of the CL can be 

optimized by controlling the elevation of the blade, which is accurately scaled to 85 microns. It 

is also a widely used, economical and swift MEA fabrication technique, which is displayed in Fig. 

1 d) along with a doctor-blade (right) and an adjustable table (Zehntner ZAA 2300). This device 

also has heating and suction facility. 

v) Drop casting deposition: Drop casting deposition is a rudimentary method of coating. The 

catalyst suspension is prepared and picked up in a micropipette. The catalyst ink is then dropwise 

disposed from micropipette over a substrate at room temperature. This is a very easy and quick 

method to fabricate CL with a small active area. Fig. 1 e) demonstrates a schematic of a drop 

casting technique (pipette drop deposition). This technique was applied to observe the extreme 

downfall of the coating techniques, moreover, as very small size of CL were prepared to 

electrochemical and physical characterization. 

vi) Inkjet printing: This is a very sophisticated printing method to fabricate PEMFC electrodes; it 

allows coating of structures, but it is a slow method not suitable for high throughput 

applications. Inkjet is a piezoelectric printer with high resolution, and it can be operated (ink jet 

continuously) on demand [59, 60]. An inkjet printer is shown in Fig. 1 f). The ion concentration, 

nature of solvent and pH dictates the stability of suspension as well as the size of particle 

aggregates in the catalyst suspension. Consequently, the ink properties are responsible for the 

Figure 1: Coating techniques used to fabricate catalyst layer in this study (d85, f86) 
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jetting efficiency, the applicability and performance of the CL. We have used a Fujifilm Dimatix 

DMP 2850 printer with a 10 picolitre cartridge with substrate temperature 60 °C. 100 µm 

distance was maintained between the printhead and substrate. The jetting voltage was 20V, and 

the drop spacing to print electrode in this study was 5 µm. 

 

2.3 MEA Preparation 

Apart from drysprayed CCMs, all the other GDEs are furthered dried in normal drying oven at 70 

°C for 6 hours. After preparation of the catalyst layer the MEA components were assembled by 

5 minutes hot pressing at 140 °C and at 650 N cm-2 or 6500 kPa pressure. 2 sets of MEAs were 

prepared by each coating methods and characterized thereby. All fuel cell tests were performed 

with a commercial cell from Electrochem., which is made of two graphite bipolar-plates with 

flow-field and a pair of gold coated stainless steel as current collector. Cell specifications are 

stated in table 3. One of the most important factors in the assembly of PEMFCs is to set the 

appropriate compressive stress to the cell to balance the conflicting demands of mitigating gas 

leaks and decreasing contact resistance without damaging the porous components so that 

optimal performance is obtained [65].  The amount of compression on the GDL affects the 

contact resistance, the GDL porosity, and the fraction of the pores occupied by liquid water, 

which, in turn, affect the performance of a PEMFC [66]. In our experiment, we have 20 % 

compression in gas diffusion media while operating the cell in bipolar plate after clamping. The 

compression was determined by measuring the thickness of MEA before and after the hot-press.

  

 

2.4 Physical Characterization 

Scanning electron microscopy: To observe the cross section of MEAs with scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM), specimens were prepared by cutting approximately 0.3 × 0.3 cm2 from GDL 

or CCM. The surfaces of the samples are carefully installed with a carbon tape in the SEM sample 

holder. The measurement was carried out with a Zeiss UltraPlus, providing an electron beam of 

5 kV that allows the analysis of the surface without destroying the ionomer. 

Focus Ion Beam Scanning Electron Microscopy (FIB-SEM): Samples were cut into squares of 0.5 

× 0.5 cm2 from the MEA after delaminating the gas diffusion layer manually. After placing the 

sample inside the FIB-SEM sample holder, the fracture was made by emerging the sample into 

liquid nitrogen. Measurements were carried out at 1.5 KV EHT with a 30 KV FIB probe. By 20×20 

µm cut area the measurements were performed with standard image resolution of 1024×720 
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pixels. The thickness of each cut is 150 nm. The FIB-SEM images were taken with a Zeiss scanning 

electron microscope (Neon 40 ESB Crossbeam). 

Single Cell test: The MEAs for single cell characterization were tested in an in-house developed 

test bench. In our test bench, we have two bubbler humidifiers for both anode and cathode gas 

inlet; moreover, the pressure of the system is regulated after the cell. We have very minute 

pressure drop before the cell (5 mbar). The MEA test specifications and operating conditions of 

the experiment are stated in table 3. We started to condition each MEA with 100 % RH (relative 

humidity), however all the MEAs were tested at 50 % RH to avoid the flooding issue. 1.5 bar 

absolute pressure was maintained in fuel cell experiments.  

 

                                    Table 3 : MEA test conditions and cell specifications.  

 

2.5 Electrochemical Characterization 

Break-in and polarization curve: After starting the test bench operation each MEA was 

conditioned in potentiostatic mode at 0.6 V for 1 hour at 100 % RH. Subsequently, humidification 

was reduced to 50 % RH and further operation was performed in galvanostatic mode for 6 hours 

with a stepwise increase of current density to 250, 500 and 1000 mA cm-2. Break-in step is 

considered completed if voltage change is lower than 10 mV h-1 at a current density of 1000 mA 

cm-2. Polarization curve was recorded using a load (Hoecherl and Hackl GmbH) in galvanostatic 

mode. The cell voltage was monitored as function of the current density with a dwell time of 3 

min and with increments of 25 mA cm-2 (range: 0 to 100 mA cm-2) followed by steps of 100 mA 

cm-2 (range: 100 mA cm-2 to until cell voltage drops to ~200 mV. 2 sets of data has been recorded 

for each measurement, and the average value has been represented here. The test conditions 

used for characterization of MEAs are stated in Table 3. It should be stressed that the MEAs are 

deliberately not operated under differential conditions in order to obtain contribution from 

Operating conditions and specifications for the single cell test facility 

Teflon gasket thickness 205 micron 

MEA compression within bipolar plates, 5mm screws 4 pieces 2 Nm each 

Flow channel (Graphite) 
Two inlet points and 

triple channel 

serpentines 

Active area (SI Fig. 7) 1 cm2 

Anode stoichiometry 1.6 Cathode stoichiometry 2.5 

Anode outlet pressure 1.5 bar absolute Cathode outlet pressure 1.5 bar absolute 

Anode humidification 50 % RH Cathode humidification 50 % RH 

Humidifier temperature, cell inlet temperature 80 °C, 85 °C 

Cell temperature 80 °C 
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different loss mechanisms to the performance of MEAs. Under differential conditions higher 

performances would be observed but then the microstructures would not be evaluated with 

regard to real operation conditions of a MEA. 

 

Impedance Analysis: Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopies (EIS) were performed for all 

MEAs and the equivalent circuits are simulated by the Thales software from ZAHNER-Elektrik 

GmbH & Co. KG. Nyquist and Bode plots were determined within the frequency range from 100 

mHz to 100 KHz in three different current densities at 0.1, 0.5 and 1 A cm-2 with appropriate (5 

to 10 % of current) amplitudes. The measurement regime was linearized by stabilizing the cell 

for 10 minutes prior to EIS measurement. Anode functions as a reference and counter electrode, 

whereas cathode acts as a working electrode. Nyquist plots are formulated with the real 

impedance in the X axis and imaginary impedance in the Y axis. However, the bode plot consists 

of three components: impedance with phase angle in Y axis and frequency in X axis. 

Ionic Conductivity: The ionic impedance of the electrodes was also evaluated by EIS using 

electrochemical test stations from ZAHNER-elektrik GmbH & Co. KG. In order to characterize 

ionic impedance, 12 ml min-1 of nitrogen and hydrogen gas were fed into cathode and anode 

with 100% humidification. To avoid the contribution from ORR charge transfer, cathode 

compartment is purged with nitrogen during the measurement. Consequently, the charging of 

the catalyst’s double layer with the ionic resistance of CL becomes dominant. Ionic impedance 

was measured in 1 V potentiostatic condition with 10 mV amplitude from 500 mHz to 100 KHz 

frequency. A Warburg-like response (45° slope) is observed at high frequencies, corresponding 

to the ionic conductivity (both for electron and proton) in the catalyst layer [67, 68]. At low 

frequencies, the impedance plot curves up to a limiting capacitance response (vertical) which 

corresponds to the total capacitance of the catalyst layer. The ionic resistance, Rionic, can be 

obtained from the length of the Warburg-like region projected over the real impedance (Z´) axis 

(= Rionic/3) with the aid of transmission line model. 

Cyclic Voltammetry: Cyclic voltammograms (CVs) were obtained at 1.5 bar pressure and 80 °C 

with 20 mV s-1 slew rate between 60 mV to 1 V. The electrochemical active surface area for each 

of the cathodes can be measured by calculating the adsorption (used in this work) or desorption 

of the hydrogen on Pt surface. To measure cathode CV, minimum but equal amount of H2 and 

N2 gas (12 ml min-1) were fed with 100 % humidification to anode and cathode. The cathode side 

of the MEA is triggered by a sweep of potentials (60 mV to 1 V) where the coulombic charge for 

hydrogen desorption was used to calculate the active surface area of platinum considering the 

charge needed to adsorb or desorb a monolayer of H+ on polycrystalline platinum [69]. 
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Thereupon it is possible to obtain the electrochemical surface area (ECSA) of the cathode 

through the following equation: 

ECSA=q_Pt/(Γ·L)                                                  (I) 

Where, qPt is the charge density (C cm-2 electrode) obtained from the CV experiment; the charge 

required to reduce a monolayer of protons on Pt,  Γ = 210 µC cm-2 and the Pt content or loading 

in the electrode, L in gPt cm-2 electrode. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 
 
Current-voltage (I-V) polarization curves in fig. 2 a) show the individual performances of the 

MEAs prepared with different coating techniques. The open circuit voltages (OCV) are around 

920 mV. With slightly increasing current density (up to 0.1 A cm-2) the differences of the 

performances become obvious due to very different kinetic activity of the MEAs. Clearly the 

airbrush electrode showed the smallest kinetic losses and highest ECSA (see Table 2), whereas 

drop casted MEA and inkjet printed MEA exhibit strongest kinetic limitations. It is very 

interesting that even though performances of drop cast and inkjet printed MEAs are 

substantially lower than the one of dry sprayed MEA, the ECSA of these three MEAs are very 

similar (compare Table 2). This clearly suggests that ECSA is only one factor determining 

electrode kinetics he inkjet printed MEA, on the other hand, has a low slope in the linear region 

> 0.5 A cm-2 and therefore outperforms the dry-sprayed MEA for current densities > 0.75 A cm-

2. This behavior was also reported by the Shukla et. al. [70]. It is worth mentioning that, the ECSA 

value demonstrated in this study is not state of the art mentioned in the literatures due to the 

fact that these coating techniques and catalyst ink were not in their fully optimized state[71, 72]. 

Figure 2: a) I-V curves of the different MEAs prepared with different coating methods, b) power 

curves of the different MEAs. Pt Loading: 0.3 mg cm-2, temperature 80 °C, 50 % RH, Pressure 1500 

mbar absolute, Stoichiometry λH2 1.6, λair 2.5. 
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Penetration of the catalyst suspension into the MPL during coating mainly causes this reduction 

of ECSA.  MEA formulated with doctor-blade methods show poor performance in kinetic region 

as well. At high current density > 1.5 A cm-2 airbrushed, screen-printed and inkjet-printed MEA 

shows largely linear characteristics; all other MEAs suffer ohmic and substantial mass transport 

losses. According to power density curve in fig. 2 b), drop-casted MEA shows very poor 

performance all along. Due to fast kinetics of the anode catalyst layer (for all MEAs anode CL is 

identical to cathode CL) the losses are clearly ascribed to the cathode catalyst layer. In the 

following paragraphs, we will try to evaluate the reasons of the diverse performance yet similar 

loading of platinum in the differently prepared electrodes. 

 

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy analysis is a suitable tool to diagnose the different 

contributions to the voltage loss in the MEAs. Moreover, EIS is a suitable nondestructive in-situ 

technique, which analyzes polarization behavior with individual time constants. Figure 3 shows 

Nyquist plots which consist of plotting real impedance in X axis and the negative imaginary 

impedance in Y axis, and the frequency value decreases from left side of X axis to the right side. 

Fig. 3 a) displays a Nyquist plot at low current density (0.1 A cm-2), where the kinetics 

overpotential is dominating. Fig. 3 b) demonstrates a Nyquist plot at high current density (1 A 

cm-2) with predominant diffusion or mass transport polarization limitation. At low current 

density a very minute contribution of anode activation in high frequency region of the graphs is 

present. However, in some cases this contribution is suppressed (not visible due to very large 

kinetic overpotential arc) when the cathode charge transfer resistance is very high, and the 

semicircle of cathode charge transfer overlaps with the anode charge transfer. In this case, the 

first big semi-circles are responsible for kinetic impedance, and clearly highlight the catalyst 

Figure 3: Nyquist plot of the different MEAs recorded at a) 100 mA cm-2 and b) 1 A cm-2. 
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performance of the electrodes. Larger kinetic impedances can be explained by lower utilization, 

or more precisely lower effectiveness of the catalyst layer. This phenomenon suggests that even 

though we have a similar loading of platinum in all electrodes, the access to Pt surface is limited 

due to different microstructures of the coating methods. Individual coating techniques causes 

noticeable changes in the microstructure and the ionomer distribution in the catalyst layer, and 

consequently yields diverse results. At high current density (Fig. 3 b), the second semi-circle 

became enlarged, which is responsible for diffusion related impedance originated mostly from 

electrode and GDL [73, 74]. Due to the maneuvering of 1 cm2 we may neglect the contribution 

of diffusion coming from channels. Interestingly the inkjet-printed MEA shows the lowest 

diffusion impedance, which is also reflected in a superior performance in the polarization curves 

at high current densities. However, in both fig. 3 a) and b), inkjet-printed electrode shows a very 

high ohmic resistance (X axis intercepts). This is due to the high number of layers (28 layers) we 

needed to coat to achieve 0.3 mg cm-2 Pt loading. Table 2 provides the distribution of thicknesses 

for all CCMs or GDEs. The 28 layers (20 ± 4 µm) apparently provide a larger interfacial resistance 

in the electrode. As a consequence, the rather low slope of the polarization curve observed at > 

0.5 A cm-2 in fig. 2 a) indicates that mass transport resistance, and kinetic charge transfer are 

particularly low for the inkjet printed MEA, and it can even be postulated that ohmic resistance 

is reduced at high current densities (Fig. 3 b). Nevertheless, a lower kinetic performance is a 

typical behavior from inkjet printed MEAs [60, 70].  On the other hand, dry sprayed, doctor 

Figure 4: Equivalent circuit of the Nyquist plot from a) low current density: Constant phase element 

(CPE) is used to replicate cathode charge transfer; whereas capacitance is applied for anode 

activation and diffusion as their contributions are minimal. Bars are the added-up values of the Rohm 

and RCT. The phase angle of the CPE, α is depicted in the bar. b) High current density: activation RC 

element (for anode) is removed as anode contribution is negligible, and CPE is used (within RQ 

circuit) for both charge transfer and diffusion phenomenon as they dominate at high current 

density. The error bars correspond to the fitting error attributed to the individual component. 
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bladed and drop casted GDE display increasingly larger arc related to mass transport losses, 

which is expected as the I-V curve bend down at higher current densities. Airbrush and screen 

printed MEAs show an intermediate behavior regarding transport losses. 

Fig. 4 shows the equivalent circuits and their associated significant values after simulation. In all 

cases the error of simulation has been limited to approximately 3 % after fitting. We have used 

a single model concept but two complementary equivalent circuits according to the contribution 

of elements in different current densities. In the equivalent circuit (E.C.) the first component is 

an inductor which was considered for a good fitting as its contribution from wiring influences 

high frequency time constants. The next element of the E.C. is a resistance, which represents 

ohmic losses of the circuit as well as the cell. At low current density, we experience a little 

contribution from anode charge transfer and no significant diffusion limitation. Figure 4 a) 

demonstrates an E.C. appropriate for low current density where ohmic (indicated as orange) 

along with cathode charge transfer (indicated as turquoise blue) dominates and represented by 

a RQ element (resistance with constant phase element). The individual phase angle or α value 

of different MEAs is mentioned in the bar. However, the anode kinetics and concentration loss, 

which are very limited in this domain are represented with simple RC (resistance with 

capacitance) element. A simple RC element also has been integrated to simulate the very limited 

contribution of diffusion. However, RC elements can also be considered as RQ elements, where 

the alpha value of the constant phase element is “1”. On the contrary, at high current density 

the anode contribution is negligible due to the dominating cathode charge transfer and mass 

transfer effects. Hence, the first RC element (for anode charge transfer) is eliminated from the 

E.C., which is portrayed in fig. 3 b). However, due to higher diffusion limitation at high current 

density, a diffusion element (RQ) is used in series together with the RQ circuit that represents 

mass transfer. In our study, this E.C. with diffusion element is necessary to understand transport 

limitations of differently prepared electrodes at high current density. Nevertheless, the 

individual error bars determined in the fitting from individual component in the E.C. are also 

given in both fig. 4 a) and b). At low current density, ohmic resistance and cathode charge 

transfer resistance contribute most significantly to the voltage loss of the cell as demonstrated 

in fig. 4 a). The inkjet printed MEA shows higher ohmic resistance compared to other MEAs in 

the simulated E.C. fitting (Fig. 4 a), which is also acknowledgeable from Nyquist plots we received 

from the experiments. This is due to the higher number of catalyst layer required to apply on 

the substrate to obtain 0.3 mg cm-2 Pt loading. Apart from that, other MEAs show more or less 

similar ohmic behavior that we can also presume from the X axis intersection at high frequency 

zone in the Nyquist plot. However, aside from the inkjet printer, we can see a gradual increase 
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in charge transfer resistance from airbrush to drop casting. From both of the polarization curve 

and Nyquist plot, we can assume that, even though the performance of the inkjet printed MEA 

is poor in the kinetic region, it improves gradually with increasing current density due to the 

superior charge transfer properties of cathode. We observe the same phenomenon also by 

comparing both E.C. simulations in fig. 4. For inkjet printed electrode we have the alpha value 

“1”, which suggests an ideal RC (with capacitance) element, and the charge transfer resistance 

is also lowest comparing to electrodes prepared with other MEA preparation techniques. On the 

other hand, E.C. at high current density demonstrates slightly different trend. In accordance with 

the previous study at low current density screen printed, inkjet printed and airbrushed MEA 

shows very low diffusion resistance consecutively. However, the diffusion resistance increases 

drastically from dry sprayed MEA to doctor bladed MEA and finally reaches at the highest in drop 

casted MEA. The trend is following: screen printing ≤ inkjet < airbrush < dry spray < doctor blade 

< drop casting. Besides, the RQ element attributed to the charge transfer overpotential shows 

that the dry-spray and the screen-printed MEA exhibit an analogous resistance, which are lower 

than airbrushed MEA. Here, electrode prepared with the inkjet printed method appeared with 

lowest charge transfer resistance. It can be speculated that the higher values of diffusion 

resistance in dry spray, doctor blade and drop cast technique is due to the larger agglomerates 

and ionomer films formed during coating with large tortuosity factors for the reactant gases. In 

summary, the time constant regarding the diffusion resistance or mass transport phenomenon 

influences the performance to a great extent at higher current density. 

Figure 5: a) Dual axis bar chart of ohmic and protonic impedance of different catalyst layers with ionic 

conductivity measurement by EIS, and scatter plot of the electrochemical active surface area value 

from the hydrogen desorption measurement of different cathode catalyst layers with cyclic 

voltammogram; b) I-V polarization curves at 50 % RH with cell voltage, which is corrected by high 

frequency resistance (HFR) and protonic resistance (Rp) through cathode catalyst layer. 
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Fig. 5 a) exhibits a partial scatter plot (for 2nd axis) constructed from the electrochemical active 

surface area values of the different cathode electrodes. We have noticed an uncommon 

behavior of inkjet printed and dry sprayed electrode in this case. The measured ECSA value of 

the aforementioned electrodes provides a very low active surface area, although having a 

relatively good cell performance. The cyclic voltammetry curves of the MEAs from where the 

ECSA were measured are included in SI fig. 5. This anomaly shows that ECSA is not the 

determining factor for performance but only one parameter among many others. However, 

typical ECSA values for CL with 0.3 mgcm-2 are in the range 40-80 m2 g-1 according to literatures 

[75-78]. The ECSA reported in our paper are in the range 10-40 m2 g-1, which is substantially 

lower. However, the intention was to obtain CLs with a broad ECSA variation to analyze the 

impact on performance. The ionomer microstructure plays an important role for the 

effectiveness of the catalyst layer which can be high even with low accessible catalyst area. For 

the dry sprayed MEAs we speculate that due to the bigger agglomerate size ECSA is low. 

Furthermore, inkjet printed cathode has a high number of individual layers, which might also 

lead to a coverage of catalyst particles with thicker ionomer film, again leading to low ECSA. Ionic 

conductivities are measured and illustrated in fig. 4 with a bar chart. Ohmic resistance in the CL 

is similar to total ohmic resistance of the MEA. Here, the drop casted CL shows the lowest ohmic 

resistance, since it is prepared directly from a single layer, which is very compact and thin. 

Furthermore, proton conductivity is high in case of airbrush and screen-printed CL, when inkjet 

printed and dry sprayed CL show the highest proton conductivity through the electrode. 

Conversely, doctor bladed and drop casted CL possesses very low proton conductivity that is 

predicted from the performance and proton conductivity measurement by EIS.  

 

Table 4: Chart of characteristic points between actual polarization curves and IR-free 
polarization curves derived from the differently prepared but similar Pt loaded MEAs tested in 1 
cm2 cell. 

 Actual performance HFR and Rp free performance 

Peak Power 

Density, W 

cm-2 

Current 

Density at 

0.6 V, A cm-2 

Voltage at 1 

A cm-2, V 

Peak Power 

Density, W 

cm-2 

Current 

Density at 

0.8 V, A cm-2 

Voltage at 1 

A cm-2, V 

Airbrush 0.6 0.7 0.53 1.26 0.23 0.735 

Screenprint 0.61 0.52 0.5 1.27 0.067 0.688 

Inkjet print 0.57 0.33 0.46 1.10 0.011 0.616 

Dryspray 0.43 0.4 0.42 0.67 0.061 0.568 

Doctorblade 0.34 0.27 0.34 0.74 0.032 0.648 

Dropcast 0.24 0.17 0.22 0.56 0.011 0.565 
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Fig. 5 b) and table 4 illustrate polarization curves with HFR and Rp corrected voltages. These 

curves show performances excluding the loss contributions associated to electronic and protonic 

transport. Dry sprayed MEA still shows a declining performance loss due to the bigger 

agglomerate size in the catalyst layer. Moreover, poor initial performance of inkjet printed MEA 

prevails up to 1 A cm-2 and does not deteriorate much thereafter [60]. Nevertheless, the 

sequence of performance is more or less analogous with the real polarization curves. Table 4 

reports the numerical values of the significant characteristic points derived from the actual pol 

curves and the IR-corrected pol curves. Peak power and voltage at 1 A current are exhibited in 

both cases. It is noted that current densities at 0.8 V are given for IR free performance, however, 

current densities at 0.6 V are given for actual performances some of the MEAs IR-free 

performances do not reach down to this value.  

In this work, each fabrication method uses slightly different solvents or solid-solvent ratio, 

therefore there might be slightly different ionomer-catalyst-solvent interactions. However, this 

matter is not discussed here, as the effect will intricate the correlation. Scanning electron 

microscopy images in fig. 6 illustrate the microstructure of the CL surface. Catalyst layer surfaces 

from different preparation techniques are depicted at 500 x magnification. The SEM image of 

airbrush (Fig. 6 a) clearly exhibits a very porous electrode, which however also consists of a few 

random agglomerates.  

When the solvent during the spraying process does not completely evaporate before reaching 

the substrate, these types of agglomerates could form on the surface of the substrate. This issue 

can be avoided by improving the spraying nozzle (adapting narrower and finer opening) or 

applying more volatile solvent.  Fig. 6 f) also shows a very compact CL prepared with the drop-

Figure 6: SEM images of 6 different catalyst layer surfaces (pristine) prepared through individual 

coating methods. The magnification is 500 x, and the white scale bar represents 10 μm; a) airbrush, 

b) screen print, c) inkjet print, d) dry-spray, e) doctor-blade, e) drop-cast. 
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casting method. These last two methods have in common that they consist of a single compact 

coated layer without micro pores on their surface. This phenomenon is clearly highlighted by 

the large diffusion resistance of doctor blade and drop casted electrodes. Moreover, the drop 

casted CL has a very uneven surface (from manual deposition of droplets), which is also a 

probable cause for its weak ohmic efficiency due to poor contact. Therefore, in this work the 

overall MEA performance of both doctor blade and drop cast coating technique (Fig.  6/7 e and 

f) is poorer compared to other coating methods. Fig. 6 b) demonstrates a CL prepared with 

screen printing, which shows a smooth surface but with large cracks in the CL. These cracks and 

some hidden droplet type areas are caused by the screen. In fig. 6 c), we can see a very smooth 

CL, which was prepared with inkjet printer. CL fabricated by inkjet printer is the most 

homogeneous among the all fabricated CLs. A very rough and agglomerated surface of individual 

aggregates is shown in fig 6 d) for dry powder spraying. We assume every individual body is a 

mixture of Pt/C and ionomer in this case. Fig. 6 e) depicts a doctor bladed CL surface, which looks 

very homogeneously coated besides some small cracks, but very compact layer (i.e. larger 

structures of several microns are not visible in contrast to fig. 6 a) or d)). This study does not 

discuss the effect of the cracks in the MPL or CL any further as it will open an additional 

discourse.   

Figure 7: FIB-SEM images of 6 different catalyst layer surfaces prepared through individual coating 

methods. a) airbrush, b) screen print, c) inkjet print, d) dry-spray, e) doctor-blade, f) drop-casting. 

The image resolution in each scan is 19.25 nm per pixel. 
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The definition of the following parameters would be useful to understand the correlations. 

Porosity: it is the measure of void spaces in a material; permeability: it is the ability for fluids 

(liquid or gas) to flow through the material; diffusivity: this is a measure of the rate at which 

particle or fluids can diffuse or spread; tortuosity: it is a  property of path of fluid or particle 

being tortuous (having turns or twisted).  

In addition to the SEM analysis of the samples, the microstructures were further analyzed by 

microstructure reconstruction and analysis using FIB-SEM image data. For this 2D image slices 

from FIB-SEM with a resolution of 19.25nm were first postprocessed using the open-source 

software Fiji [79]. After removal of artificial shifts, proper image alignment to 2D image stack 

and brightness correction the image data was further postprocessed with GeoDict®[80]. The 

quality of the image data was then enhanced by application of a smoothening filter followed by 

a sharpening filter. The 2D image stack was then transformed into a 3D image with a voxel 

resolution of 19.25 nm using trilinear interpolation. The microstructure reconstruction was then 

finalized by a binarization procedure using the Otsu method [81].  The resulting binarized 

microstructure was then used as an input geometry for GeoDict® to determine its effective 

transport parameters such as porosity, diffusivity, tortuosity and permeability. This workflow of 

microstructure reconstruction from FIB-SEM data and subsequent derivation of effective 

transport parameters was the same for all samples, and is described in detail in the Supp Info. 

 

Table 5: Median pore sizes as determined by GeoDict® for the reconstructed CL microstructures 

based on FIB-SEM image data. 

 Airbrush Doctorblade Dryspray Inkjet Screenprint 

D50 / nm 344.26 298.227 352.89 404.883 420.881 

𝑲𝒏 =
𝝀𝒂𝒊𝒓(𝑻 = 𝟐𝟎°𝑪)

𝑫𝟓𝟎
 

0.1975 0.228 0.1927 0.1679 0.1616 

 

Table 5: Median pore sizes as determined by GeoDict® for the reconstructed CL microstructures 

based on FIB-SEM image data.Table  shows the media pore diameters as determined by 

GeoDict® for the reconstructed microstructures for the different samples. It can be seen, that 

for all samples the average pore is larger compared to literature values [23, 82]. By relating the 

mean free path length (𝜆𝑎𝑖𝑟(𝑇 = 20°𝐶) = 68𝑛𝑚) to these average pore sizes one can see that 

diffusive transport within the microstructures is not anymore fully dominated by Knudsen 

diffusion 𝐾𝑛 → 0, but resides more in the transitional regime between Knudsen 𝐾𝑛 → 0 and 

bulk diffusion 𝐾𝑛 → ∞.  This was considered for the diffusivity simulations in GeoDict® by 

determining the effective diffusivity as the harmonic average of the Knudsen and bulk diffusivity 
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(Bosanquet approximation [83]. More details on the determination of the diffusivity are 

provided in the Supp. Info. [84-86]. 

Table 6 demonstrates a classification based on pseudo-quantitative assessment of the MEAs 

those are mentioned in this manuscript. A synopsis of limitations, which contributes to the 

voltage loss, can be estimated from this table. It is important to note that information from 

different characterization techniques mentioned in this study (apart from polarization curve) has 

been converged in this table into a uni-free simplified classification. The two left columns show 

the characteristics or performance functions divided in three segments according to three 

fundamental factors of voltage loss: kinetics, ohmic and diffusion.  

Table 6: Subjective representation of the intrinsic characteristics of different MEAs (○○○○○ Very 

high, ○○○○ high, ○○○ medium, ○○ low, ○ very low), with weighting factor. Calculation is provided 

in the supporting information. 

MEA 

Characteristics 
Airbrush 

Screen 

printing 

Inkjet 

printing 
Dry spray 

Doctor-

blade 

Drop-

casting 

K
in

et
ic

  

ECSA  ●●●●● ●●●● ●● ●● ●●●● ●● 

Kinetic performance  ●●●●● ●●●● ●●●●● ●●● ●● ● 

O
h

m
ic

  

CL Proton 
conductivity  

●●●● ●●●● ●●●●● ●●●●● ● ● 

Ohmic efficiency  ●●●● ●●●● ●● ●●●● ●●●● ●●● 

D
if

fu
si

o
n

  

Porosity  ●●● ●●●● ●●●●● ●●● ●● ●● 

Diffusion properties  ●●●● ●●●●● ●●●●● ●●●● ●●● ●●● 

 
Total mpp 25 25 24 21 16 12 

 

In the top row the different MEA preparation techniques applied in this study are given. In the 

table 6, the higher the number of dots in each box, the larger is the efficacy (positive effect) on 

certain function or characteristics that is mentioned in the left-first column. Since we were not 

able to analyze the FIB-SEM images for the drop-casted CCL’s, we therefore assumed the 

porosity of drop-casted sample to be comparable to that of the doctor-blade sample. 

Considering other parameters and the performance, this approximation is in-line with our 

previous studies. We used the numerical value from ECSA, charge transfer of cathode (from 

E.C.), protonic impedance, ohmic resistance, porosity and the diffusion resistance (from E.C.) 

respectively to construct this table. At first, for each characteristic (row), we summed up the 

numerical (experimental) values belonging to individual MEAs. Then, we calculated the 
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percentage of the individual characteristics for each MEA based on the summation. Next, we 

determine the median of the percentage from each characteristic. Finally, by considering the 

percentage of increase or decrease from the median, we referred a scale on this, and the scale 

attributes to the number of dots. As an example, if our median represents 3 dots, 10 % increase 

from the median means 4 dots, and 20 % increase from the median means 5 dots. On the 

contrary, if there is a 10 % reduction from our median value, it is attributed to 2 dots, and 20 % 

reduction attributes to a single dot. The sum of these points for each MEA (vertical summation 

of dots in the Table 6) is used for classification and named as MEA performance point (mpp). 

The scales percentages, which are applied to determine the dots, are also mentioned in the 

supporting information (SI Table 2). If we consider a single point for each dot in the table, we 

obtain the following mpp - Airbrush: 25, screen print: 25, inkjet: 24, dry spray: 21, doctor blade: 

16, drop cast: 12. Certainly, this classifiction of different electrodes is well harmonized with the 

final performance or I-V curve demonstrated in Fig. 2 a).  

Fig. 8 (a) links the measured peak power density of the different MEA samples to their effective 

transport parameters (porosity, permeability, diffusivity, inverse tortuosity. The drop-casted CCL 

was very thin after delamination of the GDL; as a result, the number of FIB-SEM images was not 

high enough for a reasonable microstructure reconstruction and further analysis with GeoDict. 

Based on this correlation we can see that an increase in the porosity, permeability, diffusivity 

and a decrease in tortuosity promotes higher performance. Moreover, it is clearly highlighted in 

Figure 8: (a)Effective transport parameters from FIB-SEM analysis with GeoDict and their influence on 

the measured peak power density derived from different coating techniques. The grey arrow is a guide 

to the eye, (b) Cell voltage at 1 A cm-2 versus M performance points (mpp). Determination of mpp (see 

Table 6) is provided in the text.  
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Fig. 8 (a) that there is a threshold value after which the performance does not increase further. 

However, reducing the tortuosity similarly increases performance to a certain degree, and 

reducing from the optimum value certainly reduces the performance. 

Apparently, the cell voltage at 1 A cm2 is proportional to mpp as shown in fig.  8 (b). In fig. 8 (b) 

membrane performance point (mpp) of each MEA is plotted along with their voltage at 1 A cm-

2 current density (second Y axis). All the MEAs prepared with different coating techniques are 

indicated with their names. Here we can observe a very good correlation between the defined 

characteristics and the voltage loss in the operated MEAs. Additionally, this correlation is closely 

compliant to other current densities also. Consequently, this study also shows a very good 

agreement with the I-V graph or polarization curve. The indicated analysis  

will help individual readers to make an outline of this investigation, and assist individuals to tailor 

PEM electrode according to their available resources. Therefore, in this article it is clearly 

highlighted that it is possible to make a linear relation (suppl. Info SI fig. 6) between the 

parameters of coating techniques and the performance of the PEMFC even if all properties are 

equally weighted in this classification. 

 

 

4. Conclusion 
 
The overall objective of the present work is to evaluate the effect of CL properties on PEMFC 

performance limitations and to study the effect of fabrication methods of catalyst layer for 

PEMFC applications. In this context parameters that influence significantly PEMFC operation 

were identified, which should be taken care of when tailoring cathode CL. Breaking this down to 

further details, the electrochemical and physical properties of the individual coating techniques, 

namely airbrush, screen printing, inkjet printing, dry-spraying, doctor-blade, and drop casting 

were assessed. It is evident that the microstructure of the CL and its intrinsic properties 

contribute significantly to the transport limitation and as a consequence to the overall 

performance. This paper also shows the correlation of structural and electrochemical properties 

of catalyst layer with cell performance.  

The results demonstrate that the airbrushed and the screen-printed electrode had highest 

performance due to the low ohmic and diffusion resistance along with enhanced proton 

conductivity through CL. The lowest performance was observed for the doctor-blade and drop-

casting techniques and the relevant contributions were identified, e.g. particularly low protonic 
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conductivity. Microstructure investigations illustrate that the airbrush CL exhibited a very porous 

electrode, which however also consisted of random agglomerates. Intrinsic CL transport 

properties, such as porosity, permeability, diffusivity, and inverse tortuosity were calculated by 

analysis of FIB-SEM images using GeoDict®. A comparison of peak power density and effective 

transport parameters of the CL shows that an increase in permeability, diffusivity and porosity 

correlates strongly with increasing performance. A threshold value for these individual 

properties was identified, after which the performance does not increase any further. A 

dependency between the CL properties obtained by using the different coating techniques and 

the performance of the PEMFC is apparent. This may help to optimize coating techniques, and 

therefore to increase MEA performance along with lifetime. 

However, it is worth mentioning that none of the six coating methods used in this study have 

been optimized to yield the highest performance. In other literatures, readers can come across 

very high MEA performance with the stated techniques, if they are well optimized. Moreover, 

poor control of humidification or water management within the MEA can cause substantial loss 

and instability in voltage, which is not reported in this essay. A further investigation regarding 

limiting current study to determine the oxygen transport resistance will be carried out in 

upcoming studies. 
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Supporting Information: 

Workflow of Geodict analysis: 
1. FIB-SEM imaging and image postprocessing 

FIB-SEM images were recorded along the depth of the CL in steps of 150 nm and had a pixel 
resolution of 19.25 nm. The CL material in-between the subsequent image slices was 
scratched using a focused ion beam. The resulting 3D image stacks from FIB-SEM were then 
further post-processed using the open-source software Fiji [79]. To remove artificial shifts 
the images were first aligned using the plugin StackReg [85]. In a second step brightness of 
the 2D image slices was adjusted with the plugin Local Normalization [86]. From this point 
on all further image processing and analysis was done using GeoDict®[80]. The 3D image 
stacks were smoothened with a non-local means filter and then sharpened. Subsequently 
additional 2D image slices were reconstructed in-between the recorded 2D FIB-SEM images 
(every 150 nm) by using trilinear interpolation to arrive at a through-plane resolution of 
19.25 nm. At last the 3D image stacks were binarized using the Otsu method [81]. The 
resulting binarized microstructures were then used as input to GeoDict® simulations to 
derive effective transport parameters for the different CL samples. 
2. Simulation of effective transport parameters using GeoDict® 

2.1 Porosity 

Since a binarized microstructure solely contains voxelized information on the 
distribution of two phases (pore, solid) the porosity is derived straightforward as the 
ratio of the number of void voxels to solid voxels 

 

Φ =
𝑛𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑒

𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑
.             (A1) 

2.2 Pore size distribution 

The pore size distributions were determined by using the GeoDict® tool 
Granulometry. In this method spheres of ascending sizes are created and tested if 
they still fit into pore spaces. In this way a maximum spherical radius is determined 
for each of the pores. The pore size distribution is then derived as the number of 
pores whose size can be approximated by a given spherical radius. The calculation 
in GeoDict® was conducted using a histogram bin size of 2 voxel and periodic 
boundary conditions for the in-plane direction of the material. 

 
2.3 Diffusivity 

Diffusivity 𝐷 is a parameter describing the relation between the molar flux 𝑗 of a 
species and its concentration gradient ∇𝑐 

𝑗 = −𝐷∇𝑐 = −𝐷
Δ𝑐

𝐿
.            (A2) 

Depending on the Knudsen number 𝐾𝑛 =
𝜆

𝐿
 (𝜆:  mean free path length, 𝐿:  char. 

length) species transport within porous media is dominated by particle-particle 
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interactions (bulk diffusion: 𝐾𝑛 → ∞ ), or particle-wall interactions (Knudsen 
diffusion: 𝐾𝑛 → 0), or in the transition regime (𝐾𝑛 ≅ 1) between bulk and Knudsen 
diffusion. 
2.3.1 Bulk diffusion (𝐾𝑛 → ∞) 

Bulk diffusivity 𝐷𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘 was calculated by simulating a concentration gradient of 
Δ𝑐

𝐿
= 1𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝑙⁄  along the thickness of the porous medium and solving eq. (2) for 

∇2𝑐 = 0. In the simulations symmetric boundary conditions are used in normal 
flow direction and periodic boundary conditions in tangential flow direction. 

2.3.2 Knudsen diffusion (𝐾𝑛 → 0) 

Knudsen diffusivity 𝐷𝐾𝑛  was calculated by simulating molecule movement 
within the porous medium by using a random walk method [84]. With the 
average distance 〈𝑥2〉  between two wall collisions the diffusivity after 𝑡 
timesteps is then derived as 

𝐷𝐾𝑛 =
〈𝑥2〉

2𝑡
.    (A3) 

2.3.3 Transition regime (𝐾𝑛 ≅ 1) 

The diffusivity for the transition regime was calculated by harmonic averaging of 
the bulk and Knudsen diffusivity values (Bosanquet approximation [83]) 

𝐷 = (
1

𝐷𝐾𝑛 +
1

𝐷𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘)
−1

.     (A4) 

 
2.4 Tortuosity 

Tortuosity values were calculated based on the results of the diffusivity simulations 
and according to the relation of tortuosity 𝜏 to porosity Φ and relative diffusivity 𝑑∗ 

𝜏 =
Φ

𝑑∗
.      (A5) 

 
Whereas the relative diffusivity 𝑑∗ itself is defined as the ratio 

𝑑∗ =
𝐷

𝑑0
      (A6) 

of diffusivity to the self-diffusion coefficient 𝑑0 =
1

3
𝜆�̅� (𝜆: mean free path length, �̅�: 

mean thermal velocity). 
 

2.5 Permeability 

Stokes flow was simulated by imposing a small pressure gradient of 
Δp

𝐿
= 0.02𝑃𝑎 

across the thickness of the binarized CL microstructure. Based on the resulting net 
flux per area 𝑞  and dynamic viscosity 𝜇  value the permeability 𝜅  could then be 
derived using D’Arcy’s law 
 

𝜅 = −
𝑞𝜇

∇𝑝
= −

𝑞𝜇
Δp

𝐿

.      (A7) 

 
In the simulations symmetric boundary conditions were used, both in normal and 
tangential direction, to eliminate surface effects. 
 

All GeoDict® simulations were conducted at 𝑇 = 20°𝐶 using oxygen as the fluid in the 

pore space (𝜇 = 1.834𝑒−5
𝑘𝑔

𝑚𝑠
, 𝜆 = 68𝑛𝑚, �̅� = 464

𝑚

𝑠
). 
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SI Figure 1: Characteristic points between actual polarization curves and IR-free polarization 

curves derived from the differently prepared but similar Pt loaded MEAs tested in a 1 cm2 cell. 

 

 

 

SI Figure 2: Proton resistance through CL measurement of differently prepared CLs with EIS in 

H2 / N2 atmosphere. 
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SI Figure 3: Linear sweep voltammetry of the MEAs fabricated with six different coating 

techniques. 

 

 

SI Figure 4: Fuel crossover determined from the crossover current derived by linear sweep 

voltammetry. 
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SI Figure 5: Cyclic voltammetry of the MEAs fabricated with six different coating techniques. 

 

SI Figure 6: Cell voltage at 1 A cm-2 versus M performance points (mpp). Determination of mpp 

(see Table 6) is provided in the text. Correlation factor is R2 = 0.96. 

In SI fig. 6 membrane performance point (mpp) of each MEA is plotted against their 

voltage at 1 A cm-2 current density. All the MEAs prepared with different coating 

techniques are indicated with their names. Here we can observe a very good correlation 

between the defined characteristics and the voltage loss in the operated MEAs. A linear 

regression yields an R2 value of 0.96 suggesting a significant relation between voltage 

loss and mpp. Additionally, this correlation is closely followed at other current densities 

also. 
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SI Figure 7: Illustration of 1 cm2 graphite flow-field. 

 

 Airbrush 
Screen 

printing 

Inkjet 

printing 
Dry spray 

Doctor-

blade 

Porosity / % 54.83 57.98 60.37 53.01 49.82 

Permeability /  
m2 

4.36×10-15 7.36×1015 8.44×10-15 4.66×10-15 2.93×10-15 

Diffusivity /  
m2 s-1 

4.99×10-6 5.42×10-6 5.59×10-6 4.95×10-6 4.39×10-6 

Tortuosity 
Factor / - 

1.028 1.02 1.031 1.015 1.042 

 

SI Table 1: Effective transport parameters from FIB-SEM analysis with GeoDict. 

 

 

Number 
of Dots 

ECSA 
Charge 

Transfer 
resistance 

CL Proton 
resistance 

Ohmic 
resistance 

Porosity 
Diffusion 

resistance 

● < 5 % 20-22 % >20 % > 28% < 18 % > 25% 

●● 5-10 % 18-20 % 10-20 % 20-28 % 18-19 % 20-25 % 

●●● 
10-
20% 

16-18% 5-10 % 16-20 % 19-19.5 % 15-20 % 

●●●● 20-25 
% 

14-16% 2.5-5 % 12-16 % 19.5 -21.5 
% 

10-15 % 

●●●●● 25-30 
% 

12-14% < 2.5 % 8-12 % > 21.5 % 5-10 % 

 
SI Table 2:  MEA performance point measurement form the percentage scale of different 

characteristics 
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Catalyst layer and pore size distribution of electrode prepared with airbrush: 

 
 

 

 

Catalyst layer and pore size distribution of electrode prepared with screen print: 
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Catalyst layer and pore size distribution of electrode prepared with inkjet print: 

 
 

 

 

 

Catalyst layer and pore size distribution of electrode prepared with dry spray: 
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Catalyst layer and pore size distribution of electrode prepared with doctor-blade: 
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H I G H L I G H T S

• Dry spray coating is a time-saving and
environment friendly way to manu-
facture MEA.• Instead of solid powder, liquid io-
nomer was used to modify the dry
catalyst powder.• Modification of both the catalyst or it's
support generates thin film of io-
nomer.• This ionomer coating improves the
reactive interface as well as the per-
formance.• Proton conductivity increases,
whereas ohmic and charge transfer
resistance reduces.
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A B S T R A C T

This study presents innovative concepts for improving performance of membrane electrode assemblies (MEAs)
prepared by the dry-spraying method introduced by the German Aerospace center (DLR). Dry-spraying is a time
and cost effective method that involves solvent-free spraying of catalyst powder on polymer electrolyte mem-
brane. The issue which is resolved in this work is the large ionomer particle size in the conventional method.
With mechanical grinding, particle size of the ionomer less than 100 nm were not been achieved. However, here
the reactive interface of dry-sprayed MEA is optimized by improving ionic conductivity. Our approach is to
modify a carbon support by partially enveloping with Nafion® ionomer followed by incorporating Pt black with
it. Additionally, commercial catalyst powder was also modified by two-step preparation process with Nafion®
dispersion. In this research, both of these modified powders were sprayed over membrane; hot-pressed; char-
acterized, and have shown improved ionic network and distribution, which corresponds to their higher per-
formances. The improvement in the performance does not correlate with electrode surface area but with the
ionomer resistance of the catalytic layer. Therefore, with this study we demonstrate a pathway and methodology
to further improve performance by optimizing ionomer structure and networks in the catalytic layer.
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1. Introduction

Energy demand has become one of the most serious concerns of
modern society due to the problems related with greenhouse gas
emissions and the depletion of fossil fuels. In this context fuel cells (FCs)
in particular, Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cells (PEMFCs) can be
considered as one vital technology to reach the goals of the European
Union to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 80% by 2050. Fuel cells
convert chemical energy directly into electricity which is more efficient
and environmentally friendlier than combustion engines in automotive
applications [1], and fuel cells can be emission-free with green hy-
drogen. Moreover, fuel cells have cost and weight advantages compared
to batteries at large sizes, and enable fast charging within 3min [2].
Polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) are attractive be-
cause of their high power density, flexibility to operate in low tem-
perature and high dynamical response. The interior of this electro-
chemical cell consists of a membrane electrode assembly (MEA), a
proton exchange membranes (PEM) in-between catalyst and gas diffu-
sion layer (GDL) electrode pairs. This assembly needs to provide high
intrinsic activities for the oxidation of hydrogen at the anode side and
reduction of oxygen at the cathode side. In order to achieve high per-
formance, the transport of gases as well as the conductance of electrons,
and protons must be optimized to provide efficient transport to and
from the interface of the electrochemical reactions. The architecture of
electrodes for PEMFC's is an intricate balancing of transport media and
catalytic activity. The economic competitiveness of PEMFCs is hindered
by the high cost of the materials, in particular the platinum catalyst as
standard material dominates the cost of mass manufacture, which may
represents approximately 45% of the overall costs [3]. The costs of
electrode fabrication should be reduced by different approaches such as
reducing or avoiding platinum (Pt) loading on both electrodes and su-
perior catalyst utilization. Nevertheless, even at low loading Pt elec-
trodes still contribute significantly to the comprehensive costs of the
system if mass production scenarios are evaluated. Hence, to make this
technology a viable energy source, a reduction of Pt loading in the
catalyst layers without loss in performance and durability is essential.
Performance of fuel cells usually depends on the composition and

fabrication method of catalyst layer. Thin catalyst layers can be pro-
duced by numerous coating techniques, saving expensive catalyst ma-
terials [4].

Ionomer is added to the catalyst layer to facilitate proton transfer
and as binder. The effect of ionomer loading in the CL on cell perfor-
mance has been examined for conventional electrodes. The state of the
art Nafion® loading is approximately 30wt% with respect to the solid
catalyst particles [5–7]. Shukla et al. shows the importance of an op-
timal Nafion® loading with an efficient balance between proton trans-
port and gas transport for superior fuel cells [8]. If the ratio of Nafion®
decreases from the optimum level, it causes kinetic loss in low current
density whereas for a higher ratio of Nafion®, it causes mass transport
losses at high current densities. For state of the art idealized “model”
structure of the electrode, a very thin ionomer film partly covers the Pt/
C surface. This thin film of ionomer facilitates the transport of reactant
gases through pores to the catalyst surface, followed by protons from
the catalyst through ionomer network, and electrons via carbon sup-
port. Above-mentioned phenomena simultaneously create the indis-
pensable ionomer catalyst interfaces to maximize catalyst utilization
[9]. The transport of oxygen species as product of the oxygen reduction
reaction (ORR) permeates mainly through ionomer-free parts of the Pt/
C agglomerates [10]. Transport of protons [11,12] is controlled by the
thickness as well as the continuity of the ionomer on the catalyst surface
and hydrophilic networks in the catalyst layer (CL). Finally, the trans-
port of electrons is related to the continuity of the carbon particle
network [13] and the contact.

There are numerous catalyst coating techniques based on various
substrates, particles morphology and method of coating. All of the MEA
coating techniques have their own advantages and disadvantages. The
PEM research group of DLR developed a dry layer preparation method
for fabricating catalyst layers bound by either PTFE or Nafion® by
spraying the atomized dry mixture of catalyst with the aid of nitrogen
gas stream onto either GDL or membrane as described by Güzlow et al.
[14]. In powder spraying, the principle of electrostatic forces, especially
between electronic conductors and insulators, is used to form an ad-
hesive powder layer onto a substrate. In the DLR process, the powder is
tribologically charged initially by laboratory knife milling process,

Fig. 1. a) Schema of dry powder spraying MEA manufacturing process, b) flow diagram of dry spraying facility, c) image of the DLR dry spraying machine.
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while atomization takes place in the separating funnel and inside the
pipes during the spray process. The charged powder is subsequently fed
to the coating facility which sprays the powder via a nozzle onto the
substrate, commonly the membrane. Subsequently, the assembly is hot-
pressed or rolled [15,16]. Fig. 1 demonstrates the in-house dry spraying
facility in DLR. This procedure is very fast and easy to handle, as a dry
process avoids the use of any solvents and drying steps during MEA
preparations and allows continuous production for industrial purpose.
The bottleneck of this coating technique is the ionomer particle size,
hydrophilicity of ionomer particles and its agglomeration. In-
homogeneous distribution and agglomeration of particles cause less
active catalytic surface area in the reactive interface of the electrode
compared to the conventional and commercial electrodes. Preparation
of Nafion® powder is very crucial due to requirement of cryogenic
grinding by means of an impactor mill in liquid nitrogen. Until now,
ionomer particle sizes of down to 1 μm can be reached, and the size
distribution is unsatisfactorily broad with this technique. As a con-
sequence of large particle size and heterogeneous distribution up to
50 μm, high performance electrode membrane assemblies could not be
accomplished. According to literature [13], standard electrodes should
have ionic film dimension< 10 nm, which will allow sufficient proton
transport and gas permeation. The resulting bigger Nafion® particles
e.g. (5–50 μm) or agglomerations apparently cover many of the active
catalytic sites during the hot-press procedure and as a result, uniform
porosity and utilization of active area are lost. In addition, hetero-
geneous hydrophilic/hydrophobic regions may causes isolation of Pt,
local flooding, pinholes and water-gas transport issues. Not surprisingly
often dry sprayed MEAs with low Pt loading showed flooding problem
and unstable performance during operation.

2. Approach

To overcome these issues of the powder spraying technique, we
modified the technique with a single approach in order to achieve two
following aspects; first, is to enhance the Nafion® dispersion inside the
electrode, and second, is to enwrap the catalyst particles partially with
a thin film of ionomer. The approach is replacing solid ionomer by
introducing liquid ionomer dispersion. Consequently it facilitates cat-
alytic activity, increased proton conductivity and gas access. This cru-
cial approach improves the active sites of the catalyst layer and in-
creases the performance significantly. Here we tried to eliminate the
step of grinding solid Nafion® particles, and as an alternative we in-
troduced commercially available Nafion® dispersion in the catalyst
powder preparation procedure. In this article, we showed two favorable
process variants, one is adding ionomer solution with carbon support,
which will partially cover the carbon particles and subsequently dis-
perse or mix the platinum black with that support to make 40% Pt on
carbon support. Another is using ionomer solution to partially coat the
total catalyst-support mixture purchased commercially, and eventually
make a dry powder out of it. We herein fabricated MEAs by dry
spraying process with standard type and modified catalyst powder with
corresponding in-situ and physical characterization.

Targeting an electrode structure according to an ideal electrode
architecture [17,18], we attempted to make a better network among
ionomer, platinum, carbon, water and feed gasses with respect to the
TPB postulation. It is assumed that, strings or filaments of ionomer
attached to catalyst particles or partially coated catalyst particles with
ionomer will increase the electrochemically active platinum surface for
reaction. In both cases, the catalytic layer should avoid aggregation of
particles and keep a good balance between hydrophilic and hydro-
phobic region. As our aim is to coat catalyst particles with ionomer, we
will consider catalyst particles as a pigment and ionomer as a binder
according to the theory of coating technology. The chief purpose of
pigment dispersion is to break down aggregates and form stable dis-
persions of optimal sized pigment particles. Here, we introduced io-
nomer dispersion to partially coat the catalyst particles. A very

important issue which is most of the time underestimated is the cal-
culation of a coating ratio where ionomer acts as a binder and particles
as pigments. The coating ratio and its consequence can be estimated
from the pigment-volume-concentration (PVC) ratio.

The so-called critical-pigment-volume-concentration (CPVC) is the
transition point, from the pigments being completely covered by a
binder to a state where they are not [19]. It is not really possible to
calculate this value, but one can easily determine this value experi-
mentally, as the mechanical and optical properties of the coating dra-
matically change at that point. As the PVC value increases beyond the
CPVC value, the fewer amounts of pigment particles being covered by
binder and increases porosity. On the contrary, if PVC value decreases
from CVPC value, the coating will lose its porosity and the binder will
isolate the pigment particle completely. We computed the PVC values of
our ink theoretically by calculating individually the volume of Pt-nano
particle, carbon support and dry ionomer. The values are evaluated
with above equation:

• PVC value of the modified commercial catalyst is 82%.• PVC value of the modified carbon support is 82%

The value of the CPVC is governed by several factors, including
particle size, particle size distribution and particle shape as well as by
the chemical properties of the particle surface. Ideally for spherical
particles of uniform particle size a maximum CPVC of 74% is calculated
[20]. It means any coating composite of spherical particles along with
binder having PVC value less than 74% will be totally covered by the
binder, and a coating composite having PVC value higher than 74% will
have partial covering of binder over spherical particles causing porous
structure. Both of the values of our modified powders are above the
average CPVC values thus ensure the partial covering of the ionomer.
Due to the low binder content we ensure availability of void space,
therefore enabling permeability and interface roughness. The standard
dry powder preparation technique does not include liquid Nafion® as a
binder, so PVC value method does not apply here.

3. Experimental

3.1. MEA preparation

DLR patented technique for the fabrication of catalyst coated
membrane (CCM) is spraying a dry catalytic layer directly onto the
membrane [14,15]. The preparation technique for MEAs is divided into
three main steps: a) preparation of the electrode powder, b) dry
spraying the powder onto the membrane, c) hot rolling or pressing the
membrane with the gas diffusion layers [21,22]. Fabrication procedure
of all the techniques is summarized in Table 1. Nafion® pellets/5 wt%
solution/Nafion® XL membrane (Ion Power Inc.), 40wt% Pt/C Hispec
4000 (Alfa Aesar), Pt black Hispec 1000 (Alfa Aesar), Vulcan XC-72
(CABOT), isopropanol (VWR), ultrapure water (VWR), PTFE sheets
(205 μm, Bohlender) were purchased commercially. Mixing was done
by S 60H Elmasonic ultrasonic bath. Nafion® XL membranes were used
as substrate for powder spraying then immediately hot pressed with
GDL (BC-25, SGL Carbon) at 160 °C for 5 min with 690 Ncm−2 by hot
press (Vgot) to make CCMs.

3.2. Catalyst modification

Hispec 4000 nano powder was dispersed in ultrapure water by so-
nication. Afterwards, Nafion® 5wt% solution was dropwise added to the
dispersion, placed on a sonicator so that catalyst/Nafion® ratio of 70:30
is maintained. Then the mixture was sonicated again and dried at 80 °C
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in air for one day in normal oven. Eventually, the solid powder was
ground by means of cryogenic mill (6850 Freezer Mill) to avoid the
compression molding of ionomer and sprayed via the dry spraying
device to fabricate CCM.

3.3. Support modification

Vulcan XC-72 is a widespread Pt support for PEMFC application due
to its high surface area and good electrical properties. It is a hydro-
phobic material, so it is dispersed in ultrapure water by several steps of
mechanical shaking and sonication. Afterwards, Nafion® was added
dropwise so that catalyst/Nafion® ratio of 70:30 is maintained and then
the mixture was sonicated. Mechanical shaking followed as well as
sonication for three more times. The mixture was dried at 80 °C in air
for one day, and ground via a cryogenic mill to produce fine powder.
Eventually, required amount of Pt black was added to the supporting
powder so that the ratio of Pt to carbon support was 40:60. Then the
powders were mixed via a knife mill and dry sprayed via the dry
spraying device onto the membrane. For all MEAs 0.3mgcm−2 Pt
loading was maintained.

The MEAs were assembled in a graphite flowfield with gold coated
bi-polar plate purchased from Electrochem, USA. MEAs were assembled
with PTFE gaskets over the three meander two channel serpentine
graphite flow field with 2 Nm torque to each four 5mm screws.
Afterwards, single cell tests were performed in the test bench built and
customized by DLR. Prior to testing, MEAs were conditioned at a po-
tential 0.6 V and 0.3 V for 4 h each. All the MEAs were examined in 50%
humidification and stoichiometric flow of λH2: 1.5 - λair: 3 during
conditioning, polarization curve measurement and electrochemical
impedance analysis. Galvanostatic polarization was measured with the
holding time 3 min in each current density. Electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy (EIS) was conducted with electrochemical work station
IM6e (Zahner). Nyquist and Bode plots were determined in two dif-
ferent current densities of 0.1 and 0.5 Acm−2 in the frequency range
from 100mHz to 100 KHz with the amplitude of 10 mA and 50 mA
respectively. EIS at low current density shows predominantly the ki-
netic losses, mid current density shows dominantly the ohmic con-
tribution, and high current density demonstrates the mass transport
polarization. The ionic impedance of the electrode was also evaluated
with special EIS measurement. In order to characterize ionic im-
pedance, 10ml/min hydrogen and nitrogen gas were fed into anode
and cathode with 100% humidification. Ionic impedance was measured
in 1 V potentiostatic condition with 10 mV amplitude through 500 mHz
to 100 KHz frequency, stated in the concerning literature [23,24]. Ac-
cording to the literature, at high frequencies a Warburg-like response
(45° slope) is observed, corresponding to ion conductivity in the cata-
lyst layer. At low frequencies, the impedance plot curves up to a lim-
iting capacitance response (vertical) which corresponds to the total
capacitance and resistance of the catalyst layer. The ionic resistance,

Rionic, can be obtained from the length of the Warburg-like region
projected onto the real impedance (Z′) axis (= Rionic/3) [24]. Three sets
of MEAs were tested of each type and found that the results are re-
producible for all characterizations. Cross-section of MEA was prepared
by freeze-fractioning and ion cutting system (JOEL IB 19520/CCP).
Catalyst powder and cross-sections were characterized by means of
scanning electron microscope (JEOL JSM-7200F.) with 5 kV. We ap-
plied N2 adsorption in order to investigate the pore structures of the
catalyst powders after addition of ionomer. The N2 physisorption, pore
size distribution and B.E.T. analysis were performed by Thermo Fin-
nigan/Sorptomatic 1990.

4. Result and discussion

Fig. 2 (a) represents the standard dry-spray powder consisting of a
6–7 μm large particle agglomeration of Nafion®. As mentioned earlier, it
is challenging to avoid the substantial agglomeration of solid ionomer
powder, which is hydrophilic and shows high self-adhesion. Some of
the big agglomerates of Nafion® heterogeneously distributed all over the
catalyst powder can be seen randomly with lower magnification of SEM
which was circled in Fig. 2 (b). This heterogeneity causes the lack of
active sites, uniformity and uneven thickness of the catalyst layer.
Consequently, this phenomenon attributes to uneven local current
density and bad performance of MEA prepared with standard catalyst
powder (shown later). Fig. 2(c) shows a formation of thin ionomer
coating around the Pt/C particles which increase the zone of reactive
interface and thereby enhances the performance. Fine film around the
Pt particles like core-shell is observable in the image, where Pt particles
are bright objects covered with transparent layer of Nafion® (marked by
arrow). Whereas, Fig. 2(d) shows the presence of thin ionomer film over
the carbon support agglomerates, and bright platinum catalyst ag-
glomerates are infused with them. In contrast, to standard powder,
modified powders show more homogeneous distribution of platinum,
carbon support and ionomer throughout the catalyst powder. As eval-
uated by the PVC calculation, despite that the modified catalyst (c) and
support particles (d) were coated by thin film of liquid ionomer, the
aggregated powders should retain enough porosity and coarseness be-
cause of their higher PVC values. Nevertheless, the ionomer coating
causes many of the micro (≤2 nm) and mesopores (2–50 nm) to be
covered by ionomer, thus reducing the porosity of the powder. How-
ever, the better ionomer connection compensates this loss by improving
the network of the reactive interface, which leads to improved perfor-
mance of the modifications. Nonetheless, because of the inclusion of Pt
black powder (which already contains some Pt agglomerates) to pre-
pare support modified catalyst powder, there will be less Pt active
surface area compared to the standard powder. Furthermore, in case of
catalyst modified powder the thin film of ionomer covered most of the
Pt particles, carbon support and some of their micro/mesopores, which
is the reason of reduction in surface area (explained in 4.2) shown via

Table 1
Different route of catalyst powder preparation for dry spraying MEA.2
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B.E.T. Both of the Fig. 2 (c and d) show that the thickness of ionomer
films which covered the particles are well below 0.2 μm and should not
cause any diffusion problem [25]. If the ionomer films are thin enough,
superior electrochemical activity of Pt can be assumed; however, if the
ionomer is too thick, Pt will be isolated and be inactive [19,25].
Therefore, by controlling the thickness and condition of ionomer film
around the catalyst particle, we can improve the performance of the
MEA.

Fig. 3(a) shows the change of N2 adsorption isotherms of catalyst
powders prepared with solid Nafion® and liquid Nafion® dispersion re-
spectively. The amount of N2 adsorption was reduced by the ionomer
addition for both of the modified powders. When dry Nafion® powder
was mixed with Pt/C powder, the mesopores and micropores of the Pt
along with carbon support were intact. As a consequence, B.E.T. surface
area shows a higher value 151 m2/g. On the contrary, addition of liquid

Nafion® forms an external film or coating over the Pt and carbon sup-
ports. Additionally, some of the liquid Nafion® even penetrates and
blocks the internal micropores of the support which can be shown in the
graph of pore size distribution in Fig. 3(b). This blockage of micropores
may improve the performance by impeding Pt nanoparticles to relocate
into the internal pores where they will become inactive [26,27]. As a
result, both modified catalyst powders prepared with liquid Nafion®
show lower B.E.T. surface area, but better distribution of ionomer
which ensures higher catalytic reaction area as well as better perfor-
mance.

Current-voltage graphs of the different MEAs fabricated with dis-
tinctive catalyst powders were shown in Fig. 4. IR corrected current-
voltage curves are shown in Fig. 4(a) to compare the activation and
mass transport losses. As the experiments were done in 1 cm2 test sta-
tion, area specific resistances were directly calculated from high

Fig. 2. SEM images of different catalyst powders; a, b: Pt/C catalyst powder mixed with solid ionomer (standard route), c: Pt/C catalyst modified with liquid ionomer
(catalyst modification route)- and d: catalyst support modified with liquid ionomer mixed with Pt black (support modification route).

Fig. 3. a) N2 adsorption-desorption isotherm and B.E.T. surface area measurement values (inset), b) pore size distributions of unmodified powder and powders
modified by catalyst and support modifications.
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frequency impedance at several current density points shown on the
secondary axis of Fig. 4(a). Performance and power curves of different
MEAs prepared with distinctive preparation techniques are also dis-
played in Fig. 4 (b). Both of these polarization curves further supports
the fact that MEA prepared with catalyst powders and liquid Nafion®
solution exhibit better performance comparing to the standard powder.
Significant difference is observed in mass transport region in higher
current density where standard dry sprayed MEA shows no perfor-
mance above 1 A/cm2 current density, because of limiting diffusion.
Support modified and catalyst modified powder sprayed MEAs exhibit
similar performance throughout the polarization curve apart from the
fact that catalyst modified MEA has poor performance at the kinetic
region, but regained after 0.6 A/cm2. In modified catalyst powder, the
ionomer film covers some of the pores where some of the Pt becomes
inactive inside the pores. This is the reason why support modified MEA
exhibits better performance at lower current densities comparing to
catalyst modified MEA where almost all the Pt is uncovered. The reason
of the raising performance of catalyst modified MEA is the hydro-
philicity difference of the powder before mixing ionomer dispersion.
Pt/C (HISPEC-4000) powder is more hydrophilic than Vulcan Xc-72
carbon support; so that it shows better attraction to the hydrophilic part
of ionomer and results in a better distribution and network of ionomer
in the dispersion [27,28]. So, when current density reaches the mass-
transport influenced region of the polarization curve, catalyst layer
needs high proton conduction, and better distribution of ionomer fa-
cilitates the performance of the catalyst modified MEA. On the other
hand, due to its high hydrophobicity, Vulcan XC-72 has inferior io-
nomer distribution and could not increase the power as expected de-
spite of higher electrochemical active surface area. In this case, poor
ionomer distribution causes higher ohmic loss to the support modified
MEA. Nevertheless, at high current density more water is produced in
the catalyst layer, and internal Pt become active when the carbon
supports are fully wet. This might also be a reason for the increasing
performance of catalyst modified MEA comparing to support modified
one.

The above mentioned behavior is also validated by the impedance
spectroscopy studies shown in Fig. 5. High frequency intersection of the
Nyquist plot from the Y axis (left side) represents ohmic overpotential
followed by the kinetic overpotential in the mid frequency range, and
finally the low frequency region (right side) demonstrates the mass
transport overpotential. Nyquist plots at two current densities reveal
information for different processes; at 100mAcm−2 charge transfer
resistance should be significant whereas at 500 mAcm−2 mass transport
should play an important role. All the curves in Fig. 5 were made by the
raw data of the impedance spectroscopy. Considering a negligible over-
potential of the anode electrode, the arcs of all MEAs should be

dominated by the ORR reaction at the cathode at 100mA/cm2 current
density. Interestingly, already at this low current density an additional
arc at lower frequency appear for the standard and catalyst modified
MEA demonstrating mass transport influences most probably by badly
contacted catalytic region. When current density increases, impedance
decreases subsequently. In the graph 5b, each arrow was illustrated as
the reduced impedance of distinctive MEAs after increasing current
density. The larger arrow assigns the larger reduction of impedance
value, which explains better performance as well. As current density
increased, the arc responsible for kinetic over potential is reduced and
the arc responsible for diffusion over potential remained almost un-
changed for support modified and catalyst modified MEAs. On the other
hand, in case of standard dry sprayed MEA, significantly higher diffu-
sion problem started to appear even at 500 mA current density. It is also
justifiable by the polarization curve that shows total performance loss
after 1000mA/cm2. Moreover, the Nyquist plot displays that catalyst
modified powder sprayed MEA surpasses the support modified powder
sprayed MEA after ohmic over potential zone and both of them retains
better diffusion properties in mass transport zone compared to the
standard dry sprayed MEA.

EIS-inputs of different MEAs in different current densities were
fitted into the equivalent circuit which is illustrated in Fig. 6 (inset).
Afterwards, we simulated the data in Zahner software with a common
equivalent circuit to determine main parameters, namely the in-
ductance of the set-up, the cell ohmic resistance, the charge transfer
resistance and Nernst diffusion contribution of the cell within 2.5%
statistical error on average. At higher frequency, the presence of 45°
line in the Nyquist plot in Fig. 5 for all MEAs indicates that the proton
transport loss (stated later) has a significant effect in these porous
electrodes [23,25]. We can observe the similar behavior from the si-
mulated value also. The constant of diffusion (Kn), which attributes to
the Nernst diffusion component and proportional to the diffusion im-
pedance, gives us a clear impression of the cathode electrode. Electrode
with standard powder gives us the value Kn=304 S−1 whereas; elec-
trode with modified support gives 73 S−1 and modified catalyst gives
107 S−1 at 100mA current density. This consequence can also be de-
duced from the Nyquist plot in Fig. 5(a), where we can see the biggest
contribution of diffusion impedance from the electrode with standard
powder, and progressively reduced in the electrode with modified
catalyst powder and minimum in case of modified support. The ohmic
and the cathodic charge transfer resistance were exploited to a bar chart
to demonstrate the over potential in different current densities. We can
observe almost similar behavior of ohmic resistance at 100mA from the
simulated value. MEA fabricated with standard dry spray shows higher
charge transfer resistance at lower current density which is expected
due to its poor protonic conductivity, and as we increase the current

Fig. 4. a) IR compensated current/voltage characteristics of MEA's prepared with different modified powders, b) current/voltage and power characteristics; reaction
condition was following: cell temp. 80 °C, 50% humidified feed gas, system pressure 150 Kpa and stoichiometry was λH2: 1.5 - λair: 3.
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density the resistance also increases drastically. On the contrary, MEA
prepared with modified catalyst shows a noteworthy recovery of both
ohmic and charge transfer resistance at higher current density which is
also manifested in the performance in the polarization curve.

Ionic conductivity measurement of MEA is a powerful tool con-
sidered to evaluate the ionic and electronic resistance inside the cata-
lyst layer. The effects of the inhomogeneity of the catalyst layers
[23,24] are more clearly observed in the impedance plots shown in
Fig. 7(a). The high-frequency slope of the curve for the electrode im-
pregnated with liquid Nafion® (modified powder sprayed MEAs) is
markedly steeper than electrode fabricated with solid Nafion® (standard
powder sprayed MEA). Higher proton conductivity and better ionomer
distribution is explained by the steeper capacitance slope in Fig. 7(a). At
high frequencies a Warburg-like response (45 °C slope) is observed,
corresponding to ion migration through the catalytic layer, and at low
frequency it is linear up to about half of the limiting capacitance and
then curves up to a constant capacitance and resistance which corre-
sponds to the total resistance and capacitance of the catalytic layer.
Fig. 7(b) shows the calculated ohmic and ionic resistance of the catalyst

layer. Characterization of the ionic resistance of catalyst layer can give
an important measure of electrode quality and can provide valuable
feedback for an optimized MEA structure [23,24]. Another advantage
of Nafion® impregnation by dispersion is that more of the electro-
chemically active catalyst layer is accessible, as can be seen from the
larger slope of the limiting capacitance observed from the modified
powder sprayed electrode. These characteristics can be translated into
improved performance as a fuel cell cathode in modified powder
sprayed MEAs in contrast with standard powder. The distribution of
ohmic and ionic resistance in the Fig. 7(b) also coincides with the
performance of different MEAs. High frequency impedance (ohmic re-
sistance) depends on the electrical connections, proton conductivity of
ionomer, ratio of ionomer and MEA compression while assembling in
the cell. As the comparison of the MEAs is performed with similar
conditions (e.g. torque, reaction condition and ionomer ratio), it is
understandable that the ohmic resistance is similar for all MEAs. The
significant difference in ionic resistance is due to the different ionomer
distributions within the catalytic layer and this is the important factor
for performance. The drysprayed MEA has a heterogeneous ionomer
distribution and poor availability of reaction interface. Agglomeration
of particles plays also a vital role to reduce the electrochemically active
area. When the ORR produces higher current under practical cell op-
erating conditions, the ionomer distribution becomes more important
because of the contribution of resistances to the mass transport of H+

and O2 through ionomer.
Fig. 8 demonstrates the SEM images of the cross-section of the

electrodes after 48 h of fuel cell operation. MEA prepared with dry
spray coating method shows an uneven thickness in the catalyst layer.
Due to the limitation of the particle size and formation of agglomerates
in the humid environment, we have not yet successfully fabricated a flat
and uniform electrode layer. We expect that, “a better control of the
humidity on the coating laboratory” may solve this problem. However,
MEA prepared with standard powder shows a very non-uniform elec-
trode layer with a large difference in thickness. In some areas the
thickness of the CL goes down to 2 μm, in contrast to some other areas
where agglomerated powder causes CCM thickness go as high as 30 μm
(not in the picture). This variety of thickness is also responsible for
heterogeneous current densities throughout the MEA, which causes
instability of performance and hence shows higher degradation in
electrodes and membrane as well. In contrast, the dispersion modified
catalytic layers also show thickness heterogeneity but there microscopic

Fig. 5. EIS-Nyquist plot of MEAs prepared by unmodified, support modified and catalyst modified powder in the frequency range of 100mHz to 100 kHz at a current
density (a) 100 mA and (b) 500mA.

Fig. 6. (Inset) Equivalent circuit used for the evaluation of impedance spectra
with the resistance values for ohmic and transport over-potential at a current
densities of 100 mAcm−2 (green) and 500 mAcm−2 (orange). (For interpreta-
tion of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
Web version of this article.)
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structure is more homogeneous as reflected by better performance and
stability.

It was reported by Uchida et al. that a good network and uniformity
of Nafion® on Pt particles could be achieved by using “colloid” form of
Nafion® in the catalyst “ink”. There should be an optimum thickness of
the ionomer film for superior performance [29,30]. Watanabe has re-
ported that 0.2 μm is the critical thickness of the Nafion® film on the
catalyst surface up to which the diffusion process of reactant gases to
the catalyst sites is not the rate-determining step [25]. We believe that,
if the Pt particle and ionomer distribution are further improved and we
singularize the agglomerates during dry spraying more efficiently, it
will be possible to further increase the performance of dry sprayed
MEA.

5. Conclusion

This work shows how the inclusion of dispersed liquid Nafion® into
catalyst powder, followed by drying and powder spraying enhances the
fuel cell performance. Using liquid Nafion® instead of solid Nafion in-
troduces ionomer films around the catalyst support as well as catalyst
agglomerates hereby induces better ionomer distribution throughout
the catalyst layer. It is plausible that, due to partial ionomer film
forming property over catalyst particles, electrochemically active in-
terface zone increases and so does the performance. We can justify the
progression functioning as,

1) Reduction of the subsequent agglomeration of ionomer powder as
well as catalyst particles and securing better distribution of ionomer
by using dispersion media,

2) Thin film-ionomer structures by replacing large solid ionomer par-
ticles with Nafion® dispersion. Enhance the ionic conductivity,
electrochemical properties and diffusion properties by coating cat-
alyst and/or support particles with thin ionomer film.

However, along with better performance, the novel processes can
ease the powder preparation technique by avoiding the cryogenic
grinding of Nafion® which is a lengthy process. MEA prepared with dry
spray coating technique has a significant potentiality in industrial
manufacturing as it is a fast, easy, inexpensive and fully automatic
process. Nevertheless, there are some more opportunities to enhance
performance by improving catalyst-ionic structure, which should be
looked into our future work.

1. Improve the distribution and homogeneity of ionomer network.
2. Fabricating 100 nm ionomer particles by spray drying the ionomer

dispersion. (Spray drying is a method of producing a dry powder
from a liquid or slurry by spraying and drying simultaneously).

3. Preferential non-uniform coating of ionomer over carbon support
particle by spray dry technique.

Fig. 7. a) Ionic conductivity measurement by EIS of MEAs prepared with standard (the inset represents an expansion of the high frequencies region where the
curvature of approximately 90° is the representative of the limiting capacitive current), support modified and catalyst modified powder at 100% humidity with H2/N2
flow, b) distribution of electronic and ionic resistance.

Fig. 8. SEM images of ion beam cut cross-sectional of catalyst layers with same noble metal loadings of 0.3mg/cm2 on one side a) inhomogeneous catalyst layer MEA
sprayed with standard powder, b) sprayed with support modified, and c) sprayed with catalyst modified powder sprayed MEA; the orange bar is the thickness of
membrane. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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H I G H L I G H T S �

Ionomers�with�different�side�chain�length�are�analyzed�for�short�and�long�term�test.�

Thinner�membrane�causes�high�gas�crossover�leads�to�higher�rate�of�degradation.�

Gas�crossover�motivates�the�migration�of�Pt�radical�thus�membrane�decomposition.�

Less�PTFE�content�of�lower�EW�ionomer�explains�weaker�polymeric�stability.�

Longer�side�chain�ionomer�is�advantageous� for�extended�application.��
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A B S T R A C T � �

Per�uorinated�sulfonic�acid�(PFSA)�ionomers�have�high�proton�conductivity�and�excellent�mechanical-chemical�

stability�under�humid�conditions�in�low�temperature�Polymer�Electrolyte�Membrane�Fuel�Cell�(PEMFC)�appli-

cation.�In�this�work,�we�compare�performance�and�durability�between�long�side�chain�(LSC)�and�short�side�chain�

(SSC)�PFSA� ionomers�as�a� solid�electrolyte�membrane� and�as� ionomer-additive� in� the� electrodes.�Membrane�

electrode�assemblies�(MEAs)�are�prepared�combining�the�LSC/SSC�membrane�with�the�corresponding�LSC/SSC�

ionomer�in� the� catalyst� layer.�Thereby,�their�chemical�compatibility�could�be�determined.�MEAs�are�tested� in�

single�cell�test�benches�with�segmented�bipolar�plate�for�long�term�degradation�test�with�dynamic�load-cycling.�

While�maintaining�uniform� conditions,�we� have�experienced� that� different�MEAs� show�different�behavior� in�

short-term� to� long-term�application.� Owing� to� its� stability� in�lower�equivalent�weight;� SSC� ionomer�provides�

favorable�proton�conductivity�leading�to�higher�power�density�of�the�cell.�Nevertheless,�faster�degradation�of�SSC�

than� the� LSC� ionomer�are� encountered� in� this� study�likely�due� to� the� higher� gas� permeation� of�thinner� SSC�

membranes� and� lower� polytetra�uoroethylene� content.� This� study� contributes� a� signi�cant� insight� in� the�

behavior�of�ionomers�in�FC�as�function�of�time,�and�shows�avenues�for�further�improvement�of�durability.���

1. Introduction�

Recently,�proton� exchange�membrane�(PEM)� fuel�cell�systems�has�

been� introduced�as� alternatives� to� the� internal� combustion� engine� in�

cars,�trucks�and�buses�as�well�as�novel�micro-combined�heat�and�power�

devices�for�residential�applications�[1].�Polymer�electrolyte�membrane�

fuel�cells�(PEMFCs)�are�receiving�more�and�more�attention�worldwide�

due�to�its�advantages�with�respect�to�batteries.�If�hydrogen�is�generated�

from�renewable�energies�PEM�fuel�cells�are�green�energy�converters�for�

stationary� and�mobile� applications.� PEMFCs� have� exceptional� advan-

tages�such�as�lightweight,�high�power,�low�operating�temperature,�and�

fast�startup�[2].�

During�last�few�years,�Na�on®,�a�long�side�chain�(LSC)�ionomer,�is�

used�as�electrolyte�membrane�for�PEM�fuel�cell�application.�It�is�a�per-

�uorinated�sulfonic�acid�(PFSA)�copolymer�and�its�unique�ionic�property�

is�a�result�of�incorporating�per�uorovinyl�ether�chains�edged�with�sul-

fonate� groups� onto� a� tetra�uoroethylene� (PTFE)� backbone� [3,4].�

Furthermore,�the�PFSA�ionomer� is�also�added�with�catalyst�powder�to�

the� electrodes� to� extend� the� reactive� interphase� among� catalyst,� gas�

phase� and�proton� conducting�membrane�[5,6].�Polymer� chemists� are�

continuously� developing� novel� structures� to� increase� the� proton� con-

ductivity�at�elevated�temperatures�and�to�enhance�mechanical�stability�
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[7,8].�In�the�last�decade,�Solvay�introduced�a�modi�ed�version�of�PFSA�

with�short�side�chains�(SSC)�under�the�trademark�“Aquivion®” [9,10].�
Particularly� thin� SSC�membranes� for� fuel�cell�applications�have�been�

developed�within�the�FCH�JU�IMPACT�project.1�LSC�and�SSC�ionomers�

both� possess� two� phases,� being� semi-crystalline� �uoropolymers� they�

have�a�backbone�which�has�hydrophobic�properties�and�a�hydrophilic�

sulfonic�acid�at�the�end�of�the�side�chain.�The�chemical�structure�of�SSC�

membranes�has�been�shown�to�exhibit�the�bene�ts�of�highest�crystal-

linity�amongst�commercial�PFSAs,�chemical� inertness�and�mechanical�

integrity�up� to�140–160� C�[10].�Thanks�to�the�strong�electronegative�
effect�of� �uorine� atoms� in�its�per�uorinated� structure�and� the� strong�

acidity�of�the�sulfonic�acid�group,�Aquivion®�PFSA�is�a�super-acid,�with�

a�Hammett�acidity�function�of� 12,�at�par�with�the�value�of�pure�sulfuric�

acid�[11,12].�Furthermore,� it� has�slightly�higher� glass� transition� tem-

perature�(Tg)� than�Na�on®� (140–160� C�vs.�100� C)�and� is� thermally�
stable�up�to�230� C.�Advanced�water�uptake�property�leads�to�improved�

proton� conductivity,� especially� at� low� relative� humidity� and� higher�

temperature� [13,14].� The� distribution� of� ionomers� is� signi�cant� to�

optimize�electrodes�for�PEMFC.�Different�levels�of�humidity�within�the�

catalyst�layer�have�been�associated�to�ionomer�distribution�and�conse-

quently�to�heterogeneous�distribution�of�the�current�density�in�PEM�fuel�

cell�[15].�The�equivalent�weight�(EW,�unit:�g�mol 1� or�g�eq 1)�of� the�

ionomer,� by� de�nition� the�weight� of� ionomer� (in� terms� of�molecular�

mass)�per�sulfonic�acid�group,�is�the�most�important�value�characterizing�

inversely�the�exchange�capacity.�Shorter�side�chain�length�of�Aquivion®�

makes�it� possible� to�produce�dispersion�with� lower�equivalent�weight�

and�therefore�higher�proton�conductivity.�SSC�ionomers�show�the�ben-

e�ts�of�higher�proton�conductivity�and�water�retention�capacity.�For�LSC�

ionomers�with�the�prototypical�Na�on®,�a�recasting�procedure�has�been�

found� to� yield� better� �lms� with� an� equivalent� weight� of�

996� 24�g�mol 1.�The�lowest�equivalent�weight�(highest�exchange�ca-

pacity)�with�stability�of�the�ionomer�matrix�found�for�a�Na�on®�com-

posite� is�878� 8�[19].�So,�most�of� the� available�commercial�Na�on®�

dispersion,�membrane�or�beads�have�EW�over�900.�Whereas�Aquivion®�

has� shorter� PTFE� side� chain,� which� allows� it� to� remain� stable� and�

physically� stronger� than� Na�on®� also� in� lower� EW� range� [15].� Ac-

cording�to�the�literature�[16,17],�this�advantage�of�shorter�side�chain�of�

Aquivion®�makes�it�possible�to�achieve�either�better�mechanical�prop-

erties�at�the� same� ion-exchange�capacity�(IEC)�or� a�higher� IEC�at� the�

same�mechanical�properties�than�LSC�polymers�which�directly�in�uence�

the�proton�conductivity�as�well�as�performance.�

It�is�observed�that�the�water�sorption�as�well�as�the�proton�conduc-

tivity� increases�with� decreasing� EW� until� extreme� swelling� indicates�

dissolution� of� the� membrane� and� a� reduction� in� conductivity� as� a�

consequence�of�dilution.�Additionally,�the�higher�amount�of�water�in�the�

membrane�makes�the�membrane�softer,�i.e.,�their�mechanical�properties�

deteriorates,�which�affects�the� long�term�stability�of�membrane.�From�

these�considerations�it�has�been�derived�that�there�should�be�an�opti-

mum�EW�to�achieve�the�highest�proton�conduction�while�maintaining�

the�physical�integrity�of�polymer�matrix�[18,19].�Stassi�et.�Al.�reported�

the� performance� of� long� and� short� sidechain� per�uorosulfonic�mem-

brane� for� high� temperature� PEMFC� operation� [20].� Very� recently,�

Shahgaldi�et.�Al.�exhibited� the� impact�of�short� side�chain�ionomer� in�

PEMFC�performance�and�durability�with�accelerated�stress�test,�whereas�

they� only� focused�on�the� application�of� ionomer� in�the� catalyst�layer�

[21].� Moreover,� Wu� et.� Al.� also� studied� short� side� chained� per-

�uorosulfonic� acid� ionomer� for� PEM� electrolyser� [22].� However,� a�

comparative�study�of�different�side�chain�ionomers�in�both�short�term�

and�long�term�durability�test�as�membrane�and�electrode�application�in�

low�temperature�PEMFC�is�still�lacking.�

In� this� work,� our� group� demonstrates� a� combination� of� tests�

including�both�SSC�and�LSC�ionomer�in�membrane�as�well�as�in�catalyst�

layer,�which�will� provide� a�deep� insight�regarding� evaluation�of� ion-

omer.�We�have� used� stabilized� Aquivion®�membrane� and� dispersion�

which�has�the�EW�value�around�800.�All�the�MEAs�were�prepared�with�

0.3�mg�Pt�cm 2� loading�in�both�anode-cathode�side�while�maintaining�

uniform�conditions�and�tested�in�both�of�the�1�cm2�and�25�cm2�single�cell�

test-stations�along�with�electrochemical�impedance�spectroscopy�(EIS).�

Moreover,�this�article�addresses�the�complex�in�uence�of�ionomers�with�

different�side�chain�length�for�PEMFC�durability�with�the�help�of�load�

cycling�test.�Ex-situ�characterizations�such�as�scanning�electron�micro-

scopy�(SEM),�infrared�spectroscopy�(IR)�and�X-ray�Photoelectron�spec-

troscopy�(XPS)�were�also�performed�to�determine�the�intrinsic�properties�

of�the�ionomers�and�catalyst�layer.�Eventually,�we�also�tried�to�explain�

the�complex�behavior�of�MEAs�with�the�properties�of�the�membrane�and�

the�catalytic�layer.�A�systematic�performance�and�durability�comparison�

between� Aquivion®� and� Na�on®� as� an� electrolyte� and� as� a� proton�

conducting�additive�in�the�catalyst�layer�(CL)�is�the�main�novel�feature�of�

this�work.�

2. Experimental�

Table�1� shows� the� difference� in�properties� between� LSC� ionomer�

(Na�on®)� and� SSC� ionomer� (Aquivion®)� both� in� membrane� and�

dispersion� form.� These�data� are� received� from�manufacturers.�Please�

note� the� signi�cant�difference�in�membrane�thickness� (factor�2.5)�be-

tween�Na�on®�and�Aquivion®.�

2.1. Electrode�preparation�

In� this�work,� MEAs� were� fabricated�by�hot�pressing� gas�diffusion�

electrodes�(GDE)�and�membranes.�The�preparation�technique�we�used�to�

make� GDEs� is�an� airbrush� coating� technique,� which� is� fast�and�very�

widely� used� [23].�We�have� used� a� commercial� plastic� airbrush� with�

nitrogen�gas�to�spray.�We�have�taken�measures�like�dedicated�spraying�

equipment� to� avoid�contamination�and�unwanted� reactions.� To�make�

the� catalyst�ink�the� same� recipe�was�followed:�We�used� 40�wt%�Pt/C�

Hispec�4000�(Alfa�Aesar)�as�a�catalyst�powder�and�dispersed�it�with�100�

times� higher� weight� of� ultrapure� water� (VWR)� by� means� of�

ultra-sonication�for�30�min.�This�suspension�was�put� in�ultrasonicator�

with�ice�cubes�in�it�to�keep�the�temperature�low.�Ionomer�dispersion�was�

added�dropwise�while�sonication�was�running.�The�ionomer�was�added�

so�that�catalyst�powder�and�ionomer�reached�the�ratio�of�70:30�in�solid�

weight.� Eventually,� isopropanol� (VWR)� weighted� 75� times� higher�

comparing�to�catalyst�powder�was�added�to�the��nal�suspension�to�make�

the�ink�more�volatile.�This�suspension�was�again�sonicated�for�30�min.�

During�spraying�the�catalyst�ink�over�gas�diffusion�layer�(GDL),�it�was�

placed�on�the�heating�plate,�which�was�kept�in�105� C�to�evaporate�the�

solvents� directly� from� the� surface� of� the� GDL.� The� Pt� loading� was�

measured�gravimetrically.�The�gravimetric�catalyst�powder-to-ionomer�

70:30� ratio� ionomer� was� maintained,� which� is� the� optimum�

Table�1�

Technical�information�of�the�ionomers�from�the�manufacturers.��

Na�on®�(Ion�Power)� Aquivion®�(Solvay)�

Membrane� Dispersion� Membrane� Dispersion�

Na�on®�XL� Na�on®�D521� Aquivion®�R79-�

01SX

Aquivion®�D83-�

25BS�

Equivalent�

weight�1100�g�

eq 1�

Equivalent�weight�

1100�g�eq 1�

Equivalent�

weight�790�g�

eq 1�

Equivalent�weight�

833�g�eq 1�

Average�

thickness�

28�μm�

Polymer�content�

5.4�wt%�

Average�

thickness�11�μm�
Polymer�content�

5.97�wt%�

Stabilized� Solvent:�Alcohol�

and�water�

Stabilized� Solvent:�water�

Reinforced� Total�acid�capacity:�

0.95–1.03�meq�g 1�

Reinforced� Total�acid�capacity:�

1.17–1.23�meq�g 1��
1� https://www.fch.europa.eu/project/improved-lifetime-automotive-appl�

ication-fuel-cells-ultra-low-pt-loading.�
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composition�for�a� catalyst�loading�of�0.3�mgPt� cm 2� [24,25].� In� this�

work,�the�same�weight�ratio�of�ionomer�was�used�in�the�ink�preparation.�

It� is� noted� that� keeping� the� gravimetric� catalyst� powder-to-ionomer�

constant�means� that� the�Na�on®�based� electrode�with�EW� 1100�has�

lower�IEC�than�the�Aquivion®�based�electrode�with�lower�EW�833.�The�

alternative�approach�of�keeping�IEC�constant,�on�the�other�hand,�would�

mean� to� increase� Na�on®�weight� ratio� by� 20–23%� in� the� electrode�
which�will�impact�the�ink�rheology�and�electrode�structure�signi�cantly.�

This�effect�is�well-known�to�affect�cell�performance�and�durability�[25,�

26].�Hence,�it�is�not�possible�to�change�just�one�single�parameter�of�an�

electrode� because� the� different� parameters� affect� each� other.� To�un-

derstand�the� in�uence�of�the�different�IEC�ionomer�values�in�the�elec-

trode�a�microscopic�structure�investigation�would�be�necessary�which�is�

out�of�scope�of�this�study.�

The�isopropanol�(IPA)�ratio�was�kept�at�43�wt%�of�the�total�solvent�

because�a�lower�IPA�content�in�the�IPA/water�solvent�of�the�Pt/C/ion-

omer�catalyst�ink�solutions�results�in�the�formation�of�larger�and�higher�

negatively�charged�ionomer�aggregated�particles�[25,26].�This�leads�to�

higher�steric�hindrance�and�higher�charge�repulsion�of�ionomer�particles�

on�the�surface�of�Pt/C�particles,�thus�a�thinner�ionomer��lm�in�contact�

on�the�surfaces�of�the�Pt/C�particles�[26].�The�thinner�ionomer��lm�in�

contact�with�the�Pt�particles�in�the�CL�of�MEAs�improves�gas�permeations�

and� the� probability� of� the� Pt�particles� to� come� into� contact�with� the�

reactant�H2/O2� (air)�fuel�gases.�This�phenomenon�enhances�the�gener-

ation�of�H ions�on�the�Pt�particle�surfaces�in�the�CL,�leading�to�higher�

fuel�cell�performance�[27,28,41].�

2.2. Membrane�electrode�assembly�

GDL� (25BC,� SGL� Carbon)� was� used� as� substrate� for� GDE�

manufacturing�with�airbrush�spray.�The�resulting�GDE�was�immediately�

hot�pressed�with�Na�on®�XL�or� Aquivion®�membranes�at�150� C� for�

5�min�by�heat�press�(Vogt).�Pressure�was�maintained�close�to�700�N�cm 2�

in�the�hot�press.�The�tests�were�performed�using�a�dedicated�test�bench.�

Both�used�fuel�cell�test�benches�were�developed�at�German�Aerospace�

Center� (DLR).� The� test� benches,� controlled� by� programmable� logic�

controller�(PLC),�allow�automatic�control�of�the�input�and�output�con-

ditions,�such�as�the�pressure,�temperature,��ow�rate�of�gases,�and�hu-

midity�of�reactants.�All�MEAs�were�operated� at�stoichiometric��ow�of�

λH2:�1.5,�λair:�2.25�during�conditioning,�polarization�curve�measurement�
and�degradation�testing.�

2.2.1. Short�term�testing�facility�

To�characterize�the�short�term�performance�of�the�fabricated�MEAs,�

they�were�mounted�in�a�1�cm2�cell,�which�is�a�gold�coated�bipolar�plate�

on�top�of�graphite��ow��eld�purchased�from�Electrochem.�The�gas�mass�

�ow�rates�(H2�and�air)�were�controlled�through�the�test�station�and�could�

be�varied�between�0�and�25�ml�min 1� on� the�anode�side�and�between�

0�and�75�ml�min 1�on�the�cathode�side�in�the�small�test�bench.�MEAs�for�

1�cm2�were�assembled�over��ow��eld�with�206�μm�PTFE�gaskets.�The�
following�conditions�for�these�MEAs�were�constant:�torque:�2�Nm,�hu-

midi�cation:� 50%� and,� cell� temperature:� 80� C,� pressure:� 1500�mbar�

(abs.).�

2.2.2. Long�term�testing�facility�

To�characterize� long�term� stability� and�degradation�mechanism,�a�

gold�coated�stainless�steel�25�cm2�cell�(single�channel�serpentine�counter�

�ow��eld)�was�used�with�a�designated�larger�test�bench.�The�25�cm2�cell�

was� equipped� with� a� segmented� cell� (49� segments)� to� monitor� local�

current� density� in� order� to� observe� heterogeneous� behavior� during�

degradation� tests.� The� gas� mass� �ow� rate� was� in� between� 0� and�

500�ml�min 1�on� the�anode�side�and�between�0�and�2000�ml�min 1�on�

the�cathode�side�in�the�larger�test�bench.�MEAs�with�25�cm2�had�all�the�

following� conditions:� torque:� 4� Nm,� humidi�cation:� 100%� and,� cell�

temperature:�80� C,�pressure:�1500�mbar�(abs.).�

2.3. Characterization�facilities�

The�locally�resolved�current�density�measurements�were�performed�

with�the�25�cm2�cell�using�DLR’s�segmented�bipolar�plate�(SC)�based�on�
printed� circuit� board� (PCB)� technology� with� integrated� temperature�

sensors.�This�device�allows�gaining�insight�into�the�current�distribution�

homogeneity,� especially� during� the� degradation� experiments.� The�

measurement�of�in-situ�local�current�distribution�(DLR�segmented�cell)�

have�been�successfully�used�as�a�powerful�in-situ�diagnostic�tools�during�

the�last�years�for�the�study�of�local�processes�[29]�which�are�in�uenced�

by� heterogeneous� water� management� [30,31],� contamination� effects�

[32]� and�membrane� integrity� [33].�A�de�ned� fuel� cell�dynamic� load�

cycling� protocol� (FC-DLC)� [34,35]�was� followed� for� each�MEA� for� 4�

weeks� including�one�day�refresh�after�each�week.�During� load�cycling�

the�cells�were�operated�at�constant��ow�corresponding�to�stoichiometric�

�ow�at�1�A�cm2�current�density.�

Electrochemical�impedance�spectroscopy�(EIS)�was�performed�with�

an�electrochemical�work�station�IM6e�(Zahner).�In�order�to�characterize�

the�MEA�by�cyclic�voltammograms,� linear�sweep�voltammograms�and�

ionic�impedances,�minimal��ows�of�hydrogen�and�nitrogen�gas�were�fed�

into�anode�and�cathode�with�100%�humidi�cation.�The�ionic�impedance�

of� the� electrode�was�evaluated�with�EIS� (complex�Bode�plot)� in�inert�

condition�as�stated�in�the�concerning�literature�[36,37].�According�to�the�

literature,� at�high� frequencies�a�Warburg-like� response� (45 slope)� is�

observed,�corresponding�to�ion�migration�through�the�catalyst�layer.�At�

low�frequencies,�the�impedance�plot�curves�up�to�a�limiting�capacitance�

response� (vertical)� which� corresponds� to� the� total� capacitance� and�

resistance�of�the�catalyst�layer.�The�ionic�resistance,�Rionic,�can�be�ob-

tained�from�the�length�of�the�Warburg-like�region�projected�onto�the�real�

impedance�(Z)�axis�( Rionic/3).�Shifting�of�the�initial�real�impedance�(Z)�

point�in�X-axis�(Z)� is�considered�as�Rohmic.�

Pristine�GDEs�prepared�using� LSC�and�SSC� ionomers�were�charac-

terized� by�means� of� scanning� electron�microscope� (SEM)� from�Ultra�

plus,�Zeiss�Corp,�operated�at�5�kV�electron�beam.�For�x-ray�photoelec-

tron�spectroscopy� (XPS)� characterization,�photoemission� spectra�were�

recorded�using�a�hemispherical�electron�energy�analyzer�in�an�ultrahigh�

vacuum�chamber�of�a�base�pressure�of�4.10 10�mbar�(Thermo�Scienti�c�

ESCALAB250).� The� fresh� GDE� was� measured� �rst� and� then� the� gas�

diffusion�layer�(GDL)�was�delaminated�by�hand�from�the�active�layer�to�

access�the�interface�between�catalyst�layer�(CL)�and�microporous�layer�

(MPL)� in�addition� to� the�GDL�backing� surface.�Only� samples�with�no�

apparent�material�transfer�from�the�detached�component�were�analyzed.�

Two�MEAs�were�tested�of�each�type,�and�it�was�found�that�the�results�are�

reproducible�within�less�than�5%�error.�

2.4. Electrodes�nomenclature�

In�this�work,�four�types�of�MEAs�were�prepared�and�characterized�for�

the� comparative�analysis.� They�are�named�as� followed�(I:� ionomer� in�

catalyst�layer�CL;�M:�membrane).��

1.� I:�Aquivion®,�M:�Aquivion®:�Aquivion®�ionomer�in�CL,�Aquivion®�

membrane��

2.� I:� Aquivion®,� M:� Na�on®:� Aquivion®� ionomer� in� CL,� Na�on®�

membrane��

3.� I:� Na�on®,� M:� Na�on®:� Na�on®� ionomer� in� CL,� Na�on®�

membrane��

4.� I:� Na�on®,� M:� Aquivion®:� Na�on®� ionomer� in� CL,� Aquivion®�

membrane�

3. Result�and�discussion�

All�of� the� four�types�of�MEAs�were�prepared�for�both�1�cm2� (short�

term� test)� and�25�cm2� (long� term� test).�They�all�are�characterized�for�

comparison�of�their�properties.�
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3.1. Short�term�test�in�1�cm2�test�cell�

SEM�images�of�Fig.�1�shows�the�coated�surface�of�the�GDEs�prepared�

by�airbrush.�Both�of�the�electrodes�were�fabricated�with�different�ion-

omers�but�same�Hispec�4000�catalyst.�Fig.�1a�and�b�shows�the�surface�of�

the� pristine� electrodes� in� microscale,� and� Fig.� 1c� and� d� shows� the�

structure�of�the�catalyst�layer�(CL)�on�the�nanoscale.�Electrodes�prepared�

with�Na�on®�ionomer�show�higher�agglomeration�on�the�surface�of�the�

gas�diffusion�layer.�Nevertheless,�both�type�of�electrodes�show�similar�

kind�of�particle�distribution�and�almost�identical�porous�distribution�in�

the� micro� structure� of� the� electrode.� From� Fig.� 1c� and� d� it� is� also�

apprehensible� that� the� distribution� of� platinum� nano-particle�

throughout�both�the�CLs�are�homogeneous,�which�was�also�assured�by�

the� values� from� Energy� dispersive� X-ray� spectroscopy� analysis� (not�

shown�here)�during�the�SEM�analysis.�

The�performances�characteristics�of�the�MEAs�tested�in�the�1�cm2�cell�

are�depicted�in�Fig.�2a�and�b.�Fig.�2a�and�b�illustrates�the�begin-of-life�

performance� of� all� the� MEAs� with� different� membrane� and� ionomer�

combinations� indicated� in� the� �gures.� Both� polarization� and� power�

curves�of� different� MEAs� in� 50%� humidi�cation� are� presented� here.�

From� Fig.� 2a� and� b�we� can� determine� the� performance� trend� of� the�

different� combinations.� Speci�cally,� MEA� made� of� electrodes� with�

Aquivion®� ionomer�and�Aquivion®�membrane�(I:Aquivion®,�M:Aqui-

vion®)� exhibits� highest� performance.� Later,� I:Aquivion®� M:Na�on®�

shows�second�best�performance�followed�by�I:Na�on®�M:Na�on®�and�

eventually� I:Na�on®,� M:Aquivion®.� Catalyst� layer� with� Aquivion®�

ionomer� shows� better�performance� than� the� equivalent�with�Na�on®�

despite�of�the�membranes.�One�of�the�reasons�for�higher�performance�is�

the� lower� equivalent� weight� of� Aquivion®� than� Na�on®,� which� is�

inversely� proportional� to� the� proton� conductivity.� So,� the� electrode�

made�using�SSC�ionomer�shows�better�performance�than�the�one�made�

using�LSC�ionomer.�Furthermore,�the�MEA�with�an�electrode�consisting�

of� Aquivion®� ionomer� displayed� higher� performance� with� thinner�

Aquivion®�membrane�than�thicker�Na�on®�membrane�because�of�the�

lower� ohmic� resistance.� The�better� performance� of� Aquivion®�mem-

brane� in� particular� in� the� ohmic� dominated� part� of� the� polarization�

curve�is�also�the�result�of�higher�proton�conductivity�and�better�water�

uptake�throughout�the�membrane.�The�poor�performance�of�I:�Na�on®,�

M:�Aquivion®�comparing�to�I:�Na�on®,�M:�Na�on®�in�the�polarization�

curve� is� unexpected� and� demonstrates� incompatibility� of� Na�on®�

ionomer� with� Aquivion®� membrane.� Nevertheless,� the� former� out-

performed�the�latter�by�better�diffusion�at�very�high�current�density.�

Electrochemical� impedance�spectroscopy�provides� valuable�insight�

into� transport� processes� occurring� in� membrane� electrode� assembly�

during� operation.� Fig.� 2� c� clearly� shows� that� in� the� kinetic� region�

(0.1�A�cm 2)�MEAs�prepared�using�Aquivion®�as�binder�in�the�electrode�

exhibit� substantially� lower� charge� transfer� resistance� (~0.6�Ohm)� as�

compared� to�MEA�with�Na�on®� used� as�binder� (0.9–1.0�Ohm).�This�
explains� that,� electrodes� fabricated� with� SSC� ionomer� improve� the�

reactive�interphase�where�the�electrochemical�reaction�takes�place,�and�

therefore� reduces� the� kinetic�polarization�as�well� as� ionic� impedance�

(Fig.�3�c).�The�kinetics�of�an�electrode�improves�with�the�good�dispersion�

of�high�surface�area�catalyst�particle�and�homogeneous�distribution�of�

ionomer� in� the� CL.� The� isopropanol/water� composition� of� the� Pt–C/�
ionomer�catalyst�ink�plays�a�key�role�in�determining�the�morphology�of�

the� ionomer� thin� layer� in� the� CLs�and� thus� electrochemically� active�

surface�area�of�Pt.�The�dielectric�constant�ε of�pure�isopropanol,�40�wt%�
isopropanol�and�pure�water�are�19.9,�50.4�and�78.4�respectively�[39].�

Dielectric� constant� of� a� solvent� is� one� of� the� major� factors� which�

determine�the�size�of�ionomer�particle�size�or�aggregation�in�solution.�

The� higher� the� dielectric� constant�ε of� the� solvent� is,� the� greater� the�
probability�of� forming�secondary� aggregation.� In�this� experiment,�we�

received� Aquivion®� in� water� dispersion� and� Na�on®� in� 50-50�

alcohol-water� mixture.� Eventually,� they� both� are� mixed� separately�

with�43�wt%�isopropanol-water� to�make�the�catalyst�ink�conveniently�

spray� able� and� easily� evaporable.�Uchida� et� al.� [40]� found� that,� the�

ionomer� penetrates� only� into� the� secondary� pores� between� the� ag-

glomerates�of�the�catalyst�layer.�The�primary�aggregates�of�Aquivion®�

polymer�are�slightly�smaller�than�Na�on®�polymer�because�of�shorter�

side� chain.� Thus,� the� ionomer� penetrates� the� secondary� pore� of� the�

catalyst� particles� easily� and� is� able� to� make� good� contact� between�

catalyst�and�ionomer.�However,�Aquivion®�forms�larger�secondary�ag-

gregates� than� Na�on®� due� to� more� negatively� charged� –SO3-� groups�
(Aquivion®�EW� Na�on®�EW)�[40].�

EIS�in�Ohmic�polarization�zone�(500�mAcm 2)�is�depicted�by�Fig.�2�d.�

The�impedance�semicircle�of�MEAs�prepared�with�Aquivion®�membrane�

becomes�smaller�than�of�MEAs�with�Na�on®�membrane�due� to� lower�

membrane�thickness�and�higher�proton�conductivity�of�Aquivion®�(see�

Table�1).� Interestingly,�at�higher�current�density� (Fig.� 2�e),�electrodes�

produced�from�either�Aquivion®�or�Na�on®�ionomer�shows�lower�mass�

Fig.�1. SEM�images�of�GDEs�fabricated�with�a,c)�Aquivion®�and�b,d)�Na�on®� ionomer�with�40�wt%�Pt/C�catalyst�by�airbrush�spray�technique.��
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transport�resistance�with�Aquivion®�membrane�in�both�EIS�and�polari-

zation�curve.� It� has� to� be� noted,� however,� that� also� the� high�current�

region�has�signi�cant�ohmic�contributions�and�as�seen�in�Fig.�2�d,e�the�

overall� impedance� of� MEAs� produced� from� Aquivion®�membrane� is�

smaller�as�we�increase�the�current�density.�On� the�other�hand,�imped-

ances�of�MEAs�produced�by�means�of�Na�on®�membrane�do�not�show�

signi�cant�reduction�at�high�current�densities.�We�can�conclude�that�the�

bene�t�of� the�higher�water�uptake�of�Aquivion®�and�lower�resistance�

due�to�thinner�membrane�becomes�especially�important�at�higher�cur-

rent�density.�We�can�also�speculate�that�during�electrode�preparation,�

the�ink�has�a�dielectric�constant�ε 50.4�for�~40�wt�%�IPA-water�solvent�

mixture.� This�originates� higher� negatively� charged� Aquivion®� to� ag-

gregates�in�optimum�size�which�results�in�higher�steric�hindrance�[39].�

This�phenomenon�causes�obstacles�to�the�deposition�of�large�and�rigid�

aggregates�on�the�surfaces�of�the�Pt/C�particles�that�emerges�voids�and�

pores�between�the�particles�in�CL.�This�voids�and�pores�make�the�catalyst�

layer�more�permeable�for�feed�gas�and�reduce�the�diffusion�resistance.�

Whereas,�Na�on®� ionomer� in�the� catalyst�dispersion�causes� a�higher�

degree� of� macro� agglomerates� and� increase� the� polarization� of� the�

electrodes.�

Mass� transport�diffusion�of�Na�on®-electrode/Na�on®-membrane�

in�Fig.� 2�e)� shows� the� broadest� arc�because� of� the� bigger� size�of� the�

catalyst�particle�agglomeration�on�the�GDL�which�was�shown�Fig.�1�b).�

On�the�other�hand,�Na�on®-electrode/Aquivion®-membrane�faces�less�

mass� transport� problems,� due� to� the� better� water� management� of�

Aquivion®�membrane.�The�thinner�Aquivion®�membrane�has�optimized�

water�retention�capability�and�water�management�that�prevents��ood-

ing�issues�and�reduces�mass�transport�resistance�of�that�MEA.�Electrodes�

prepared� with� shorter� side� chain� ionomer� often� shows� lower� mass�

transport� diffusion� in�short� term� test� compared�to� its�alternative�LSC�

ionomer.� Park� et� al.� has� also� experienced� and� published� the� similar�

behavior�in�case�of�short�term�single�cell�test�[47,48].�The�SSC�ionomer�

covers�catalyst�and�its�support�more�uniformly�and�continuously�with�

optimum� thickness.� Higher� proton� conductivity,� uniform� coverage� of�

ionomer�over� carbon�support,�effective�water� trapping� in� the� catalyst�

layer� and� better�mass� activity� causes� improved�performance� of�MEA�

produced�of�the�short�side�chained�ionomer�than�the�LSC�ionomer�[49].�

Fig.�3�a)�demonstrates�the�hydrogen� crossover�measured�by�linear�

sweep� voltammetry.� It� shows� us� clearly� the� response� of� non-faradaic�

current�due�the�crossover�of�hydrogen�gas�through�the�membrane�[42,�

44].�The�thinner�Aquivion®�membrane�causes�high�H2� crossover�than�

the�thicker�Na�on®�membrane.�It�is�noted�that�high�crossover�current�

can�also�play�vital�role�in�membrane�degradation�[38].�Consequently,�

thin�Aquivion®�membrane�is�responsible�for�both�high�performance�and�

higher� gas� crossover�due� to� the� reduced�thickness.� This� trade-off� be-

tween�low�membrane�resistance�and�high�gas�crossover�plays�a�vital�role�

in�the� long�term�performance�of�fuel�cell�which�will�be�shown�later� in�

this�article.�

The�measurement�of�electrode�ionic�conductivity�in�the�MEA�is�an�

established�technique,�which�takes�into�account�the�protonic�and�elec-

tronic�resistance�inside�the�catalyst�layer�by�a�transmission�line�model�of�

the�impedance.�The�effect�of�the�inhomogeneity�of�the�distribution�and�

thickness� of�catalyst�layer� can�be� clearly�observed� in�the� capacitance�

value�of�the�Nyquist�plots.�The�effect�from�the�distribution�of�ionomer�

and�the�status�of�the�ionomer-catalyst�contact�through�catalyst�layer�can�

be� seen�and� clearly� explained�by� Fig.� 3-c)�where� the� high-frequency�

Fig.�2. a)�Polarization�curve�and�b)�Power�curve�at�begin-of-life�of�different�MEAs�measured�in�1�cm2�cell;�EIS�measurement:�Nyquist�plots�of�the�MEAs�operated�in�c)�

kinetic,�d)�ohmic�and�e)�mass�transport�region�(current�densities�are�indicated�in�the��gure);�operated�in�1�cm2� test�bench.�
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slope�of�the�curve�associated�to�Aquivion®-electrode�is�markedly�steeper�

than�for�the�Na�on®-electrode�indicating�superior�proton�conductivity�

of� Aquivion� [36,37].�This�phenomenon�also� implies�that� the� catalyst�

layer� consisting� of� Aquivion®� ionomer� holds� tremendously� less� ion�

transport�resistance�comparing�to�Na�on®�ionomer.�This�also�explains�

the� improved� kinetics� of� the� electrochemical� reaction� with� better�

catalyst-ionomer�reactive�interphase�which�increases�electrochemically�

active�surface�area�of�CL.�The�ohmic�and�ionic�resistances�of�the�different�

MEAs�are�reported�in�Fig.�3-d),�according�to�the�procedure�explained�in�

2.3.�Another�advantage�of�electrodes�with�Aquivion®�ionomers�might�be�

the�homogenous�distribution�(better�dispersion�of�the�ionomer�and�cat�

and�support)�and�substantial�accessibility�of�catalyst�over�CL,�as�can�be�

seen�from�the�larger�limiting�capacitance�observed�for�the�Aquivion®--

blended�sprayed�electrodes�(the�steepness�of�the�curves�in�Fig.�3-c).�

This�characteristic�of�enhancing�electrochemically�active�sites�of�the�

catalyst�layer�subjected�to�Aquivion®–blended�gas�diffusion�electrodes�
can�also�be�noticed�via�CV�in�Fig.�3�b).�From�the�inset�graph�of�Fig.�3�b),�

we� can� determine� a� somewhat� higher� electrochemical� active� surface�

area�(ECSA)�of�Aquivion®-GDEs� (independent� to�Aquivion®/Na�on®�

membrane)� comparing�to�Na�on®-GDEs�(independent�to�Aquivion®/�

Na�on®� membrane)� measured� by� the� integration� of� the� hydrogen�

under-potential� features� [42,43].� This� observation� again� justi�es� the�

better� ionomer� within� the� catalyst� layer� in� case� of� Aquivion®.�

Contrarily,� we� can� spot� a� relative� incompatibility� between� Aquivio-

n®-electrode�and�Na�on®-membrane�by�their�lower�ECSA�value�in�line�

with�the�lower�performance�in�the�V�(j)�curves.�

3.2. Long�term�stability�test�by�load�cycling�in�25�cm2� test�cell�

All�25�cm2�MEAs�were�operated�with�load�cycling�protocol�for�600�h�

(approx.� 4� weeks).� After� every� test� block� of� 150�h� (approximately� 1�

week)� they� were� refreshed� for� one� day.� During� refresh� the� cell� was�

switched�off,�the�gas�supply�was�interrupted,�the�cell�temperature�was�

brought�down�to�room�temperature,�and�the� cell�outlets�were�opened�

according�to�Gazdzicki�et�al.�[35].�It�is�remarked�that�the�trend�observed�

regarding�BoT�performance�of�the�different�studied�MEAs�changes�after�

time� is�considered� due� to� the� degradation�behavior.� Even�though� the�

properties� of� SSC� ionomer� which� have� been� demonstrated� to� be� ad-

vantageous� regarding� performance� the� MEAs� with� Aquivion®�mem-

brane�showed�higher�performance�loss�upon�operation.�

Fig.�3. a)�Measurement�of�crossover�current�in�MEAs�with�linear�sweep�voltammetry�(inset�curve�illustrates�amount�of�hydrogen�crossover);�b)�Cyclic�voltammetry�

graph�of�different�MEAs�(inset�graph�illustrates�their�electrochemical�active�surface�area);�c)�Ionic�conductivity�measurement�by�EIS�transmission�line�model�in�H2/N2�
pumping�mood;�d)�distribution�of�ionic�and�ohmic�resistance�through�cathode�catalyst�layer.�
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From�Fig.�4�the�MEAs�with�thinner� SSC�membranes�exhibit�higher�

degradation�than�LSC�ionomer�membrane.�The�performance� curves�in�

Fig.�4�a,�d�show�a�drastic�degradation�with�SSC�membranes.�In�contrast,�

the�curves�in�Fig.�4�b�and�c�which�correspond�to�MEAs�with�LSC�ionomer�

as�membrane� exhibit� a� signi�cantly� more� stable� performance.� None-

theless,�the�data�in�Fig.�4�b)�(SSC�ionomer�in�CL)�still�shows�a�bit�higher�

rate�of�degradation�(around�3�μV�h 1)�compare�to�data�in�Fig.�4�c)�(LSC�

ionomer�in�CL).�Moreover,�the�difference�between�the�MEAs�represented�

by�the�performance�curves�shown�in�Fig.�4�d)�and�4�e)�is�the�membrane�

thickness.�In�Fig.�4�d)�a�single�Aquivion®�membrane�was�used�(11�μm).�
This�MEA�was�unable�to�continue�the�load�cycling�test�from�the�middle�

of�the�second�week.�The�potential�drop�was�so� serious�that�it�stops�the�

test�due�to�automatic�security�shut�down�of�the�test�bench.�In�the�study�

show�in�Fig.�4�e),�a�sandwich�of� two�Aquivion®�membranes�(total�22�

μm)�was�used.�Here,�we�see�a�very�stable�performance�after�two�weeks.�
Evidently,� the� higher� degradation�is� coming� from�the� thin� SSC�mem-

brane�and�high�gas�crossover.�MEA�prepared�with�Na�on®�membrane�

(28�μm)�shows�signi�cantly�less�performance�degradation�and�a�higher�
performance� at� EoT� compared� to� Aquivion®,� even� though� the� BoT�

performance�is�inferior�due�to�the�bad�contact�of�two�layer�membranes.�

It�is�well-known�that�the�thickness�of�the�membrane�plays�a�key�role�for�

degradation�due�to�the�high�gas�crossover�[38,50].�Furthermore,�the�gas�

permeability�co-ef�cient�of�the� ionomer�depends�greatly�on� the�water�

content,�cation�form�and�ion�exchange�capacity.�Permeability�increases�

with� increasing� water� content� and� ion-exchange� capacity.� The� gas�

permeation�through�a�same�sample�varies�with�temperature,�pressure,�

and�membrane�thickness.�The�hydrogen�and�oxygen�gases�that�permeate�

through�the�membrane�are�consumed�with�the�generation�of�heat�and�

water�without�producing�useful�work�which� leads�to�fuel�inef�ciency.�

Oxygen�permeates�at�about�half�of� the� rate�of�hydrogen,�and�is�quite�

diluted�in�air.�In�particular,�the�effect�of�gas�crossover�is�severe�under�

high�pressure�operation�and�at�current�densities�below�0.1A/cm2� [55,�

56].�Critically,�permeation�of�oxygen�into�the�membrane�can�cause�the�

formation�of�hyper�oxide�and�peroxide�radicals�which�are�a�major�source�

of�membrane�degradation.�Moreover,�prolonged�exposure�to�OCV�con-

dition� causes� excessive� crossover� and� degradation�due� to� the� higher�

potential� at� cathode� that� leads�to� high� rate� of� radical� formation.� To�

minimize�this�phenomenon,�OCV�in�the�fuel�cell�dynamic�load�cycling�is�

largely�replaced�by�5%�of�maximum�current�density�[34,52].�Moreover,�

thinner�membrane�faces�more�mechanical�stress�during�operation�and�

refresh�which�includes�a�strong�change�of�RH�when�cooling�down�from�

80� C�to�room�temperature.�According�to�Fig.�4�d�and�e,�the�increased�

thickness�of� the�membrane�by�using�two�sandwiched�thin�membranes�

substantially�reduces�performance�decay.�

Fig.�5�provides�the� cell�voltage�measured�during�load�cycling�as�a�

function�of� time� for�a�MEA�prepared�using�SSC�ionomer�and�an�MEA�

made� using� LSC� ionomer.� Apparently,� higher� irreversible� (overall�

degradation)�and�reversible�degradation�(degradation�within�each�test�

block)�is�observed�in�case�of�the�MEA�prepared�using�SSC.�After�3�weeks�

of�load�cycling�operation,� the�degradation�is�very�far-reaching.�On�the�

contrary,� in�case�of� LSC� ionomer� the� irreversible� degradation� rate� is�

modest.�Speci�cally,�at�OCV� the� irreversible�degradation�rate�for�SSC�

(Aquivion®)� MEA� is� ~30�μV�h 1,� but� at� higher� current� density� it�

intensi�ed�very�critically.�On�the�other�hand,�the�irreversible�degrada-

tion�rate�at�OCV�of�LSC�(Na�on®)�MEA�is�also�~�30�μV�h 1,�but�at�higher�

current�density�the�degradation�rate�is�very�minimal�comparing�to�the�

former�one.�Again,� the�main�affect� in�degradation�acceleration� is� the�

thickness�of� the�membranes.�In�addition,�the� lower�PTFE�content�also�

Fig.�4. Performance�curves�of�MEAs�in�load�cycling�operation�of�4�weeks�in�25�cm2�cell.�Polarization�curve�were�taken�at�the�beginning�and�after�every�refresh�(150�h�

of�operation).�
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helps�the�degradation�process�in�the�electrode.�

Current�density�distribution�measurements�obtained�at�BoT�and�EoT�

for�the�three�MEAs�are�provided�in�Fig.�6.�We�have�recorded�images�in�

every�150�h�and�at�different�current�density,�but�here�we�only�present�

the� images�of� 25� A� (1� Acm 2)� current.� In�Fig.� 6,�we� can� follow� the�

segmented�images�in�color�before�(top)�and�after�600�h�of�load�cycling�

operation�(bottom).�We�have�not�detected�very�signi�cant�evidence�of�

variation� in� local� current� densities� for� Na�on®/Na�on®� and� Aqui-

vion®/Na�on®.� The� MEA� Aquivion®/Aquivion®,� however,� clearly�

experiences�a�drop�of�current�density�in�the�segments�of�column�G�which�

correspond� to� gas� outlet.� The� reason� is� probably� the� higher� water�

retention�capacity�of�Aquivion®�membrane�over�Na�on®�membrane.�

Yet,�some�areas�of�MEA�in�Fig.�6�b-b*�also�gain�current.�This�heteroge-

neity� of� current� distribution� may� also� contribute� somewhat� to� the�

degradation� of�SSC� ionomer.� Furthermore,� the� current� density� distri-

bution�of�the�MEA�Aquivion®/Na�on®�(Fig.�6�c)�differs�from�those�in�

panels�a)�and�b)�which�is�due�to�different�ionomer�interphase�in�mem-

brane�and�in�electrode.�In�addition,�no�pinhole�or�crucial�current�drop�

has�been�observed�after�the�complete�load�cycling�operation.�

Fig.� 7� a)� demonstrates� the� continuous� cell� voltage� drop� of� the�

distinctive�MEAs.�Fig.�7b)�shows�the�high�frequency�resistances�of�those�

MEAs�measured�at�BoT,�after�300�h�and�at�EoT�(i.e.�600�h).�MEA�with�

SSC� ionomer� (Aquivion®)� in� electrode� and�membrane� shows� higher�

voltage�drop�than�MEA�with�LSC�ionomer�(Na�on®)� in�electrode�and�

membrane.�LSC� ionomer�(Na�on®)�in�electrode�and�SSC�single�mem-

brane�(Aquivion®)�shows�highest�voltage�drop�among�all�tested�MEAs�as�

expected�according�to�the�performance�curves�in�Fig.�4.�However,�LSC�

ionomer�(Na�on®)�in�electrode�and�thick�SSC�ionomer�(Aquivion®)�as�

membrane� (a� sandwich� of� two� Aquivion®� membranes� used)� suffers�

substantially� less� voltage� drop� compared� to� the� MEA� where� single�

Aquivion®�membrane�was�used.�The�high�frequency�resistance�(HFR)�

includes�proton�resistance�of�the�membrane�and�of�the�catalyst�layer�as�

Fig.�5. Load�cycling�operation�(fuel�cell�dynamic�load�cycle�– FC-DLC)�of�MEAs�with�SSC�ionomer�vs�LSC�ionomer.��

Fig.�6. Measurement�of�current�distribution�at�BoT�and�EoT�for�the�three�different�MEAs�indicated�in�the��gure.�These�images�were�taken�at�1Acm 2�current�density.�

Values�of�current�distribution�in�color�are�provided�in�the�inset.�(For�interpretation�of�the�references�to�color�in�this��gure�legend,�the�reader�is�referred�to�the�Web�

version�of�this�article.)�
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well�as�ohmic�(electrical)�resistances�of�MEA�components�and�contacts�

between�the�components.�In�Fig.�7�b,�we�observe�that�the�LSC�ionomer�

(Na�on®)�in�electrode�and�the�double�Aquivion®�membrane�does�not�

increase�HFR� value�with� time,�whereas� single� Aquivion®�membrane�

increases�its�HFR�with�time.�Na�on®�in�electrode�and�double�Aquivion®�

membrane�shows�very�minute�HFR�shifting,�keeping�in�mind�that�due�to�

the�application�of�2�membranes�the�HFR�of�that�MEA�was�large�from�the�

initial�condition.�HFR�of�Aquivion®/Aquivion®�MEA�slightly�increases�

over�longer�period�of�application,�while�HFR�of�Na�on®/Na�on®�MEA�

gradually�decreases�after�even�the�end�of�test.�

The�XPS�measurement�of�Fig.�8�shows�us�the�less��uorine�content�in�

Aquivion®� or� SSC�which� is�due� to� the� shorter��uorinated�side� chain�

length.�This�phenomenon�is�justi�able�for�both�the�application�of�ion-

omer:�as�membrane�and�as�binder�in�electrode.�In�our� study,�we�have�

experienced�a�different�performance�behavior�of�LSC�and�SSC�ionomer�

membrane� in� short� and� long� term� test.� We� speculate� the� increased�

degradation� originates� the� higher� gas� crossover� of� the� thinner� mem-

brane�(Aquivion®).�Nevertheless,�the�PTFE�side�chain�portion�also�plays�

a� role.� The� advantage� of� Aquivion®,� which� is� the� stability� of� SSC�

dispersion�at�lower�EW�becomes� the�disadvantage�in�long�term�appli-

cation.� Likely� even� though� Aquivion®� is� well� dispersed� at� low� EW�

( 800),�for�the�long�term�it�is�less�stable�than�LSC�ionomers.�We�sup-

pose,�because�of�the�higher�amount�of�CF2�bonds�(strong�bond)�in�LSC�

ionomer,�which�is�evaluated�by�XPS�shown�in�Fig.�8a)�and�b),�it�is�stable�

and�less�degradable�in�long�term�application.�On�the�contrary,�we�can�

also�recognize�the�amount�of�CO�bonds�(weaker�bond)�is�larger�in�short�

side�chain�compare�to�long�side�chain�ionomer.�This�weaker�CO�bond�is�

more� sensitive� to� the� radical� attack,� thus� shorter� side� chain� is�more�

susceptible�to�degradation�than�its�alternative.�

3.3. Synopsis�

According�to�the�literature,�degradation�of�MEA�may�result�from:�і)�

carbon�corrosion,� іі)�activity�loss�of�the�catalyst,�ііі)�gas�crossover,�іv)�

heterogeneous� current� distribution� and� v)� degradation� of� polymer�

electrolyte�membrane�including�ionomer�in�the�catalyst�layer�[51–53].�
Catalyst� dissolution� in� the� cathode� catalyst� layer� and�migration� and�

redisposition� inside� the� membrane� is� a� known� reason� for�membrane�

degradation�which� is�triggered�by�the�Pt�deposition�[54].�Throughout�

the�operation,�catalyst�particles�in�an�MEA�are�gradually�dissolved�and�

migrate� into� the�membrane�phase�where� it� is� chemically� reduced� by�

crossover� hydrogen� from� anode� [38,50].� This�migration� of� platinum�

causes�slow�degradation�of�ionomer.�The�main�effect�in�the�degradation�

behavior�here�is�clearly�related�to�gas�crossover.�Therefore�a�challenge�

exists� to� combine� the� higher� performance� of� thin� membranes� with�

improved�durability.�

Fig.�7. a)�Cell�voltage�values�recorded�at�1�Acm2� as�a�function�of�test�time� for�the�MEAs�indicated�in� the�legend.�Since� the� test�of�I:�Na�on®,�M:�1�Single�Layer�

Aquivion®�MEA�stopped�after�300�h,�the�voltage�values�were�extrapolated�(dashed�line)�until�600�h�by�the�linear�regression,�b)�HFR�in�the�different�MEAs�at�BoT,�

after�300�h�and�at�EoT.�

Fig.�8. a)�Concentration�chart�of�the�atoms�from�XPS�measurement,�b)�carbon�bonding�distribution�curve�from�XPS�values.��
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In�addition�to�the�role�of�membrane�thickness,�the�operating�condi-

tions�can�in�uence�the�stability�characteristics�as�well.�Higher�operating�

temperatures�have�numerous�positive�effects�on�fuel�cell�performance�

like� a� decrease� of� kinetic� losses,� an� increase� of� diffusion� and�proton�

conduction,�and�an�increase�of�hydration�of�membrane�by�accelerated�

electrochemical�reaction�(water�formation).�However,�the�last�effect�is�

counterbalanced�by�an�increased�evaporation�of�water� leading�to�ef�-

cient�water� removal�but� also� lower�ionomer�conductivity.�In�addition�

gas� crossover� is�also� enhanced�by�higher� temperatures.� On� the� other�

hand,�lowering�the�operating�temperature�limits�the�crossover�but�may�

decrease�the�kinetics�along�with�proton�conductivity�and�facilitates�the�

condensation�of�liquid�water�thus�hindering�the�transport�of�reactants.�

Low� gas�crossover� under� differential� pressure� has�been� used� to� limit�

crossover�and�to�bene�t�the�stability�of� the�membrane.�A�reduction�in�

thickness� of� the� membrane� lowers� directly� the� cell� resistance� but�

simultaneously� increases� the� gas� permeation.� Siracusano� et� al.� [57]�

demonstrated� that� differential� pressures� acting� against� the� main�

permeation��ux�can�be�used�to�control�the�membrane�degradation.�This�

will�have�an�impact�on�the�reversible�losses�during�durability�and�sta-

bility�studies�[55,56].�

Aquivion®�has�shorter�side�chain,�which�facilitates�higher�IEC�value�

and�higher�water� uptake�compare�to�Na�on®�which� is�LSC� ionomer.�

This�phenomenon�results�in�higher�peak�power�density�and�much�better�

electrode� performance.� However,� we� know� high� water� uptake� also�

causes�swelling�of�membrane�and��ooding.�The�excessive�swelling�of�the�

SSC�ionomer�as�a�result�of�the�excess�water�uptake�at�100%�humidi�-

cation�may�also�cause�an�increase�of�the�oxygen�diffusion�resistance�from�

the�gas�phase�to�the�catalyst�sites�in�the�cathode�CLs�[45,46].�A�major�

challenge�clearly�demonstrated�here�is�that�the�performance�enhancing�

effects�leading�to�higher�performance�(homogeneous�ionomer�distribu-

tion� in� the� electrode� and� thin� membranes)� at� the� same� time� are�

responsible� for� faster�degradation� of� the�MEA.�Therefore� it� seems� an�

important�task�to�reduce�the�gas�crossover�of�thin�membranes�to�limit�

radical� attack�of� the� ionomers.� Subsequently,� the� degradation� of� the�

membrane� is� crucially� in�uenced� by� the� higher� crossover� of� gases�

caused�by�the�thickness�of�the�membrane.�The�degeneration�of�ionomer�

in�the�electrode�is�in�uenced�by�the�shorter�side�chain�(lower�equivalent�

weight)�of�the�ionomer�mentioned�in�Fig.�8.�Since,�CF2�or�PTFE�is�widely�

considered�as�one�the�strongest�chemical�bond,�and�CO�is�a�weaker�and�

more� vulnerable� to� chemical� attack,� longer� side� chain� ionomer� like�

Na�on®� shows�minor�degradation�owing�to�higher�CF2� and�lower�CO�

content.�A�higher�amount�of�ether�groups�per�mass�unit�is�an�integral�

cause�of�degradation�according�to�our�hypothesis.�Consequently,�due�to�

the�difference�in�ether/�uorine�content,�PFSA�consisting�long�side�chain�

experiences�slower�degradation�than�PFSA�with�short�side�chain.�

Membrane� degradation� is� also� highly� dependent� on� mechanical�

stress� and� chemical�attack;� the� latter� being� facilitated�by� decreasing�

thickness�and�higher�gas�crossover.�Mechanical�stress�is�associated�with�

repetitive�membrane�swelling-shrinkage�triggered�by�relative�humidity,�

temperature�and�cycle�breaks.�Apparently,�the�thinner�membrane�will�

fail� at� lower� stress� compare� to� the� thicker� membrane� which� is� also�

shown�in�our�study.�On�the�other�hand,�chemical�degradation�occurred�

due�to�the�formation�of�strongly�reactive�radical�species�such�as�hyroxy�

(HO*),� hyperhydroxy� (HOO*)� and� hydrogen� (H*)� [55].� Radicals� are�

considered�responsible�for�the� chemical�PFSA�degradation�at�the� side�

chain� level�and�even�can�decompose� the�backbone� in�the�presence�of�

reactive� groups� (carboxyl� groups� have� been� identi�ed� as� a� major�

contributor�to�chemical�degradation)�[50,58].�In�our�work,�we�assume�

that�chemical�degradation�takes�place�in�the�ionomer�of�the�electrode.�In�

all� cases�we� used� dispersed� ionomer� for�electrode�preparation�which�

does� not�have� radical� scavengers� (e.g.� ceria).�To�mitigate� the� radical�

attack,� membranes� are� often� incorporated� with� radical� scavengers�

which�use�redox�reactions�to�transform�highly�reactive�and�aggressive�

peroxides�into�water.�Comparing�Fig.�4�c)�and�4e)�we�can�observe�that�

the� long�and� short� side� chain�membranes�here� shows� similar� rate� of�

degradation�at�comparable�thickness.�Apart�from�the�degradation�in�the�

electrode,� Na�on� and� double� layer� Aquivion� as� membrane� shows�

signi�cantly�less�degradation�in�long�term�operation.�

4. Conclusion�

In�this�work,�we�have�investigated�all�combinations�of�ionomer�in�the�

electrode�as�well�as�ionomer�in�the�membrane.�This�approach�is�used�to�

�nd�trends� for�performance�and�durability�of�cells�taking�into�account�

ionomer� chemical� compatibility.�Moreover�we� also� have� stressed� the�

fact�that�the�gas�crossover�and�the�equivalent�weight�of�ionomer�are�the�

major�responsible�factors�for�membrane�degradation.�This�article�pro-

vides�a�comparative�study�of�LSC�and�SSC�ionomers�as�membranes�and�

catalyst� binder� in� PEMFCs,� evaluating� the� short� term� and� long� term�

behavior.�SSC�has�higher� ion-exchange�capacity�and�water�uptake�ca-

pacity,�which�re�ects�better�performance�in�short�term�test�comparing�to�

LSC.�However,�the�lower�thickness�of�the�SSC�ionomer�membrane�causes�

higher�degradation�compared�to�LSC�ionomer�due�to�gas�crossover.�We�

have�experienced�that�very�thin�membrane�(close�to�10�μm)�is�the�cause�
of� additional� irreversible� degradation.� Application� of� double� SSC�

membranes�demonstrated� reduced�degradation�rate� in�long� term� test.�

Furthermore,�LSC�ionomer�has�higher�EW,�but�due�to�longer�side�chain�it�

is�chemically�more�stable�as�binder�and�proton�conductor�in�electrode�

for�the�long�term�application.�The�summary�of�this�work�is�ionomer�with�

SSC�will�be�very�ef�cient�for�PEMFC�operation�if�the�gas�crossover�and�

ionomer�decomposition�can�be�limited.�On�the�other�hand,�though�it�has�

a� lower� peak� power� density,� in� long� term� stress� application� thicker�

membrane�with�LSC�are�presently�advantageous.�
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A B S T R A C T � �

The�widespread�commercialisation�of�proton�exchange�membrane�fuel�cell�(PEMFC)�for�either�transportation�or�

stationary�application�is�still�hindered�by�cost�barriers�owing�to�the�use�of�precious�metal�catalysts,�as�well�as�

performance� and�material� related� insuf�cient�durability.�Therefore,� it� is� important�to� enhance� the� platinum�

utilization� as�well� as� optimize�the� fabrication�method�for� the� production� of�membrane�electrode�assemblies�

(MEAs).�This�study� demonstrates� that�the�drying�step�during�the�electrode�manufacturing�directly�affects� the�

microstructure� of� the� catalyst� layer,� having� inherent� in�uence�on� the� porosity� and� the� platinum� utilization�

during�PEMFC�operation�that�greatly�affects� the�performance.�Freeze-drying�as� a�novel� drying� technique� for�

PEMFC�electrodes� is�proposed� for�preparation� of�low�Pt-loaded� cathodes�(0.160�mgPt⋅cm�2).�This� technique�
possesses�the�unique�feature�of�solvent�removal�via�sublimation�and�not�only�generates�3.5-fold�higher�effective�

porosities�but�also�increases�the�electrochemical�surface�area�by�1.5�times�when�comparing�to�electrode�dried�by�

regular�oven�drying�technique.�Additionally,�freeze-drying�of�electrode�also�improved�ionomer�distribution,�as�

evident�from�a�reduced�resistance�between�the�pores�and�a�reduced�electrolyte�resistance�of�the�catalyst�layer.�

Consequently,�we�consider�freeze-drying�to�be�a�highly�promising�technique�for�future�production�of�MEAs.���

1. Introduction�

Due�to�increasing�concerns�with�increasing�CO2� levels�in�the�atmo-

sphere�which�are�associated�to�global�warming,�many�efforts�are�under�

way�to�replace�the�conventional�internal�combustion�engines�(ICEs)�in�

transport� by� cleaner� energy� conversion� technologies� operated� with�

renewable�fuels�or�electricity.�Nowadays,�Proton�Exchange�Membrane�

Fuel�Cells�(PEMFC)�are�considered�one�of�the�most�promising�alterna-

tives�to�ICEs�not�only�due�to�their�higher�ef�ciency�but�also�to�the�fact�

that�the�only�by-product�they�produce�is�water�[1].�Among�many�fea-

tures,�they�include�quick�start-up�and�shut�down�capabilities,�sustained�

operation�at�high� current�densities� and�compact�design.�However,� to�

proceed� with� widespread� commercialisation� of� automotive� PEMFC,�

some� technical� and�economic� challenges�must� be� addressed� such� as�

increasing�durability�and�stack�cost�reduction.�

The�membrane�electrode�assembly�(MEA)�is�the�key�component�of�a�

PEMFC�which�determines�performance�and�durability�of�the�stack�and�

fuel�cell�system�[2].�The�MEA�consists�of�a�proton�exchange�membrane�

(typically� per�uorinated� sulfonic� acid� (PFSA)�membranes),� an� anode�

and�a�cathode�catalyst�layer�(CL),�and�two�gas�diffusion�layers�(GDL)�for�

both�anode�and�cathode�sides.�There�is�an�intimate�relation�between�the�

components�of�the�MEA�to�guarantee�continuous�ionic�and�electronic�

conductivity�and�gas�access�to�the�catalyst�layers.�Nevertheless,�the�slow�

kinetics� of� the� oxygen� reduction� reaction� (ORR)� that� occurs� at� the�

cathode�is�a� limiting�step� that� strongly� in�uences� the� overall�perfor-

mance�since�it�represents�a�signi�cant�contributions�to�the�cell�potential�

losses� [3,4].� Therefore,� properties�of� the� cathode�catalyst�layer�have�

great�impact�on�the�overall�MEA�performance.�Consequently,�the�cath-

ode�catalyst�layer�is�optimized�in�order�to�maintain�PEMFC�performance�

at�reduced�Pt�loadings.�Speci�cally,�parameters�relevant�for�CL�prepa-

ration�such�as:�(i)�the�catalyst�ink/powder�composition�(typically�sup-

ported�Pt�catalyst�mixed�with�PFSA�ionomer�and�organic�solvents);�(ii)�
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the�coating�technique�(iii)�and�the�drying�of�the�electrode�(e.g.�evapo-

ration�of�organic�solvent);�are�of�essential�importance�to�obtain�a�proper�

and�optimized�microstructure�of�the�cathode�CL.�Hence,�CL�preparation�

and�CL�design�is�the�most�important�step�for�further�developing�cells�to�

lower�loadings�[5–7].�Thereby,�the�catalyst�ink�plays�a�vital�role�during�
the�CL�preparation�process�since�it�in�uences�the�rheological�properties�

of�the�coating�medium.�Herein,�in�order�to�address�these�particularities,�

the� catalyst� ink�properties� need� to� be�adjusted� to� individual�coating�

techniques,� thus� guarantying� the� connection� between� the� ionic� and�

electronic�phases,�and�access�of� reactants� to� the� catalytic�active� sites�

[8–10].�
The�preparation�of�CL�broadly�follows�two�main�routes,�depending�

on�the�substrate�of�the�CL�which�can�be�either�(i)�the�gas�diffusion�layer�

or�(ii)�the�membrane,�and�the�resulting�electrodes�are�then�denominated�

either�gas�diffusion� electrodes� (GDEs)� or� catalyst�coated�membranes�

(CCMs),� respectively,� as� extensively� reviewed� by�Mehta� and�Cooper�

[11].�Numerous�kinds�of�coating�methods�have�been�widely�applied�for�

CL�preparation�such�as�catalyst�powder-suspension�based�methods�(e.g.,�

Inkjet-printing� [12],� screen-printing� [13,14],� doctor-blade� [7,15]),�

decal� transfer� [16],� wet� spraying� [17],� vapour-based� (e.g.,� plasma�

sputtering�[18],�helicon�RF�sputtering),�electrical�processes�(e.g.,�pulsed�

electrodeposition�[19]),�among�others.�Screen-printing�is�one�the�most�

popular�methods� for�PEMFC�catalyst�deposition� due� to� its� reproduc-

ibility�and�scalability�[13].�Moreover,�it�allows�catalyst�layer�deposition�

in�a�single�printing�step�that�is�time�and�cost�ef�cient�[20].�

An�important�process�step�during�CL�preparation�is�the�drying�of�the�

electrode�after�printing�or�spraying.�It�is�required�to�remove�the�organic�

or�aqueous�solvent�used�for�the�ink,�which�was�added�to�optimize�ink�

rheology.� Most� works� only� report� the� importance� of�drying� catalyst�

powders�rather�than�electrodes�[21–23].�In�other�works,�the�information�
on�electrode�drying�is�not�provided�at�all�[24].�Thus,�there�is�a�gap�in�the�

literature�in�terms�of�elucidating�the�impact�of�the�drying�step�on�elec-

trode�properties.�Since�this�step�greatly�affects�the�electrode�porosity�and�

pore�size�distribution,� it�has�critical�impacts�on�mass-transport�limita-

tions�in�the�CL�[25].�It�is�well�known�that�electrode�porosity�is�correlated�

with�oxygen�diffusion�in�the�electrode;�thereby,�high�pore�volume�en-

sures�superior�mass�transport�and�proper�water�management�in�the�CL,�

which� in� turn� results� in� increased� cell� performances� [22,23,25].�

Freeze-drying,� commonly� known� as� lyophilisation,� comprises� the�

removal�of�the�solvent�directly�from�the�solid�phase�to�the�vapour�phase�

through� sublimation�[26].�Moreover,�this� technique� is�widely�used� in�

pharmaceutical�and�food�industry�[27,28].�It�has�been�reported�that�the�

structure�of�nano-porous�materials,�such�as�polymers�and�cryogels,�is�

kept�pristine�as�the�aggregation�of�particles�is�avoided�[26,29,30]�and�

porosity�is�incremented.�Hence,�this�freeze-drying�technique�deserves�a�

thorough�consideration�towards�its�implementation�as�a�fabrication�step�

of�electrodes�for�PEMFC.�

This�work�presents�the�advantages�of�freeze-drying�to�produce�high�

performance� yet� low-loaded�Pt� cathodes� through� screen-printing� and�

doctor� blade�coating�methods,� that� also� contribute� to� the� cost� effec-

tiveness� and� easy-scalability� of� the� entire� manufacturing� process.�

Moreover,�to�assess�the�effect�of�the�drying�step�during�the�fabrication�of�

electrodes� on� PEMFC� performance,� three� drying� techniques� were�

applied�after�screen-printing�and�doctor�blade�coating.�Furthermore,�the�

morphological�properties�of�the�cathodes�were�analysed�by�thermogra-

vimetric� analysis� (TGA),� scanning� electron� microscopy� (SEM)� and�

porosimetry�analysis.�

2. Experimental�

The�experimental�section�presents�technical� information�on�(i)�the�

used� ink�formulations�for�cathode�CL�preparation,�(ii)�applied�coating�

and�drying� techniques,� and�performed� (iii)� physical� and� (iv)�electro-

chemical�characterization�methods.�

2.1. Catalyst�ink�formulation�

The�study�focuses�on�preparation�of�cathode�electrodes.�Therefore,�at�

the�anode�sides�of�the�MEAs�commercial�gas�diffusion�electrodes�(25�cm2�

active�area)�consisting�of�Pt/C�catalyst�(Ion�Power)�with�0.3�mgPtcm
�2�

were�used�in�all�cases.�The�cathode�electrodes,�on�the�other�hand,�were�

prepared�as�CCMs�and�GDEs�produced�via� screen-printing�and�doctor�

blade�coating�with�different�catalyst�ink�compositions,�respectively,�as�

summarized�in�Table�1.�

In�both�cases�the�ink�was�prepared�by�mixing�40�wt%�of�Pt�supported�

on�carbon�black�(HiSpec�4000,� Johnson�Matthey),�99.99%�ultra-pure�

water�(Alfa�Aesar),�cyclohexanol�99%�(Alfa�Aesar),�and�5�wt%�Na�on�

(equivalent�weight� 1100)� in�protonic� form� (Ion� Power).� HiSpec� is�a�

common�choice� for� supporting� nano� catalyst�mainly� due� to� its� large�

surface�area�(232�m2�g�1)�[31],�high�electrical�activity�and�suitable�pore�
structure�[32].�Cyclohexanol�was�chosen�as�solvent�since�its�optimum�

relative�permittivity�or�dielectric�constant�(15�at�25��C)�that�enables�a�
great�dispersion�of�Na�on�in�solution�that�has�been�reported�to�promote�

better�catalyst�utilization�without�causing�the�swelling�of�the�membrane�

(important� in�case�of� CCM�preparation�which� requires� smooth�mem-

brane�as�substrate)�[33].�Moreover,�sublimation�begins�below�the�triple�

point�of�cyclohexanol�(297�K�and�14.2�Pa)�[34]�which�can�be�success-

fully� attained�with� the� vacuum� pump� system� available� (Edwards� 28�

E2M28�pump�– maximum�vacuum:�0.1�mbar�or�10�Pa).�The� ratio�be-
tween�the�ionomer�and�the�total�solid�particles�was�kept�at�30�wt�%�in�

both� cases� [35].� The� components� of� the� inks� were� blended� through�

sonication�on�a�cold�bath�for�15�min�(ELSER�60�Hz)�and�milled�with�a�

benchtop�three-roll�miller�together�with�0.3�mm�zirconia�grinding�balls�

(total�mass�of�zirconia�balls�corresponds�to�mass�of�the�suspension)�for�

nearly�12�h.�

Table�1�

Detailed�speci�cations�of�the�fabricated�MEAs�throughout�this�study;�including�the�MEA�type,�coating�technique�applied,�catalyst�ink�components�and�weight�ratios�on�

total�weight�of�the�formulation,�coated�substrate,�cathode�platinum�loading�and�further�steps.��

Coating�Technique� Coated�substrate� MEA� Catalyst�ink�components� wt.%�ink�

components�

Pt�Loading�

(mg⋅cm-2)�
Further�steps�

Doctorblade�

Gas�diffusion�Electrode�

(GDE)�

Cathode�on:�gas�diffusion�

layer,�GDL�

Sigracet�25�BC�SGL�

Amount:�3�

Anode:�commercial�

GDE�

Membrane:�Na�on�

XL�

Cathode:�GDE�

Platinum�on�carbon�black�(40�wt�

%�Platinum)�

16.54� 0.18�� 0.05� Drying;�Hot-�

press�

Ultra-Pure�water� 16�

Cyclohexanol� 60.64�

Na�on/ionomer� 6.84�

Screen�print�

Catalyst�coated�

membrane�(CCM)�

Cathode�on:�membrane�

Na�on�XL�

Amount:�3�

Anode:commercial.�

GDE�

Membrane:�Na�on�

XL�CCM�

Cathode:�GDL�

Platinum�on�carbon�black�(40�wt�

%�Platinum)�

22� 0.16�� 0.02� Drying�

Ultra-Pure�water� 10.26�

Cyclohexanol� 58.65�

Na�on/ionomer� 9.09��
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2.2. Coating�and�drying�of�cathodes�

For� screen-printing� coatings,�Na�on�XL�membranes�were� cut�into�

squares� (6.5�cm�� 6.5�cm)�and�coated�in�an�Aurel�9000�screen-printer�
coupled�with�a�Koenen�polyester�mesh�with�25�cm2� opening�area�(32�

threads�per�cm2�with�70�μm�diameter�each).�The�printing�pressure�was�
set�to�2.0�N�cm�2� and�the� substrate�was�kept� in�place�with�a�vacuum�
positioning�system.�

In� case� of� doctor-blade� coatings� on� GDLs� the� used� device� was� a�

Zehntner�ZAA�2300�automatic��lm�applicator.�The�gap�setting�(height�of�

the�doctor�blade�from�the�substrate)�determines�the�thickness�of�the�wet�

coating�prior�to�the�drying�step,�and�in�this,�a�65�μm�gap�was�maintained.�
After� coating,� the� electrodes�were� dried� using� (i)� oven� drying� at�

80��C,�(ii)�vacuum�oven�chamber�(15�mbar)�at�60��C,�and�(iii)�sublima-
tion�(0.1�mbar)�with�the�use�of�liquid�nitrogen�as�coolant�[36].�Before�

each�drying�step�a�newly�coated�sample�was�used.�Additionally,�doctor�

bladed�cathode�GDEs�were�hot-pressed�to�the�membrane�and�the�anode�

at�160��C�and�2.5�bar�for�3�min.�

2.3. Physical�analysis�

Physical� analysis� section� includes� information� about� (i)� scanning�

electron�microscopy�speci�cations�(ii)�gravimetric�techniques�applied�to�

the�substrates�and�(iii)�porosity�evaluation�techniques.�

2.3.1. Scanning�electron�microscopy�

Specimens�for�scanning�electron�microscopy�(SEM)�were�prepared�by�

cutting� a� 1�� 1�cm� square� from�both� cathode�CCMs�and�GDEs.� After�
placing� the� sample� inside�the�SEM�sample�holder,�the� fractures�were�

made� by�emerging�the� sample� in�liquid�Nitrogen.�The�measurements�

were�carried�out�in�a�Zeiss�UltraPlus,�providing�an�electron�beam�range�

of�2.0–10�kV�that�allows�the�analysis�of�the�surface�and�cross�section�of�
the�different�MEAs.�Combined�with�SEM�measurements,�an�(EDX)�en-

ergy�dispersive�x-ray�spectroscopy�peltier�cooled�Si�(Li)�detector�allowed�

the�quanti�cation�of�the�chemical�elements.�

2.3.2. Gravimetry�

After�obtaining�completely�dried�electrodes,�both�GDEs�and�CCMs�

were�weighted� for�Pt� loading�calculation�purposes.�To�determine� the�

precise� Pt� loading� of� the� CCM� samples,� thermogravimetric� analysis�

(TGA)� of� catalyst-coated�membranes� was� performed� with� a� thermal�

gravimetric�analyser� (NETZSCH�STA�449�C)� and�a�DSC/TG� platinum�

pan;�the�samples�were�heated�from�room�temperature�to�1000��C�with�a�
heating�rate�of�1�K�min�1�under�air�atmosphere.�

2.3.3. Porosity�

To�measure�the�surface�area�and�porosity�properties�of�the�catalyst�

inks,� a� volume� of� 5�mL� of� catalyst� ink� with� equal� composition� as�

described�in�section�2.1�(screen-printing�ink)�was� placed� inside�three�

10�mL�glass�beakers.�The�beakers�were�dried�for�36�h�by�(i)�oven�drying,�

(ii)�vacuum�drying,�and�(iii)�freeze-drying�(after�a�prior�step�of�freezing�

with�N2),�respectively.�The�masses�of�the�dried�samples�equal�1�g�with�an�

uncertainty� of�� 10�mg� suggesting� that� the� solvents� were� completely�
removed� in�all�three�cases.�(see�supplementary� information�6.1).�The�

resulting�catalyst�agglomerates�were�withdrawn�from�each�beaker�and�

an�equal�mass�of�material�(for�each�drying�technique�applied)�was�then�

dried�again,�under� vacuum�conditions�at�60��C�for�3�h,�with�liquid�ni-
trogen� and� positioned� inside� a� Sorptomanic� 1195� chamber.� Bru-

nauer–Emmett–Telle� (BET)�measurements� were� performed� using� the�
Dollimore/Heal� method� for� surface� area� determination� of� the�

approached�catalyst�pastes�[37].�Moreover,�the�pore�size�distribution�of�

the� catalyst� composite�was� also� determined� using�mercury� intrusion�

porosimetry�(MIP)�at�25��C.�

2.4. Electrochemical�measurements�

Electrochemical�measurements� section�presents� technical� informa-

tion� on� (i)� the� PEMFC�break-in�and�operating� conditions�(ii)� perfor-

mance�measurements�(iii)�electrochemical�impedance�spectroscopy,�and�

(iv)�cyclic�voltammetry.��

1.� PEMFC�break-in�and�operating�conditions�

The� prepared� MEAs� were� assembled� in� a� 5�� 5� cm2� gold� foiled�

stainless�steel�single�cell�with�serpentine��ow��eld�design�(DLR)�and�a�

segmented� board�for�electrochemical� characterization.�The� operating�

temperature�was� 80��C.�The�gas�outlet�pressure�was�kept� constant�at�
1.5�bar�(absolute).�The�relative�humidity�(RH)�was�set�to�100%�in�both�

electrodes�using�bubbler�humidi�ers.�The�stoichiometric�coef�cients�for�

H2and� air� were� 1.5� and� 2.0,� respectively.� The� break-in� step� was�

considered�completed�if�the�cell�potential�change�was�less�than�5�mV�h�1�

at�500�mA�cm�2.��

2.� Polarization�curve�

After�achieving�nominal�operating�conditions,�a�polarization�curve�

was� recorded�using� a�Zentro�Elektrik�in�galvanostatic�mode.�The�cell�

potential�was�monitored�as�function�of�the�current�density�with�a�dwell�

time� of� 3�min� and� with� increments� of� 25�mA�cm�2� (range:�

0–100�mA�cm�2)� followed� by� steps� of� 100�mA�cm�2� (range:�

100�mA�cm�2�to�limiting�current�density).��

3.� Electrochemical�impedance�spectroscopy�measurement�

Electrochemical� impedance� spectroscopy� (EIS)� was� performed� in�

galvanostatic�mode,�using�an�electrochemical�station�with�EIS�module�

(Zahner� IM6).� EIS� spectra� were� recorded� at� 100�mA�cm�2� and�
500�mA�cm�2� in� the� frequency� range� 100�mHz� -� 100�kHz� with� a�
perturbation� amplitude� of� 8�mA�cm�2� and� 40�mA�cm�2,� respectively.�
Impedance�spectra�were��tted�with�SIM�function�of�the�Zahner�software�

(Zahner�IM6).�

To�measure�the� ionic�conductivity�(IC)�through�the�cathode,�a�po-

tential�of�1�V�was�applied�(potentiostatic�mode),�using�100%�humidi�ed�

H2and�N2gases�passing� through� the� anode� and� cathode,� respectively�

(both�100�mL�min�1).�The�applied�frequency�range�was�500�mHz��100�
kHz�with�a�perturbation�amplitude�of�10�mV.��

4.� Cyclic�Voltammetry�

Cyclic�voltammograms�(CVs)�were�obtained�at�1.5�bar�pressure�with�

20�mV�s�1� slew� rate� between�60�mV�and�1�V� to�measure� the� electro-
chemical�active�surface�area�of�each�of�the�cathodes.�To�measure�cath-

ode�CV,�100�mL�min�1� of�100%�humidi�ed�H2� was�fed�into�the�anode�

compartment�which�corresponds�to�the�reference�and�counter�electrode;�

in�parallel,�100�mL�min�1� of�100%�humidi�ed�N2� gas�was�fed�into�the�
cathode�compartment�which�corresponds�to�the�working�electrode.�The�

cathode�side�of�the�MEA�was�triggered�to�a�sweep�of�potentials�(0–1�V)�
where�the�columbic�charge�for�hydrogen�adsorption�or�desorption�was�

used� to� calculate� the�active� surface�area�of�platinum� considering�the�

charge�needed�to�adsorb�a�monolayer�of�adsorbed�Hþ on�polycrystalline�
platinum�(111).�CV�signal�consists�of�the�adsorption�and�desorption�peak�

of�hydrogen�on�Pt�sites�along�with�the�current�caused�by�double�layer�

capacitance.�To�evaluate�the�ECSA�only�the�hydrogen�desorption�peak�

was�used.�Thereupon�it�was�possible�to�obtain�the�electrochemical�sur-

face�area�(ECSA)�of�the�cathode�through�the�following�equation:�

ECSA ðcm2
Pt gPtÞ ¼ qPtΓ⋅L (1)�

Where� qPt� refers� to� the� hydrogen� adsorption/desoprtion� charge�

density�retrieved�from�each�CV,�which�is�the�calculated�desorption�peak�
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area�of�the�CV;�Γ is�equal�to�210�μC⋅cm�2Pt�[38,39]�and�represents�the�
charge�required�to�reduce�a�monolayer�of�protons�on�Pt.�It�is�a�constant�

value.�Finally,�L�represents�the�Pt�loading�in�the�electrode,�gPtcm
�2.�Pt�

utilization�is�a�concept�where�we�can�determine�how�much�platinum�is�

chemically�active.�It�was�calculated�from�the�ratio�between�the�ECSA�

and�the�theoretical� surface�area�(TSA)�of�the�catalyst�provided�by�the�

catalyst�supplier.�TSA�is�calculated�as�follows�[40]:��

TSA ¼ 6/(ρ⋅d)                                                                                 (2)�

Where�ρ is�the�density� of�platinum�(21.4� 106�g�m�3),�d� is�the�mean�
diameter�of�the�Pt�particle�provided�from�the�supplier�(4.5�nm).�

3. Results�and�Discussion�

Results�and�Discussion�section�presents�the� impact�of�drying� tech-

niques�on� (i)�catalyst�composites,�(ii)�CL�morphology,�and�(iii)�MEAs�

electrochemical�performance.�The�electrochemical�properties�of�MEAs�

subsection�is�subdivided�into�(i)�performance�analysis�of� the�MEAs�in�

PEMFC�operation,�investigation�of�transport�properties�by�means�of�(ii)�

EIS�and�(iii)�ionic�conductivity�measurements�and�(iv)�investigation�of�

cathode�ECSA�by�using�CV.�

3.1. Morphological�change�of�catalyst�ink�composites�via�drying�

techniques�

Porosimetry�measurements�were� performed� to� evaluate� the� three�

identical�catalyst�composites�morphology�under�(i)�oven�(ii)�vacuum�or�

(iii)� freeze-drying� conditions� to� simulate� the� morphology� of� the�

following�produced�cathode�catalyst�layers�(as�described�in�section�2.3.3�

and�supplementary�information�6.1).�A�previous�study�ensures�that�the�

character�of�carbon�particle�aggregation�in�powder�form�is�preserved�in�

CLs� [41].� Fig.� 1� a� depicts� the� pore� size-distribution� of� the� prepared�

catalyst�composites�consisting�of�Pt/C�and�ionomer�dried�as�approached�

above.�The�obtained�solid�particles�and�their�dispersion�dictate�the��nal�

state�of�the�microstructure�and�thus�the�formation�of�primary�and�sec-

ondary� pores.� Soboleva� et� al.� reported� that� HiSpec� catalyst� forms�

micropores�associated�with�the�carbon�primary�particles�(<2�nm),�and�

mesopores�ascribed� to� the�void� space�inside�the� carbon�agglomerates�

(ranging� from� 2� to� 20�nm).� Finally,� the� meso� to� macropores� region�

pertain�to� the�space�between�the�aggregates�of�agglomerates,�creating�

the�secondary�pores�(>50�nm)�[41].�Thereby,�the�ionomer�is�reported�to�

be�deposited�in�the� pores�with� size�< 20�nm�[42].�This�phenomenon�

reduces�the� loss�of�Pt�particles�into�the�carbon�pores.�Nevertheless,�as�

noticeable�in�Fig.�1a,�the�volume�of�pores�associated�with�the�mesopores�

region�below�30�nm�is�not�negligible�and�greatly�depends�on�the�drying�

technique.�In�detail,�the�oven-dried�sample�shows�the�lowest�distribu-

tion� of� pores� in� this� region,� followed� by� vacuum-dried� and� the�

freeze-dried.�Furthermore,�the�freeze-dried�speci�c�pore�volume�shows�a�

broad�pore� size�distribution�ranging� from�meso-to�macropores.�It�dis-

plays� a� distinct� peak� at� 90�nm� and� a� high� total� pore� volume� in� the�

macropores�region�(>100�nm).�The�presence�of�larger�number�of�mes-

opores�is�also�justi�ed�after�BET�experiments,�with�the�slight�hysteresis�

loop�characteristic�of�capillary�condensation�at�higher�pressure�[43]�in�

case�of�freeze-drying�as�observed�in�Fig.�1�b.�

The� same� behaviour� is� not� achievable� through� oven-drying� or�

vacuum-drying�despite�the�sorption�isotherms�and�the�associated�hys-

teresis�are�relatively�similar�in�shape;�However,�they�differ�signi�cantly�

in�the�amount�of�adsorbed�gas.�Additionally,�MIP�measurements�allow�

determining�the�total�porosity�of�the�Pt/C-Na�on�structures.�The�results�

Fig.� 1. Pt/C/Na�on/solvent�ink�dried�under�oven�drying�(—),�vacuum�drying� and�freeze-drying� a)�Speci�c�pore-size�distribution�b)�BET�isotherms�c)�

porosity�of�the�samples�after�oven�drying�(●),�vacuum�drying� and�freeze-drying� and�d)�BET�and�MIP�speci�c�surface�areas.�

Table�2�

Morphological�characterization�of�Pt/C-Na�on�powders�dried�to�oven,�vacuum�

and�freeze-drying.��

SBET�(m
2⋅g�1)a� 0.81� 6.00� 19.58� <5%�

Total�pore�volume�(mm3⋅g�1)c� 102.5� 343.2� 631.28� 5–7%�
Average�pore�diameter�(nm)c� 74.5� 73.26� 104.1� 5–7%�
Type�of�isothermb� IV� II� II��

Porosity�(%)c� 16.7� 45� 1.7� 5%��

a Obtained�from�BET�measurements.�
b From�nitrogen�physisorption�data�measurements�and�in�accordance� to� the�

IUPAC�classi�cation.�
c From�MIP�measurements.�
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shown�in�Fig.�1�c�demonstrate�that�the�freeze-dried�sample�has�3.5-fold�

higher� porosity� than� the� oven-dried� sample.� The� effective� porosity�

ranges�from�16.7%� for�the�oven-dried�sample,�45%� for�vacuum-dried�

samples,� and� 61.7%� for� the� freeze-dried� sample,� as� summarized� in�

Table�2�with� less� than� 5%� relative� error.�Moreover,� the� freeze-dried�

exhibits�a�signi�cant�increase�in�BET�surface�area�(SBET)�compared�to�

the�other�samples�as�sown�in�Table�2�and�Fig.�1�d.�Hence,�it�is�evident�

that�the�drying�step�does�affect�the��nal�microstructure�of�the�catalyst�

and,� hence,� the� microstructure� of� catalyst� layer.� Since� freeze-drying�

technique� is�based� on� sublimation,� the� formation�of� larger� pores� re-

lates�with�the�direct�transition�from�solid�solvent�crystals�to�vapour;�the�

result�is�a�wider�network�of�pores.�This�behaviour�is�visible�in�Table�2,�

where�the�calculated�average�pore�diameter�of�the�freeze-dried�sample�is�

higher�than�of�the�others.�In�contrast�it�can�be�assumed�from�literature�

that�particle�size�and�composition�is�not�changed�in�the�CLs�[41].�It�is�

assumed� that,� the�pore� size� and�pore�volume�of� the� cathode�catalyst�

layer�increases,�and�the�overpotential�associated�to�diffusion�of�reactants�

is�very�likely�to�be�reduced.�This�reduction�of�diffusion�overpotential�is�

in�compliance�with�the�better�cell�performances�as�veri�ed�by�Yim�et�al.�

[44].�

3.2. Effect�of�the�drying�techniques�in�the�morphology�of�the�MEAs�

SEM�images�of�the�surface�of�oven-,�vacuum-�and�freeze-dried�CCMs�

are�presented�in�Fig.�2�a,�b�and�c,�respectively.�The�catalyst�layer�surface�

is� homogeneous� with� no� sign� of� cracks� or� swelling.� Beforehand,� a�

different�solvent�other�than�cyclohexanol�had�been�tested�(isopropanol�

and�water)�and�evidences�of� cracks�were� regular,� after�drying� at� the�

surface�of�the�CL.�The�images�display�a�typical�CL�surface�morphology,�

showing�a�certain�regularity�for�the�small�diameter�pores�(0–50�nm)�and�
an�irregular�network�of�pores�(that�differ�in�shape�and�size)�especially�for�

larger�pores.�The�freeze-dried�electrode�surface�seems�to�show�wider�and�

more�voids�(black�spots)�that�are�associated�to�pores�(red�lines,�Fig.�2�c)�

in� comparison� to� oven-� and� vacuum� dried� electrodes� in� Fig.� 2� a-b.�

Moreover,�the�SEM�images�were�further�analysed�with�automated�pore�

recognition.�The�approximate�average�diameter�of�pores�in�each�CCMs�

after�drying�were�estimated.�Pore�volume�from�microscopic�images�were�

measured,� and�values�were� statistically��tted�with�Gaussian�distribu-

tion.� In�comparison�to�oven�and�vacuum�dried�CCMs,�the�freeze-dried�

CCM�displays�a�remarkable�distribution�of�pores�from�meso�to�macro-

pore� region� (50–150�nm)� and� even� to� pores� of� larger� dimensions�
(>200�nm).� Pore� diameter� of� oven� dried� CL� shows� a� peak� at�

65.28�� 3.31�nm,� and� vacuum-dried� shows� two� peaks� at�

55.26�� 1.34�nm�and�254.62�� 1.34�nm�(56%�of�the�samples�diameters�
�t� the� 0–100�nm� range).� Freeze-dried� samples� exhibit�a��rst�peak� at�
102.8�� 2.35�nm�and�the�second�around�223.8�� 2.35�nm.�However,�it�is�
necessary�to�mention�that�58%�of�pore�sizes�rely�at�the�range�of�100�up�to�

250�nm�(supplementary�information�6.2�for�more�details).�

In� EDX� measurements� of� the� electrode� surfaces� of� each� CCM� a�

prominent�carbon�peak�is�detected�(~48�wt%),�accounting�for�both�the�

catalyst�support�and�the�molecular�structure�of�the�ionomer.�Moreover,�

sulphur�(~1�wt%),�oxygen�(~4�wt%)�and��uorine�(~19�wt%)�peaks�are�

observed�due� to� the� composition�of� the� ionomer.�The�platinum�mass�

percentage�equals�~28�wt%�which�matches� the� expected�wt.�%�of�Pt�

amongst�the�total�solid�particles�(Pt,�carbon�and�na�on)�con�rming�that�

the�Pt�content�in�each�MEA�is�identical;�(supplementary�information�6.3�

provides� the�wt.%�of�each�ion� in�detail� for� the� three�CCMs).�Signals�

associated�with�contaminations�were�not�observed�in�the�EDX�signal.�

Fig.� 2� d-f� displays� the� cross-section�SEM� analysis�of� the� different�

CCMs�and�the�catalyst�layer�over�the�membrane.�Na�on�XL�membrane�

represents�a�thickness�of�~29�μm.�The�oven-dried�CL�has�~13�μm,�the�
vacuum-dried�~17�μm�and�the�freeze-dried�has�~23�μm�thick�electrode.�
The�thickness�of�the�freeze-dried�CL�is�1.8-fold�higher�in�contrast�to�the�

other�CLs.�The�additional�thickness�of�the�same�mass�of�material�results�

from�an�increased�porosity�of� this�sample.�This�suggests� that,�concur-

rently�with�the�higher�volume�of�pores�achieved�with�freeze-drying�and�

with�the�same�solid�content�an�increase�of�thickness�of�the�catalyst�layer�

results.�This�may�seem�detrimental�as�a�common�strategy�of�the�scienti�c�

community� is� to� decrease� the� thickness� of� catalyst� layers,�mainly� to�

lower� the� Pt�content�[24].�According� to� Liu� et�al.,�at� 100%�RH�and�

Fig.�2. SEM�images�of�a)�oven�drying;�b)�vacuum�drying�and�c)�freeze-drying�surfaces�with�5�k�magni�cation�(red�lines�indicate�the�area�of�void�space�for�pore�

diameters�calculation);�Cross�sections�of�CCMs�before�operation�and�the�indicated�thickness�of�the�CLs�d)�oven�dried�(CL�length�¼ 12.86�μm)�e)�vacuum�dried�(CL�

length�¼ 16.71�μm)�and�f)�freeze-dried�MEA�(CL�length�¼ 22.33�μm).�(For�interpretation�of�the�references�to�colour�in�this��gure�legend,�the�reader�is�referred�to�the�
Web�version�of�this�article.)�
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assuming�a�uniform�electrode,�the�proton�resistivity� is�independent�of�

the�electrode�thickness�and�the�wt.�%�of�Pt�on�the�carbon�support.�As�a�

result,�there�is�no�obstacle�in�using�freeze-drying�with�the�issue�that�this�

technique�can�increase�ohmic�resistances�due�to�the�increased�thickness.�

Therefore�freeze�drying� can�be�regarded�as�promising� for�low�loaded�

MEAs�if�the�ionomer/carbon�ratio�is�well�optimized�for�low�Pt�loadings�

[45].�The�previous�statement�is�con�rmed�with�EIS�data�from�this�study,�

Fig.� 4� a-d,� where� freeze-dried�MEAs� do� not� show� higher� ohmic� re-

sistances,�despite�their�higher�thickness.�To�achieve�a�suitable�catalyst�

layer� structure� that� guarantees� ef�cient� platinum� utilization� while�

ensuring�a� suitable� porous�matrix� for�the� reactants� transport� is�chal-

lenging.�In�this�regard,� freeze-drying�is�promising� to�provide�a�homo-

geneous�geometry�of�the�pores�while�in�uencing�the�dispersion�of�the�

ionomer�surrounding�the�active�sites.�This�features�de�nitely�impact�the�

performance�of�the�cell�(Fig.�3�a-b).�

3.3. Effect�of�drying�in�the�electrochemical�properties�of�the�MEAs�

3.3.1. Polarization�curves�

Fig.�3�a�and�b�present�the�polarization�curves�for�a�set�of�three�screen-�

printed�CCMs�and�three�doctor-bladed�GDEs,�respectively,�dried�by�oven�

dying,�vacuum�drying�and�freeze-drying.�The�applied�drying�techniques�

along� with� both� coating� methods,� generate� MEAs� with� high�

reproducibility�(less�than�10%�deviation),�that�in�turn�enables�a�proper�

assessment�on� the�performance� and�morphological� status� of�different�

drying�techniques.�

Apparently,�in�case�of�CCMs�a�cell�voltage�decrease�in�the�current�

densities� region�> 800�mA�cm�2� occurs�due� to�mass�transport� limita-
tions,�especially�for�the�oven-dried�electrode.�However,�the�polarization�

curves� for� freeze-dried� cathodes� demonstrate� better� performance� in�

comparison� to� the� other� drying� techniques� particularly� in� the� mass�

transport�region�at�i�> 800�mA�cm�2.�Moreover,�the�ohmic�loss�was�also�
reduced�by�the�freeze-drying�method,�which�leads�to�a�reduced�slope�of�

the�curve�in�the�range�200–800�mA�cm�2.�
In�case�of�GDEs,�signi�cant�polarization�losses�were�also�observed�in�

the�samples�dried�in�different�drying�approaches.�It�is�possible�to�justify�

the�losses�due�to� the�poor�contact�between�the�catalyst�layer�with�the�

membrane�as�it�catalyst�is�coated�on�GDL.�Additionally,�the�absorbing�

capacity�of�the�microporous�layer�of�the�GDL�may�be�responsible�of�an�

inferior�drying�process�effect,�where�a�major�part�of�the�liquid�solvent�

penetrates�into�the�microporous�layer�of�GDL.�This�is�in�contrast�to�the�

observation� of� the� CCM� samples� where� mass� transport� losses� were�

evident�after�each�drying�method.�Even�in�this�circumstances,�freeze-�

dried� GDE� exhibits� clear� improvement� in� the� activation� region� at�<

100�mA�cm�2� and�especially�in�the�ohmic�region�at�200–800�mA�cm�2�
compared�to�oven-drying�and�vacuum-drying�MEAs.�

Fig.�3. Polarization�curves�of�a)�three�CCMs�(80��C;�RH:�100%;�cathode:�0.160�mgPt⋅cm�2�and�b)�three�GDEs�(80��C;�RH:�100%;�cathode:�0.183�mgPt⋅cm�2)�prepared�
by�screen-printing� and�dried�by�freeze-drying� ,� oven�drying� (■)�and� vacuum� drying� ;� comparison�were� shown�among� the�MEAs�in�each�coating�techniques�

individually.�

Fig.�4. Nyquist�plot�for�the�CCMs�at�a)�100�mA�cm�2�and�b)�500�mA�cm�2� current�densities�and�GDEs�at�c)�100�mA�cm�2� and�d)�500�mA�cm�2� current�densities.��
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In�summary,�freeze-dried�CCMs�as�well�as�GDEs�show�signi�cantly�

improved� performance� compared� to� oven� and� vacuum-dried� MEAs.�

Nevertheless,�the�MEAs�prepared�using�GDE�cathodes�show�lower�per-

formance�than�those�consisting�of�CCM�cathodes.�A�likely�reason�for�this�

observation�is�that�sublimation�drying�technique�facilitates�the�porosity�

and�the�ionomer�distribution�throughout�the�catalyst�layer.�Moreover,�a�

predictable�assumption�culminates�a�good�balance�of�coverage�of�active�

sites�by�the�ionomer,�providing�uninterrupted�network�to�the�ionic�as�

well�as�electronic�conductive�phases.�Additionally,�an�adequate�pathway�

for�the�diffusion�of�the�reactants�and�products�to�and�from�the�reactive�

sites�is�likely�to�be�achieved�with�this�technique.�

3.3.2. Impedance�spectroscopy�

EIS�was�performed�with�a�potentiostat/galvanostat�to�examine�the�

contributions�of�different�drying� techniques�to�the�overall�cell�imped-

ance.�Fig.�4� a�and�c�represent�the�electrochemical�impedance�spectra�

recorded�under�galvanostatic�mode�at�100�mA�cm�2�for�CCMs�and�GDEs,�
respectively.�The�corresponding�spectra�obtained�at�500�mA�cm�2� are�
provided�in�Fig.�4�b�and�d.�At�low�current�density�of�100�mA�cm�2�charge�
transfer� polarization� is�a� dominant� factor� [46].� The�ohmic� and�mass�

transport�issues�contribute�signi�cantly�at�higher�current�densities,�as�

depicted� in�Fig.� 4� b� and�d� for�both�CCM�and�GDE.� In�all� cases,� the�

freeze-dried� electrodes� exhibit� the� lowest� impedance� spectra.� At�

500�mA�cm�2,�a�signi�cant�reduction�of�charge�transfer�related�imped-
ances� (higher� frequencies)� and� minor� mass-transport� contributions�

(lower�frequencies)�are�noticed�for�freeze-dried�CCM�and�GDE�cathodes,�

in�comparison�to�oven-and�vacuum-dried�cathodes.�However,�the�posi-

tive� effect� of� freeze-drying� the� electrode� is� more� evident� at� the�

mass-transport� zone�(lower�frequencies).�A� likely�reason� relies� in�the�

improved�porosity�achieved�by�means�of�sublimation�that�provides�an�

electrode�with� superior� access� of� reactant�oxygen� and�permeable� for�

water�transport.�

For� in-depth� analysis,� the� EIS� spectra� of� CCMs� measured� at�

500�mA�cm�2�have�been�evaluated�by��tting�the�experimental�data�to�an�
equivalent�circuit�shown� in�Fig.�5�a.�The�detailed�evaluation�has�not�

been�performed� for�GDEs,� since� the� same� trend� is�observed� for�both�

cases.� The� contribution� of� the� different� resistance� elements� at�

500�mA�cm�2� is� presented� in� Fig.� 5� b.� At� high� current� density,� a�
decreasing�trend�in�charge�transfers�resistances�from�oven�to�vacuum�to�

freeze-drying�has�been�observed� progressively.�The� freeze-dried�CCM�

displays�the�lowest�charge�transfer� resistance�(Rct(C)�¼~8.6�mΩ),�fol-
lowed� by� vacuum� dried� that� has� similar� contributions� for� the� ORR�

(~8.8�mΩ)� and� the� highest� resistance� is� associated� with� oven� dried�
cathodes� (~9.7�mΩ).� At� high� current� densities,� the� most� dominant�
overpotential�is�associated�to�the�mass�transport�of�the�species�to�and�

from�the�active�sites.�Thus,�depletion�in�oxidant�at�the�reactive�inter-

phase�or�local�water��ooding�hampers�the�reactants�diffusion�and�leads�

to� the� starvation� of� the� active� sites� and�a� subsequent� sudden� loss� of�

performance.�From�the�polarization�curves�(Fig.�3�a-b),�it�is�possible�to�

verify�the�major�potential�drop�occurs�in�case�of�oven�dried�MEAs�as�the�

current�density�increases.�This�result�is�in�compliance�with�the�experi-

mented�EIS�value�where�the�highest�magnitude�of�diffusion�impedance�

(Rdif� and�Rporous)�is�associated�with�oven�dried�cathodes,�followed�by�

vacuum�and� the� lowest� for�the� freeze-dried�cathodes� (Fig.� 5�b).�This�

analytical�result�provides�a�hint�regarding�more�suitable�microstructure�

of�freeze-dried�electrodes�with�improved�diffusion�of�the�reactant�and�an�

appropriate�pore�structure�for�water�elimination,�in�comparison�to�the�

other�drying�techniques�investigated�in�this�study.�

3.3.3. Ionic�conductivity�measurements�of� the�catalyst�layers�

Protonic�conduction�through� the�catalytic�layer�is�a�major�limiting�

factor�of� the� ohmic�overpotential.� Impedance� spectroscopy� under� an�

inert�atmosphere�(nitrogen)�was�conducted�to�isolate�the�contribution�of�

the�ionic�resistance�across�the�cathode�catalyst�layer�under�the�different�

drying�conditions,�following�the�transmission�line�model�suggested�by�

Pickup�et�al.�[47]� (see�supplementary� information�6.4).�The�protonic�

resistance,�Rionic,� through�the�three�differently�dried�electrodes�can�be�

obtained�from�the�magnitude�of�a�Warburg-like�region�projected�onto�

the�real� impedance�(Z’)�axis�(¼ Rionic/3)�[47,48]�(Fig.�6,�dotted�line).�
The�highest�value�of�ionic�resistance�across�the�cathode�catalyst�layer�

was� attained� for� the� oven-dried� (Rionic� of� 6�mΩ)� followed� by� the�
vacuum-dried�(Rionic�of�2.4�mΩ)�and��nally�for�the�freeze-dried�cathode�
(Rionic� of�1.9�mΩ).�The�variations�of�the�intercepts�at�high�frequencies�
are� explained�by� the� electrode� thickness� and� a� certain� experimental�

Fig.� 5. a)�Equivalent�circuit�for�PEMFCs�with�H2/Air� gas�supply;�b)�Contri-

butions�of�each�resistance�parameter�from�the�equivalent�circuit�shown�in�Fig.�5�

a,� after��tting�of�EIS�of�CCM�measured�at� 500�mA�cm�2.�All� the� capacitance�
values�are�also��tted�in�the� simulation.�The�CPE1/exponent�values�are�155.2�

mF/0.755,� 187.5� mF/0.825,� 165.2� mF/0.796� for� oven,� vacuum� and� freeze-�

drying� MEA� respectively.� Additionally,� The� C1� value� is� 10.93�F,� 11.9�F,�

14.66�F�for�oven,�vacuum�and�freeze-drying�MEA�respectively.�

Fig.�6. Complex�plane�Nyquist�impedance�plots�(500�mHz–100�kHz,�1.0�V�H2)�

of�CCMs�dried�under�oven,�vacuum�and�freeze-drying�conditions;�The�in�ection�

of� approximately� 90� representative� of� the� double-layer� limiting� capacitive�
current�appears�at�lower�frequencies�(6�kHz).�
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uncertainty�related�to�contributions�from�electronic�resistances�associ-

ated�to�contact�resistances.�However,�these�contributions�are�negligible�

in�this�study.�From�the�calculation,�it�is�comprehensible�that�freeze-dried�

electrodes�exhibit�less�protonic�resistance�across�the�CL�as�the�dispersion�

and� distribution� of� ionomer� around� the� active� sites� are� apparently�

improved.�

3.3.4. Cyclic�voltammetry�

Fig.�7�a�represents�the�cyclic�voltammetry�(CV)�scans�that�enables�the�

calculation�of�the�ECSA�and�Pt�utilization�of�the�catalyst�layer.�Similar�to�

the�BET�results� regarding� the� available� surface� area,� the� freeze-dried�

cathode� also� exhibits� the� highest� quantity� of� catalyst� available� to�

contribute�to�electrochemical�reaction�resulting�in�higher�Pt�utilization�

(~86%)�compared�to� oven-� and� vacuum-dried� cathodes�as� shown� in�

Fig.�7�b.�The�TSA�achieved�for�Pt/Vulcan-XC-72�is�62.31�m2�g�1.�The�fact�
that�freeze-dried�and�vacuum-dried�samples�had�analogous�ECSA�values�

but�different�single�cell�performances�requires�the�consideration�of�an�

effective�porosity�of�each�of�the�electrodes�in�terms�of�limiting�current�

density� (higher�for�the� freeze-dried�cathode).�Moreover,� a� rearrange-

ment�of�the�interphase�and�porous�microstructure�might�have�occurred�

in�a�matter�that�more�active�sites�and�highly�coordinated�facets�of�the�

catalyst�might�had�been�exposed�by�freeze-drying�of�the�catalyst�layer�

[49,50].�Moreover�this�effect�may�be�correlated�with�a�changed�ionomer�

structure�– possibly�more�homogeneous�and�thinner�in�the�case�of�freeze�
drying� -� in� the� catalytic� layer� which� may� lead� to� this� performance�

variation�[51,52].�In�summary,�an�increased�value�of�ECSA�coupled�with�

higher� effective� porosity� results� in� better� Pt� utilization� along� with�

enhanced�mass�transport�diffusion.�Consequently,�a�higher�cell�perfor-

mance�is�obtained�[38].�

Furthermore,� it�is�assumed�that�the�porosity�improved�by�sublima-

tion� drying� techniques,� also�facilitates�the�water�management.�Water�

uptake�and�penetration� characteristics�are� also� enhanced�by�creating�

micro-channels�throughout�the�electrode�layer.�This�trade-off�between�

thickness�and�porosity�of�the�electrode�provides�a�better�performance�of�

the�cell�in�this�study.�

4. Conclusion�

Freeze-drying�of�cathode�electrodes�prepared�by�screen�printing�and�

doctor-blade� yields� increased� porosity� compared� to� oven-drying� and�

vacuum-drying.�Moreover,�a�broader�distribution�of�pores�from�micro�to�

macro�scale� is�observed.�It�is�inferred�from�this�study�that� the�freeze-�

drying� method� of� the� electrode� strongly� in�uences� the� ionomer� in-

teractions�with�Pt/C�catalyst�and�the�microstructure�of�the�catalyst�layer.�

In� contrast� to� oven�and�vacuum-drying,� up� to� 34%� and� 16%� higher�

power�density�is�achieved�with�freeze-dried�electrodes�at�Pt�loadings�of�

0.160�mg�cm�2,�respectively.�The�measured�Pt�utilization�of�nearly�86%�
represents� an� improvement� of� 34%� comparing� to� the� common�oven�

drying� technique.� Consequently,� freeze-drying� not� only� leads� to� a�

remarkable� reduction� of�charge� transfer� resistances� associated� to� the�

ORR� but� also� increases� the� oxygen� diffusivity� in� the� CL� due� to� the�

improved�interfacial�properties�at�the�catalyst/ionomer/membrane�by�

boosting�the�effective�porosity.�Moreover,� the� formation�of�more�and�

larger�pores� during� the� drying� process� is�likely�to� aid� the� cell�water�

management�by�preventing��ooding.�The�improvement�in�power�ef�-

ciency�by�freeze-drying�CCMs�and�GDEs�(at�0.6�mA�cm�2�and�80��C)�is�
6%�and�13%,�respectively,�in�comparison�to�oven-drying.�

Modi�cation�of�the�catalyst�layer�microstructure�with�freeze-drying�

provides�versatile�opportunities�to�tune� the� intrinsic�characteristics�of�

the�MEAs�(e.g.,�water�and�oxygen�transport�through�the�catalyst�layer).�

Moreover,�it�can�be�adaptable�to�all�suspension�ink�coating�techniques.�

This� is�a� scalable� technique,�which� could� easily� implement� in�an� in-

dustrial�production�line�of�MEA.�Generally,�the�results�reported�in�this�

work� clearly� reveal� the� importance� of� the� drying� step� in� the� MEA�

preparation�process.�

The� future� scope� of� this�work�will� be� to� govern�the� pore� size� by�

controlling� the� cooling� rate� of� the� solvent� during� freeze-drying� in�a�

proper� chamber.�As� the� crystal� size� of� ice� decreases�with� increasing�

cooling�rate,�it�is�possible�to�optimize�the�porosity�of�the�catalyst�layer�by�

effectively� calibrating� the� cooling� rate� during� the� freeze-drying�

operation.�
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5��Supplementary�information�

5.1��Preparation�and�analysis�of�catalyst�ink�

�

�
Fig.�S�1.�Stages�of�catalyst�paste�drying�through�oven�drying�(OD),�vacuum�drying�
(VD)�and�freeze-drying�(FD).�

The� catalyst� paste� prepared� following� the� routes� described� above� (section� 2.1)� was�

placed� inside� three� glass� beakers,� with� the� same� volume,� Fig.S.1).� The� aim� of� this�

experiment�was�to�assess�and�compare� the�surface�areas�and�effective�porosities�of�the�

resulting� paste� film� agglomerates� after� being� dried.� It� is� noticeable� that� the�

microstructure�of� the� film�inside� each�beaker�differs� after�different� drying� conditions.�

The�foamy�look�surface�for�the�freeze-dried�sample�is�unalike�to�the�oven�dried�which�in�

turn�is� less�porous�and�appears�brittle.�The�same�amount�of�sample�was�collected�from�

each� beaker.� Afterwards,� BET�and�MIP�measurements�were� carried�out� to� determine�

quantitatively�the�effect�of�drying�on�the�catalyst�paste.�(Table�2).���
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5.2� Image�processing�and�analysis�–�pore�structures�of�CCMs�

An� approximate� statistical� analysis� was� performed� to� the� surface� of� each� CCM.� The�

images�obtained�through�SEM�(at�10k�and�50�k�magnifications)�were�processed�using�

ImageJ�software.�Ninety�pore�diameters�were�measured�for�each�CCM�(oven,�vacuum-�

and� freeze-dried),� flat� pores�were� excluded� of� the�measurement� through� “watermark”�

option� of� the� software.� This� estimation� processing� technique� in� 2D� was� used� for�

counting� pore� diameters� (Fig.� S� 2� to� Fig.� S� 4).�3D� image� processing�would�be�more�

precise�but�was�unavailable�in�this�study.��

�

�
Fig.� S� 2.� SEM� images� of� oven-dried� surface� CCM� at� a)� and� b)� 50k� and� c)� 10k�
magnifications.�

�
Fig.�S�3.�SEM�images�of�vacuum-dried�CCM�surface�at�a)�and�b)�50k�and�c)�10k�
magnifications.�
�

Fig.� S� 4.� SEM� images� of� freeze-dried�CCM� surface� at� a)� and� b)�50k� and� c)� 10k�
magnifications.�
�
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Fig.�S�5a-c�present�histograms�(samples�count�vs.�pore�diameter)�regarding�the�surface�

of�three�CCMs.�shows�that�the�most�probable�pore�diameter�for�oven-dried�electrodes�

stands�at�65.28��±�3.31�where�a�low�number�of�pores�with�a�diameter�higher�than�200�

nm�but�a�relatively�high�amount�of�pores�with�smaller�diameters�(micro�to�mesopores�–�

0-50�nm);�Two�peaks�can�be�seen�for�the�vacuum�dried�sample�(Fig.�S�5b)�,�hence�the�

most�probable�pore�diameters�appear�at�55.26��±�1.34�nm�and�254.62�±�1.34�nm�with�

many�smaller�pores�and�with�more�and�larger�pores�than�the�former�sample.�Fig.�S�5c�

suggests�that�the�freeze-dried�sample�displays�a�remarkable�number�of�pores�at�102.8�±�

2.35�nm�and�223.8�±�2.35�nm�with�a�low�number�of�smaller�pores�and�considerably�

greater�larger�pores�than�the�previous�oven-�and�vacuum-dried�samples�(see�table�S.1�

for�more�details�).�

�

Fig.�S�5.�Histograms�–�samples�count�vs.�pore�diameter�a)�oven-dried�b)�vacuum-
dried�and�c)�freeze-dried�CCMs.�
�

�
Table�S� 1.�Statistical�data� (concerning�Fig.S5)� on�pore� count,� average�equivalent�
pore�diameter�and�standard�deviation�at�specific�ranges�of�pores.�

Sample� Pore�
range�
(nm)�

Equivalent�
pore�
counts�
(%)�

Equivalent�
average�
pore�

diameter*��
(nm)�

��Standard�
deviation�(±�
nm)�

Oven�drying� 0-100� 50� 65.28� 3.31�
Vacuum�drying� 0-100� 56� 55.26� 1.34�

100-250� 34� 254.62� 1.34�
Freeze-drying��

�
0-100� 24� ---� ---�

100-250� 58� 102.80�
223.80�

2.35�
2.35�

*���Calculation�based�on�the�peaks� �
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5.3� EDX�measurements��

Table�S�2�presents�the�expected�weight�percentage�of�each�element�in�the�CL�after�

drying;�It�is�considered�that�there�are�no�trace�of�cyclohexanol�and/or�water.�The�ratio�

between�Nafion�and�Pt/C�is�30�%.�

�

Table�S�2.�Expected�weight�percentage�of�each�component�in�the�CL�after�drying.�

�

�
�
�

�
�

Fig.�S�6.�EDX�images�for�a)�oven-�b)�vacuum-�and�c)�freeze-dried�CCMs�surface�at�
500�x�magnification.�

�
�
�

Component� ���Wt.�%�
Pt� 28�

Carbon� 42�

Nafion� 30�
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Table� S� 3.� Data� (concerning� Fig.S6)� on� wt.%� percentage� of� elements� for� three�
CCMs.�

�

5.4� Conductivity�measurements�

By�purging�the�cathode�compartment�of�the�cell�with�nitrogen�during�the�measurements,�

the�impedance�response�becomes�dominated�by�charging�of�the�catalyst’s�double�layer�

through� the� layer’s� ionic� resistance� [44].Fig.6� shows� the� impedance� spectra� of� the�

CCMs�recorded�according�to�the�literature�cited�above.�The�potential�was�set�to�1.0�V,�

very�close�to�the�open�circuit�potential�for�O2/H2O�to�minimize�the�Faradaic�current�due�

to� the� possible� reduction� of� oxygen� traces� [45],� since� this� experiment� was�performed�

immediately� after�EIS�measurements�on�H2/Air.� It� is� then�assumed� that�under�an� inert�

atmosphere,� the� cell� impedance� is� determined� by� the� cathode� while� the� H2� anode�

behaves� as� a� reversible� hydrogen� electrode� (RHE).�Moreover,� as� the� high� frequency�

impedance�spectra�(20�kHz�–�6�kHz)�are�dominated�by�the�charging�of�the�double�layer�

(dl)�capacitance�between�the�catalyst�and�the�ionomer/electrolyte,�the�Faradaic�currents�

are�negligible.�The�model�possesses�two�parallel�resistive�trails,�(i)�one�representing�the�

electron� transport� through� the� carbon� support� and� the� other� (ii)� representing� the� ionic�

transport� through� the� inter-particle� regions.�However,� the� electronic� trail� resistance� is�

considered�negligible�in�comparison�to�ionic�resistances�across�the�CL.�The�resistance�of�

CCM� Element�� Element�spectrum�
average�wt.%�

Origin�of�the�element�

�
Oven-dried�

Pt�
C�
O�
S�
F�

25�
47.54�
4.73�
1.23�
21.57�

Catalyst;�
Catalyst�support�(~42�%)�+�Nafion;�

Nafion;�
Nafion;�

Nafion�backbone;�

Vacuum-
dried�

Pt�
C�
O�
S�
F�

27.7�
49.52�
3.90�
0.86�
27.7�

Catalyst;�
Catalyst�support�(~42�%)�+�Nafion;�

Nafion;�
Nafion;�

Nafion�backbone;�

Freeze-dried� Pt�
C�
O�
S�
F�

27.5�
48.53�
4.44�
0.95�
18.58�

Catalyst;�
Catalyst�support�(~42�%)�+�Nafion;�

Nafion;�
Nafion;�

Nafion�backbone;�
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the�membrane�is�omitted�since�it�would�only�cause�a�shift�along�the�real�impedance�axis.�

From�Fig.6,�at�high�frequencies,�it�is�visible�a�Warburg-like�response�characterized�by�a�

45°� slope� corresponding� to� ionic� migration� through� the� catalyst� layer.� At� lower�

frequencies�(6kHz)�the�impedance�plot�curves�up.�This�particular�region�symbolises�the�

limiting�capacitance�and�resistance�of�the�CL.��

�
�



���
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� Sublimation� signi�cantly� improves�

catalyst� layer� porosity� &� ionomer�

distribution.�

� Higher� ECSA� and� improved� diffusion�

properties� enhance� the� cell�

performance.�

� Simulation� deduces� an� optimized� oxy-

gen� transport� resistance� through� ion-

omer��lm.�

� Both�experimental�&� simulation�results�

acknowledge� improvement� due� to�

sublimation.��
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A B S T R A C T � �

High�manufacturing�cost�is�a�major�challenge�to�commercialization�of�the�polymer�electrolyte�membrane�fuel�cell�

(PEMFC)�technology� in�high�volume�market.�Catalyst� layer�(CL)�of�PEMFC�should� incorporate�high�effective�

porosity,�electrochemically�active�surface-area,�gas�permeability,�and�favorable�ionomer�distribution.�Drying�of�

the�CL�is�a�very�signi�cant�step�of�electrode�fabrication,�and�determines�most�of�the�properties�mentioned�above,�

but�is�rarely�a�subject�of�investigation.�From�various�possible�drying�processes�of�CL,�freeze-drying�shows�some�

bene�cial� properties,� such� as� higher� porosity,� better� ionomer� distribution,� and� reduces� the� mass� transport�

resistance� signi�cantly� by�allowing�more� reactant� gas� into�reactive� interface.� In� this�work,� the� in�uence�of�

diverse�drying�techniques�on�the�microstructure�and�performance�is�investigated.�Complementarily,�a�transient�

2D�physical�continuum-model�is�used�to�investigate�the�effect�of�the�structural�properties�on�cell�performance�of�

electrodes�prepared�with�different�drying�methods.�A�sensitivity�analysis�has�been�also�performed�to�determine�

the� in�uence�of�individual�parameters�applied�in�the�model.�Both�of�the�experimental�and�simulation�results�

stress�on�the�fact�that�the�freeze-drying�technique�not�only�signi�cantly�enhances�the�oxygen�transport�properties�

through�ionomer�but�also�improves�the�porosity�along�with�the�tortuosity�of�the�CL�microstructure.���
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1. Introduction�

Our�current�energy-intensive�lifestyles�and�population�growth�makes�

it�dif�cult� to� ascertain�energy�supply� and�power�generation�capacity�

without�unacceptable�consequences�for�climate�and�pollution�exposure.�

There�is�no�doubt�that�polymer�electrolyte�membrane�fuel�cells�(PEMFC)�

with�their�fast�start-up�time,�high�ef�ciency,�sustained�operational�ca-

pacity�at�high�power�density,�low�weighted�feature�and�smooth�way�of�

converting�chemical�energy�into�electrical�energy�can�be�considered�as�a�

readily� available� alternative� power� source� to� replace� combustion�en-

gines�running�on�fossil�fuels.�Apart�from�the�high�cost�of�the�fuel�cell�

stacks�and�insuf�cient�durability�under�real�conditions,�the�performance�

is�a�major�concern�especially�at�low�Pt�loadings.�The�microstructure�of�

cathode�CL�must�be�carefully�investigated�considering�the�rate�of�irre-

versible�losses�in�cell�voltage�is�higher�in�the�cathode�CL�whereas�the�rate�

is�relatively�smaller�in�the�anode�CL�[1–3].�
Microstructure� of� the� catalyst� layer� and� its� porosity� contributes�

signi�cantly� to� the� overall� measured� transport� resistance.� Excellent�

dispersion�of� catalyst�particles,� high� surface� area�of� catalyst�support,�

homogeneously�distributed�thin�ionomer��lms,�favorable�network�be-

tween�catalyst-ionomer�facilitate�better�utilization�of� the� catalyst�and�

limit�losses�through�mass�and�charge�transport.�Moreover,�poor�control�

of�humidi�cation�within�the�membrane�electrode�assembly�(MEA)�can�

cause�substantial� loss� in�potential.�Excess�water�can�prevent�reactant�

diffusion�to�the�catalyst�sites�by��ooding�of�the�electrodes,�gas�diffusion�

backings,� or� �ow� channels� if� the� water� removal� is� inadequate.� An�

optimized� balance� between� porosity� and� thickness� is� required� to�

improve�the�transport�properties�like�mass�transport�diffusion�electric�as�

well�as�proton�conductivity�through� the�electrodes�and�precise�water�

management�[4–6].�Effective�diffusivity,�tortuosity,�hydrophobicity�and�
pore�distribution� through�gas�diffusion� layer�(GDL)�along�with�micro�

porous�layer�(MPL)�are�involved�in�the�relation�between�diffusion�media�

and�the�performance�of�PEMFC.�The�diffusion�media�also�play�a�signif-

icant�role�in�water�management�with�2-phase�liquid�and�vapor��ow�[7,�

8].�

Limited�utilization�of�catalyst�and�endurance�of�CL�is�related�to�its�

heterogeneous� microstructure.� Carbon� supported� Pt� and� per-

�urosulfonic�acid�polymer�(predominantly�Na�on®)�are�widely�used�to�

fabricate�ef�cient� electrode� [9–11].� The� porous� structure� of� catalyst�
layer�exhibits�a�wide�spectrum�of�length�scales,�which�covers�from�3�to�

10�nm�of�carbon-supported�catalyst�particles�to�the�Pt/VC�agglomerates�

of� 100–300� nm� due� to� the� binding� effect�of� ionomer� at� meso-scale.�

Furthermore,� Pt/VC�aggregates�are�sized� 1–3�μm�at�macro-scale,� and�

�nally�the�CL�as�porous�medium�exhibits�a�through-plane�thickness�of�

5–50�μm.�In�addition�to�micro-pores�(�2�nm),�meso-pores�of�2–20�nm�

exists�within�agglomerates.�While� the� agglomerates� coalesce� into�the�

aggregates,�macro�or�secondary�pores�network�is�forged�in�the�crevices.�

This� heterogeneity� of� electrode� porous� structure� causes� imbalanced�

distribution�of�porosity�and�ionomer.�Thus�it�affects�both�electron�and�

proton�conductivity.�The�interaction�between�the�catalyst�particles�and�

ionomer�plays�a�vital�role�to�form�ef�cient�reactive�interface�which�is�

also�known�as�triple�phase�boundary�(TPB).�Notably,�the�different�pore�

sizes�and�structures�dominate�the�distribution�of�ionomer�and�diffusion�

co-ef�cient,�which�in�turn�in�uences�the�performance�and�durability�of�

electrodes.�Moreover,�the�materialized�microstructure�after�coating�and�

drying�technique�has�a�signi�cant�impact�on�water�sorption�and�reten-

tion�properties�of�CL�which�also�affects�critically�into�the�performance�

and� degradation� of� the� electrode� [12–16].�Hence,� the� importance� of�

consolidating�the�FC�performance�with�high�microporosity�or�applica-

tion� of� high-surface�area� supports� has� to� be� further� investigated.� CL�

fabrication�is�a�very�important�process,� and�designing�a�low�platinum�

loaded�ef�cient�electrode�with�durable�performance�requires�a�thin�and�

porous�coating,�where�the�catalyst�particles�and�ionomer�are�homoge-

nously� distributed� with� high� surface� area.� The� crucial� factors�of� the�

fabrication�technique�are�ⅰ)�ink�composition�(catalyst/ionomer/solvent�

ratio),� ⅱ)�coating�techniques,� and�ⅲ)�drying� of� the� suspension� or� ink�

(evaporation/sublimation�of�the�solvent).�The��nal�process�step,�which�

is�drying�step,�is�immensely�consequential�to�obtain�a�proper�and�opti-

mized�microstructure�of�the�CL.�

The�paper�focusses�on�properties�of�catalyst�layer�structure�of�PEM�

fuel� cell� (PEMFC).� Speci�cally,� the� impact� of� the� drying� step� of� the�

catalyst�layer�(CL)�preparation�on�structure�of�the�CL�is�studied.�Even�

though�it�has�signi�cant�in�uence�on�the�PEMFC�performance,�it�has�not�

yet�fully�received�attention�from�the�PEMFC�community.�We�have�used�

freeze–drying�as�a�drying�technique�for�low�Pt�loading�electrode�fabri-

cation�for�PEMFC�which�has�been�reported�recently�[15].�The�effect�of�

higher�porosity�and�better�catalyst�utilization�in�the�catalytic�layer�are�

obvious�from�the�former�study,�but�the�sensitivities�of�the�drying�pro-

cedure�with�regarding� catalytic�layer�composition�remain� unclear.� In�

this�work,�we�have�increased�the�catalyst�loading�as�well�as�ionomer�

ratio�to�intensify�the�effect�of�freeze�drying�on�performance�as�well�as�

electric�properties,�and�simulate�the�performance�with�a�2D�model.�The�

major�characteristic�of�freeze-drying�is�the�removal�of�solvent�by�sub-

limation�from�solids�without�sedimentation.�Therefore,�freeze-drying�of�

CL�prepared�from�suspension�stimulates�the�porosity�of�the�layer�and�the�

corresponding�diffusivity.� Also� ionomer� distribution� is� thought� to� be�

more� homogeneous.� Thickness� of� the� catalyst� layer� can� also� be�

controlled� by� regulating� the� catalyst� ink� composition� in� this� drying�

method�[17].�In�this�way,�it�does�not�only�enhance�the�effective�porosity�

and� the� electrochemical� surface� area� but� also� reduce� the� ionomer�

resistance� inside� the� CL� by� distribution� of� homogeneous� ionomer�

network� [17–19].�Moreover,� this� technique� can� be�adapted� to� other�

electrochemical�devices�also�where�porous�network�plays�a�signi�cant�

role� in�the�performance�[15,20,21].�It�is�calculated�by�several�groups�

that�oxygen�transport�resistance�through�the�ionomer�coating�on�Pt/VC�

agglomerates�is�a�dominant�factor�controlling�rate�determining�step�of�

the�cathode�CL�activity�at�operating�FC�conditions.�It�is�also�proposed�

that�limitations�in�the�transport�of�oxygen�through�the�ionomer�can�be�

offset�by�reducing�the�thickness�of�the�ionomer��lm,�and�increasing�the�

CL�thickness.�However,�increasing�the�porosity�of�the�catalyst�layer�by�

fabricating�thicker� catalyst�layer�and� reducing� the� ionomer� thickness�

decreases�the�effective�proton�conductance�of�the�CL�[22].�This�results�

inadequate�proton�conductivity�and�non-uniform�overpotentials�in�the�

CL� leading�to�performance� losses.�Under�this� scenario,� increasing�the�

permeability�of�oxygen�in�the�ionomer�would�serve�an�effective�strategy�

for�maintaining�fuel�cell�performance�under�reduced�Pt�loading�[23,24].�

In�this�study,�we�have�fabricated�catalyst�layers�with�same�catalyst�

loading� by� means� of� screen� printing� technique.� However,� different�

drying�methods�(freeze�drying,�vacuum�drying�and�oven�drying)�have�

been� applied� to� the� individual� CLs� to� examine� the� effect� of� drying�

techniques� into�the�microstructure�of�electrodes.�Consequently,� three�

different�types�of�MEAs�were�produced�consisting�of�different�cathode�

CL�thickness�and�architectures,�which�is�re�ected�in�their�performance.�

To� correlate� their� inherent� microstructure� yielded� from� distinctive�

drying� methods,� with� their� individual� electrochemical� properties,�

physical�structural�characterizations�(focus�ion�beam�scanning�electron�

microscope�and�atomic�force�microscope)�were�also�performed.�Along-

side�the�experimental�works,�numerical�modeling�and�simulations�are�

being�conducted�to�get�further�insight�into�the�performance�limitations�

of�the�designed�electrodes.�So�many�PEMFC�models�are�available�now�

regarding� the�microstructural�phenomenon�of�electrodes�[25–28].�For�
these�simulations�a�previously�developed�PEMFC�performance�model�is�

used�which�is�implemented�in�the�DLR�in-house�modeling�Framework�

NEOPARD-X�based�on�Dumux�[2,29].�This�model�is�used�to�simulate�the�

cell�performance�with�the�three�different�electrodes�and�to�identify�the�

origin�of�the�improved�performance�using�freeze–drying.�

2. Materials�and�methods�

2.1. Experimental�method�

The�experimental�section�presents�technical� information�on�(i)�ink�
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formulations,�(ii)�applied�coating,�(iii)�drying�techniques,�(iv)�physical�

characterization�methods.�(v)�MEA�fabrication,�and�(vi)�electrochemical�

characterization�methods.�

2.1.1. Ink�formulation�

Since�the�research�work�is�merely�focused�on�the�design�and�devel-

opment�of�the�cathode�side�electrode,�a�commercial�GDE�was�used�at�the�

anode�side�for�MEA�fabrication.�The�materials,�used�for�the�ink�formu-

lation,� are� listed� in� Table� 1.� Three� materials� are� fundamental� to�

formulate�a�catalyst�ink�recipe:�a�catalyst�with�support,�an�ionomer�and�

solvent(s).� Different� solvents� such� as�Tetrahydrofuran� (THF),� n-butyl�

acetate,�Ethylene�glycol�were�tested�before�selecting�Cyclohexanol�as�the�

most�promising�one�to�prepare�suitable�ink�for�screen-printing�method�

[15].�

The�ratio�between�Na�on®�ionomer�and�the�total�solid�particles�was�

kept� as�40:60,�which� can�be�also�expressed�as� Ionomer�carbon�ratio:�

1.13.�We�have�used�higher�ionomer-carbon�ratio�than�our�previous�work�

[15]�(0.69)�due�to�an�expected�positive�effect�of�freeze�drying�at�higher�

ionomer�contents.�Since�freeze�drying� leads�to�higher�porosity�we�can�

expect�that�the�catalytic�layer�can�integrate�more�ionomer�without�pore�

blocking�but�with� improved�ionic�conductivity.�All� the�materials�are�

added�stepwise�and�mixed�with�ultra-sonication�probe-sonication�and�

ball�mill.�Detailed�ink�formulation�step�is�discussed�in�“Supplementary�

materials”.�

2.1.2. Coating�

Catalyst�coated�membrane�(CCM)�has�been�fabricated�with�screen�

printing� technology.� For� screen-printing� coatings,�Na�on®� XL�mem-

branes�were�cut�into�squares�(6.5�cm�� 6.5�cm)�and�coated�in�an�Aurel�

9000�screen-printer�coupled�with�a�Koenen�polyester�mesh�with�25�cm2�

opening�area�(FL-190�10–20�μm�EOM).�The�printing�pressure�was�set�to�

2.0�N�cm�2� and�the�substrate�were�kept�in�place�with�a�vacuum�posi-

tioning�system.�The�loading�of�Pt�in�all�CCMs�is�0.3�� 0.02�mg�cm�2�in�
each� CCM,� which� was� controlled� with� 3� passes� (pre-optimized)� of�

simultaneous�screen�printing.�

2.1.3. Drying�techniques�

After�casting�with�screen-printing,�three�different�drying�techniques�

were� applied� to� different� electrodes.�These� techniques� are� explained�

elaborately�in�“Supplementary�materials”.�The�drying�techniques�are:�
Oven�drying:�70��C�for�12�h.�
Vacuum�drying:�70��C�with�6�mbar�vacuum�chamber�pressure�for�5�h.�

Freeze�drying:�Cooling�with�liquid�Nitrogen;�2�h�sublimation�time;�

secondary�drying�at�60��C�for�1�h�[31,32].�

2.1.4. Physical�characterization�of�the�CCMs�

FIB-SEM:�Samples�prepared�for�Focus-Ion-Beam�Scanning�Electron�

Microscopy� (FIB-SEM)� were� cut� into� 1�� 1� cm2� from� a� CCM.�After�

placing�the�sample�inside�the�SEM�sample�holder,�the�fracture�was�made�

by�emerging� the� sample� in� liquid�Nitrogen.� The�measurements�were�

carried�out�in�1.5�kV�(electron�high�tension�voltage)�EHT�(for�recording�

image)�with�a�30�kV�FIB�probe�(for�ion�milling).�The�thickness�of�each�

cut�is�100�nm.�A�dual�beam�microscope�integrates�the�features�of�a��eld�

emission�scanning�electron�microscope�(FESEM)�with�a�focused�Gallium�

ion�beam�(FIB)�microscope�(ZEISS�AURIGA).�

Atomic�Force�Microscopy:�As�AFM�a�Multimode�8�AFM�(Bruker,�

Karlsruhe)�was�used.� Conductive�adhesive� tape�was� used� to� glue�the�

MEAs�samples�onto�an�AFM�steel�disc�and�to� electrically�connect�the�

surface� of� the� sample.� Platinum/iridium� coated�AFM� tips� (NCHStPt,�

Nanoworld)�were�used�in�tapping�mode�with�additional�recorded�nano-�

mechanical�information�and�electronic�current�which�is�averaged�by�a�

lock-in�ampli�er� (PF-TUNA,�Bruker).�The� 9�μm2� measurements�were�

recorded�with�768�� 768�pixels�at�a�scan�rate�of�0.326�Hz.�Images�with�4�

μm2�were�cropped�out�of�the�measured�areas.�To�measure�the�surface�of�

the�CL�by�AFM,�we�have�prepared�the�CCM�by�screen�printing�over�a�

membrane�only�with�a�single�pass�of�catalyst�suspension.�

Scanning� electron� microscopy:� To� observe� the� cross� section� of�

MEAs�with�scanning�electron�microscopy�(SEM),�specimens�were�pre-

pared�by�cutting�a�1�� 1�cm2�from�MEAs.�After�placing�the�sample�inside�

the�SEM�sample�holder,�the�fractures�were�made�by�emerging�the�sample�

into� liquid� Nitrogen.� The� measurement� was� carried� out� in� a� Zeiss�

UltraPlus,�providing�an�electron�beam�range�of�2.0–10�kV�that�allows�

the�analysis�of�the�surface�and�the�cross�section�of�CL.�

Porosity:�To�measure�the�surface�area�and�porosity�properties�of�the�

�nal�catalyst�powder,�a�volume�of�5�mL�of�catalyst�ink�was�placed�inside�

three�10�mL�glass�beakers.�The�beakers�were�dried�by�(i)�oven�drying,�(ii)�

vacuum�drying,�and�(iii)�freeze-drying�respectively.�1�g�of�dried�masses�

with�an�uncertainty�of�� 10�mg�(from�each�drying�technique�applied)�

were�then�dried�again,�under�vacuum�conditions�at�60��C�for�3�h,�with�

liquid� nitrogen� and� positioned� inside� a� Sorptomanic� 1195� chamber.�

Brunauer–Emmett–Telle�(BET)�measurements�were�performed�using�the�

Dollimore/Heal� method� for� surface� area� determination� of� the�

approached�catalyst�powder�blended�with�ionomer�[33].�We�are�using�

the�adsorption�isotherm�for�BET�analysis�[34].�Moreover,�the�porosity�is�

measured�from�the�hysteresis�loop�between�adsorption�and�desorption�

curve.�Moreover,�the�pore�size�distribution�of�the�catalyst�composite�was�

also�determined�using�mercury� intrusion�porosimetry� (MIP)�at�25��C.�
Presently,�we�cannot�measure�the�porosity�with�BET�and�MIT�directly�on�

the�CCM�due�to�insuf�cient�reproducibility.�

Additionally,� the�porosity� of�the� catalyst�layer� in�CCM�was� deter-

mined�from�the�FIB-SEM�images�using�MATLAB.�The�pixel�count�and�the�

contrast�of�the�FIB-SEM�images�were�computed�by�image�processing�tool�

to� determine� the� pore� distribution.� Pore�sizes�were� calculated�as� the�

diameter�of�a�circle�with�area�equal�to�the�detected�area.�Porosity�was�

quanti�ed�by�adding�all�the�pore�area�dividing�it�by�the�total�pixel�count�

of� the� picture.� It� is� probable� that� a� systematic� deviation� between�

different�methods�to�determine�the�value�of�porosity�exist�so�that�mainly�

a�comparison�between�drying�procedures�with�one�method�is�discussed.�

2.1.5. Fuel�cell�operation�

2.1.5.1. MEA� and� cell� preparation. The� MEA� was� prepared� by� sand-

wiching�the�single�side�coated�CCM�with�a�GDL�and�a�commercial�GDE�

(Fuel�Cell�etc.)�without�hot-pressing.�The�GDL�was�placed�on�the�coated�

side� of� the� membrane,� which� is� the� cathode.� The� commercial� GDE�

correspond�to�the�anode�electrode,�which�has�a�high�loading�to�minimize�

their�in�uence�on�performance,�and�is�placed�to�the�opposite�side�of�the�

cathode.� In� between�we� used� Na�on� XL�membrane� to� fabricate� the�

MEAs.�

Two�gold�coated�stainless-still�bipolar-plates�were�used�as��ow-�eld�

as�well�as�current�collector.�The�area�of�the��ow��eld�is�25�cm2.�The�

GDLs�and�GDEs�were�cut�exactly�same�size�of� the�active�area,�which�

means�25�cm2.�Single�channel�serpentine��ow��eld�was�used�with�1�mm�

channel�width,�1�mm�rib�width�and�0.8�mm�depth�of�channel.�4�pieces�7�

mm�screws�were� used� with�3�Nm�torque.� It�is�very� important�to� set�

appropriate� compressive� stress� to� the� cell� to� balance� the� con�icting�

demands� of� mitigating� gas� leaks� and� decreasing� contact� resistance�

without�damaging�the�porous�components�so�that�optimal�performance�

is�obtained.�The�amount�of�compression�on�the�GDL�affects�the�contact�

resistance,�the�GDL�porosity,�and�the�fraction�of�the�pores�occupied�by�

Table�1�

Speci�cation�of�the�ink�formulation�for�screen-printing�coating�method.��

Platinum�on�Carbon�

black�(40�wt%�Pt/VC)�

HiSPEC�4000�

Powder�

0.5�

g�

Ionomer�to�Catalyst�powder�

(Pt/VC)�mass�ratio�is�40:60�

[30]�

Ionomer�to�carbon�(I/C)�ratio�

is�1.13�

Ultra-Pure�water�HPLC�

grade�

Alfa�Aesar� 3.0�

g�

Cyclohexanol�99%� Sigma-�

Aldrich�

4.0�

g�

10�wt%�Solubilized�

Na�on®�

Ion�Power� 3.4�

g��
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liquid�water,�which,�in�turn,�affect�the�performance�of�a�PEM�fuel�cell�

[35–38].� In� our� experiment,� we� have� 17–19� %� compression� in� gas�

diffusion�media�while�operating�the�cell�in�bipolar�plate�after�clamping.�

The�materials�and�the�operating�conditions�are�stated�in�Table�2�and�

Table�3�respectively.�

2.1.5.2. Fuel�cell�testing�condition. MEAs�for�single�cell�characterization�

were�tested�in�an�in-house�developed�test�bench.�In�our�test�bench,�we�

have� two� bubbler�humidi�ers� for�both�anode� and� cathode�gas� inlet;�

moreover�the�pressure�of�the�system�is�regulated�after�the�cell.�We�have�

very�minute�pressure�drop�before�the�cell�(anode:�5�mbar�and�cathode:�

10� mbar).� The� operating� conditions�of� the� experiment� are� stated� in�

Table�3.�We�started�to�test�each�MEA�with�100%�RH�(relative�humidity)�

and�subsequently�with�70%�RH.�The�stoichiometry�of�cathode�and�anode�

were� slightly� increased� to� 2.5� and�1.7�with� regard� to� former�studies�

(where�2�and�1.5�was�used)�to�avoid�the��ooding�issue�caused�by�higher�

ionomer�content.�1.5�bar�absolute�pressure� is�maintained�in� fuel�cell�

experiments.�It�is�expected�that� this�changes�will� lead�to�an�intensi�-

cation�of�the�performances�of� the�MEAs�prepared�by�different�drying�

methods.�

2.1.6. Electrochemical�characterization�of�the�CCMs�

Break-in�and�polarization�curve:�Each�MEA�was�conditioned�for�6�

h�in�250,�500�and�1000�mA�cm�2� current�density�gradually.�Break-in�
step� is� considered� completed� if� the� voltage� and� current� are� stable�

(where�the�voltage�change�is�lower�than�10�mV/hr).�Polarization�curve�

was� recorded� using� a� Zentro� Elektrik� electrical� load� in�galvanostatic�

mode.�The�cell�voltage�was�monitored�as�function�of�the�current�density�

with�a�dwell�time�of�3�min�and�with�increments�of�25�mA�cm�2�(range:�
0–100�mA�cm�2)�followed�by�steps�of�100�mA�cm�2� (range:�100�mA�

cm�2� to�until�cell�voltage�drops�to�~200�mV).�

Electrochemical�impedance�spectroscopy�(EIS):�At�normal�oper-

ating� condition,�EIS�was� performed� by�means� of� galvanostatic�mode�

using�Zahner�IM6�potentiostat.�EIS�spectra�were� recorded� at�100�mA�

cm�2,�500�mA�cm�2�and�1000�mA�cm�2�in�the�frequency�range�100�mHz�

-�100�kHz�with�a�perturbation�amplitude�of�5–25�mA�cm�2,�respectively.�
These� measurements� were� done� at� both� 100%� and� 70%� relative�

humidity�with�a�stoichiometric��ow�of�H2� and�air.�Additionally,�ionic�

conductivity� (IC)�through� the�CL�was�measured�at� a�potential� of�1�V�

(potentiostatic�mode)� [39],� using� 100%�humidi�ed�H2� and�N2� gases�

passing� through� the� anode� and� cathode,� respectively� (both� 100� mL�

min�1)�with�a�constant��ow.�Ionic�conductivity�was�measured�also�in�

100%�RH�for�all�MEAs.�The�applied�frequency�range�was�500�mHz��100�
kHz�with�a�perturbation�amplitude�of�10�mV�[40].�Impedance�spectra�

were�measured�with�SIM�function�of�the�Zahner�software�(Thales).�All�

the�EIS�measurement�was�performed�at�80��C�and�1.5�bar�pressure.�After�
adjusting�the�voltage�or�current,�we�have�waited�10�min�to�perform�EIS�

for� ensuring� coherent� response.� Moreover,� 3� sets� of� spectra� were�

recorded�to�verify�the�reproducibility�of�the�EIS.�

Moreover,�Cyclic�voltammetry�(CV)�of�the�cathode�CL�was�measured�

in�the�potential�range�from�0.06�to�1�V�at�80��C�cell�temperature�using�

fully�humidi�ed�(100%�RH)�H2� and�N2�gases�passing�through�the�anode�

and�cathode�component,�respectively�with�a�constant��ow�rates�of�both�

100�mL�min�1�[41,42].�Three�consecutive�CVs�were�recorded�each�time�

and� the� 2nd� CV�was�considered.�For� each�MEA�two� sets� of�CV�mea-

surement�were�performed,�and�the�presented�CV�is�the�average�of�sub-

sequent�2nd�CVs�from�each�set.�H2�desorption�peak�were�considered�to�

calculate�the�Pt�ECSA�of�the�cathode�electrode�[43].�

2.2. Numerical�method�

The�physical�model,�which�has�been�used� to�conduct�the�research�

work,�is�an�in-house�model�implemented�in�the�NEOPARD-X�framework�

[29].�This�model�includes:��

� A�2D�along-the-channel�geometry�with�nine�spatially�resolved�layers�

(anode�and�cathode�channels,�GDLs,�MPLs,�CLs�and�the�membrane)��

� A� multiphase� Darcy� model� for� the� two-phase,� multicomponent�

transport�within�the�porous�electrodes��

� Butler-Volmer�kinetics�for�the�ORR�and�HOR�reactions��

� Energy�transport�through�all�layers�of�the�cell��

� A�membrane�model�including�coupled�water�and�proton�transport�as�

well�as�transport�of�dissolved�gas�species��

� Proton�transport�through� the�ionomer�within�the�CLs�and�electron�

transport�through�the�support�phase�of�the�porous�electrodes��

� An�ionomer��lm�model�describing�the�oxygen�transport�from�the�gas�

phase�through�the�ionomer��lm�to�the�cathode�catalyst�

All� corresponding� model� equations� are� discussed� in� detail� in�

Ref.�[29].�In�the�following,�only�the�modeling�aspects�most�relevant�for�

this�work�are�summarized.�Diffusion�in�the�porous�electrode�is�described�

by�the�Stefan-Maxwell�equation�[44].�

rxi
α ¼

XN

j¼1

Ci
αCj

α
C2

αDi
eff ;α

�
dj

α

Cj
α
� di

α
Ci

α

�
; (1)��

where�Ciα and�C
j
α are�the�molar�concentration�of�species�i�and�j�in�phase�α,�

and�consecutively�diα and�d
j
α represent�diffusive��ux�density�of�species�i�

and� j� in�phase�α.�Dκ
eff;α is� the� effective�diffusion� coef�cient,�which� is�

Table�2�

Speci�cation�of�the�materials�used� to� fabricate�MEAs�for�single� cell�test.� Ink�

formulation�for�screen-printing,�and�components�to�assemble.��

Material�

Components�

Supplier� Speci�cations� Function�

Na�on®�XL� DuPont� 27.94�μm�thickness�� Electrolyte,�

membrane�

Commercial�gas�

diffusion�

electrode�

Fuel�Cells�

Etc.�

0.3�mg�cm�2�Pt�loading� Anode�electrode�

and�GDL�

Carbon�Paper�GDL� SGL�Carbon�

GmbH�

25�BC�non-woven�

235�μm�thickness��

Gas�diffusion�

layer�at�the�

cathode�side�

Ice�cube�35�FC-PO�

100�

Gaskets�

QuinTech� 2� Frame�(1.3�cm�

width),�5� 5�cm2,�0.5�

mm�thickness��

Sealing�

Bipolar�plates� DLR� Gold�coated�SS�

single�channel�

serpentine��ow��led�

Cell�assembly,�

Gas�distribution�

Platinum�on�

Carbon�(40�wt%�

Pt/VC)�

HiSPEC�

4000�

Powder�

Vulcan�carbon�support� Cathode�Catalyst�

Ultra-Pure�water�

HPLC�grade�

Alfa�Aesar�� Solvent�for�

cathode�catalyst�

ink�

Cyclohexanol�99%� Sigma-�

Aldrich��

Solvent�for�

cathode�catalyst�

ink�

10�wt%�Solubilized�

Na�on®�

Ion�Power� Dispersed�in�water�

Eq.�wt�1100�

Ionomer�of�the�

cathode�catalyst�

layer��

Table�3�

Operating�parameters�for�single�cell�test�bench�and�the�model�simulator,�(*)�the�

minimum��ow�was�maintained�for�the�test�station�was�for�the�current�density�

100�mA�cm�2.��

Parameters� Symbol� 100%�RH� 70%�RH�

Anode�stoichiometry*�(H2)� λan�� 1.8� 1.8�

Cathode�stoichiometry*�(air)� λca�� 2.7� 2.7�

Cell�temperature� Tcell�� 80��C� 80��C�

Humidi�er�temperature� Tbubbler�� 80��C� 70��C�

Anode�outlet�pressure�(absolute)� Pan�� 1.5�bar� 1.5�bar�

Cathode�outlet�pressure�(absolute)� Pca�� 1.5�bar� 1.5�bar��
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calculated� based� on� a� binary� diffusion� coef�cient,�Dκ
α.� The� effect� of�

porous�media� is�taken� into�account�by�Bruggemann-correction�of�the�

diffusion�coef�cients�

Dκ
pm;α ¼ðφSαÞ1:5Dκ

α ; (2)��

where�φ is�the�porosity�and�Sα is�the�saturation�of�phase�α.�In�the�gas�
phase,�Knudsen�diffusion�occurs�and�Dκ

eff ;α is�calculated�with�a�Bosanquet�

approximation,�

Dκ
eff ;g¼

 
1

Dκ
pm;g
þ 1

Dκ
Knudsen;g

!�1

(3)��

with Dκ
Knudsen;g¼ rpore

2
3

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8RT
πMκ

r
(4)��

here,�Dκ
Knudsen;g� represents� the�Knudsen�diffusion� coef�cient�of�compo-

nent�κ in�gas�phase,�Mκ denotes�the�molar�mass�of�component�κ;�R,�T�and�
rpore� express� ideal� gas� constant,� temperature� and�pore� radius� respec-

tively.�Proton�transport�through�the�CL�is�described�by�Ohm’s�law�

ΨHþ ¼ � σHþ
eff rΦion (5)�

The�amount�of�water� activity�plays� a�vital� role� in�proton�conduc-

tivity.�A�material-dependent�empirical�relation�has�been�implemented�to�

describe�the�in�uence�of�water�activity�on�proton�conductivity�σHþeff;CL.�An�
exponential�dependence�on�the�water�activity�[45]�has�been�de�ned�as,�

σHþ
eff ;CL

�
aH2O�¼A� exp

�
BaH2O� � (6)��

where�A�and�B�are��tting�parameters.�The�volumetric�reaction�rate�of�

Oxygen�Reduction�Reaction�(ORR)�is�calculated�using�an�ionomer��lm�

model�

rORR ¼
�RκORR þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4ECSA2

eff n2F2cO2
g þ R2ðκORRÞ2

q
2 � n F ECSAeff

κORR (7)��

� rORR�¼ Volumetric�reaction�rate�of�ORR,�R�¼ Lumped�ionomer�resis-

tance,�κORR�¼ Rate�constant�of�ORR,�ECSAeff� ¼ Effective�electrochemi-

cally� active� surface� area� n�¼ Number� of� transferred� electrons,� F�¼
Faraday’s�constant,�cO2

g� ¼ Molar�concentration�of�oxygen.�This�model�

takes�into�account�the�oxygen�transport�resistance�through�the�ionomer�

�lm,�

R¼Rdiff þ Rint (8)��

which�consists�of�the�resistance�due�to�the�oxygen�diffusion�through�the�

ionomer��lm�

Rdiff ¼ δion

Dion
(9)��

and� the� water� activity� dependent� interfacial� resistance� which� is�

described�by�the�empirical�relation�

Rint ¼C � exp
�
DaH2O�: (10)�

All�the�parameters�applied�in�this�model�as�well�as�relevant�to�this�

study�are�mentioned�in�Tables�4�and�5.�Additionaly,�initial�conditions�at�

the�interfaces�and�in�the�electrodes�are�provided�in�the�“Supplementary�

materials”.�

3. Results�and�discussion�

3.1. Experimental�results�

An�experimental�study�was�performed�to�generate�suf�cient�data�to�

characterize�the�effect�of�different�drying�techniques�on�the�micro�and�

macro� structure� of� the� electrode� to� validate� the� numerical� model.�

Porosimetry�study�of�the�catalyst�powder/ionomer�derived�from�three�

different�drying�techniques�but�identical�suspension�was�characterized,�

and�demonstrated�in�Fig.�1a).�However,�the�unit�for�the�BET�surface�area�

and�total�pore�volume�are�normalized�to�mass�of�total�powder�(Pt/VC/�

Na�on®).�According�to�the�BET�analysis,�freeze�drying�of�the�catalyst�

suspension�yields�more�effective�surface�area�than�vacuum�drying�and�

oven� drying.� Since� sublimation� is� the� process� characteristics� of� the�

freeze-drying�technique,�the�development�of�larger�pores�is�associated�to�

the�transition�of�solid�solvent�crystals�directly�to�the�vapor�state,�and�the�

result� is� a� wider� network� of� pores.� This� behavior� is� also� visible� in�

Fig.�1a),�where�the�calculated�average�pore�diameter�of�the�freeze-dried�

sample�is�higher�than�the�others.�It�is�assumed�that�the�pore�size�and�pore�

volume�of� the�cathode�catalyst�layer� increases�and� the� over-potential�

associated�to�diffusion�of�reactants�is�likely�reduced.�This�reduction�of�

diffusion� over-potential� is� in� compliance�with� the� better� cell� perfor-

mances�as�veri�ed�by�Yim�et�al.�[46].�Moreover,�Fischer�et�al.�stated�

back�on�1998�that�the�additional�porosity�across�the�thin��lm�electrodes�

could�also�improve�the�cathode�performance,�in�particular�with�air�as�

oxidant�[47].�Purple�bars�(3rd�column)�of�the�Fig.�1a)�demonstrate�the�

numerical� value� of� the� average�pore� diameter� of� the� Pt/VC/Na�on®�

after�drying�which�also�follows�the�same�trend.�Therefore,�it�is�evident�

that�the�drying�step�does�affect�the��nal�micro/macro�structure�of�the�

catalyst�layer�and�consequently�the�performance�of�PEM�fuel�cell.�

All�the�single�cell�tests�were�conducted�in�a�25�cm2�active�area�cell�

and�an�in-house�built�fuel�cell�test�bench.�Three�sets�of�experiments�were�

conducted�and�an�average�has�been�used�to�make�the��gure�of�merits.�

Three�CCMs�produced� via� screen-printing� technique,� were� physically�

and�electrochemically�characterized.�A�quantitative�performance�anal-

ysis�of�PEMFC�is�characterized�by�a�polarization�curve�or�I–V�(current�
voltage�characteristics)�curve.�The�polarization�curve�is�plotted�with�the�

error�bars�which�were�calculated�from�the�standard�deviation�of�the�3�

independent�measurements�[36,48].�Please�note�that�these� I–V�curves�

Table�4�

The�experimental�parameters�utilized�in�the�numerical�model.���

CCL�Thickness,�m� ECSA,�m2�g�1� Porosity,�%�

Freeze�drying� 14.58� 10–6�� 29.16� 24�

Vacuum�drying� 12.67� 10–6�� 20.28� 21�

Oven�drying� 11� 10–6�� 16.61� 18��

Table�5�

The�model�parameters�used�in�the�numerical�analysis.��

MPL�(Permeability,�porosity�and�pore�diameter)�

ΚMPL ¼ 4.0� 10�15� [m2]��

∅MPL ¼ 0.75��

rpore; � MPL ¼ 45� 10�9�[m]��

Thermal�conductivity(GDL,�MPL,�CL)�

λGDL ¼ 0.60�[Wm�1k�1]��

λMPL ¼ 0.33�[Wm�1k�1]��

λCL ¼ 0.3�[Wm�1k�1]��

Exchange�current�density�(ORR)�

i0ref ¼ 1.0e�4�[A�m�2]��

CL�conductivity�

FD�and�VD� OD�

A�¼ 1.0� 10�2�[S�m�1]�� A�¼ 0:80� 10�2�[S�m�1]��

B�¼ 3.0� B�¼ 3.0�

Ionomer��lm�resistance�to�oxygen�transport�

FD�and�VD� OD�

C�¼ 2:5� 105�[s�m�1]�� C�¼ 2:2648� 104�[s�m�1]��

D�¼ 5.0� D�¼ �1.5��
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are�not�performed�under�differential�conditions�that�mean�that�hetero-

geneous�conditions�leads�to� lower�overall� performances� compared�to�

measurements� in� differential� cells.� Fig.� 1b)� illustrates� a� relative� hu-

midity�dependence�I–V�curve�comparison�of�the�MEAs�fabricated�with�

three�different�drying�conditions.�Each�MEA�has�been�tested�at�100%�RH�

along� with� 70%� RH.� Moreover,� Fig.� 1d)� represents� the� polarization�

curves�with�HFR�and�ionic�resistance�(Rion)�corrected�voltage�of�the�3�

different�MEAs�in�100%�RH�and�same�condition�as�Fig.�1b).�The�HRF�and�

Rion� corrected�voltage�Ucell,� corr(j)�¼ Ucell(j)�þ (HFR�þ Rion)*j�is�calcu-

lated�using�the�average�HFR�obtained�from�measured�data�at�100�mA�

cm�2,�500�mA�cm�2�and�1000�mA�cm�2�and�constant�values�of�Rion�(see�

Fig.�2d).�The�open�circuit�voltage�is�commonly�in�uenced�by�electrode�

electrochemical�activity�as�well�as�the�exchange�current�density.� It�is�

noticeable� in� Fig.� 1b)� that� the� open� circuit� voltage� (OCV)� does� not�

Fig.�1. a)�Morphological�characterization�of�the�free�

standing� (non-coated)� Pt/VC/Na�on®� powder� sha-

ped�by�oven,�vacuum�and�freeze�drying�method.�Left-�

axis�exhibits�parameters�of�BET�surface�area�(Grey),�

porosity� percentage� (Green),� average� pore� diameter�

(Purple)�and�right-axis�graph�exhibits�parameters�of�

total� pore� volume� (orange);� H2/air� polarization�

curves�of�MEAs�with�freeze,�vacuum�and�oven�dried�

screen-printed� cathode� catalyst� layers�with� 0.3� mg�

cm�2�Pt�loading�at�100%�RH�(relative�humidity)�and�

70%�RH.�The� temperature�was� 80� �C�with� stoichio-

metric� �ow� and� the� back�pressure� was� maintained�

1.5� bar� for� both� anode� and� cathode;� c)� cell� ohmic�

resistance�or�high�frequency�resistance�(HFR)�of�three�

MEAs� in� different� humidi�cation;� d)� polarization�

curves� with� HFR� and� ionic� resistance� corrected�

voltage�of�the�3�different�MEAs�in�100%�RH�and�same�

condition�as� Fig.�1b).� (For� interpretation�of�the� ref-

erences� to� color� in�this� �gure� legend,� the� reader� is�

referred�to�the�Web�version�of�this�article.)���

Fig.�2. Nyquist�Impedance�spectra�a)�100�mA�cm�2�at�100%�RH�and�70%�RH�for�three�different�CCMs�dried�in�three�different�ways,�b)�500�mA�cm�2�at�100%�RH�and�

70%�RH,�c)�at�1000�mA�cm�2�only�at�100%�RH,�d)�the�ionic�impedance�measurement�of�25�cm2�MEAs�at�100%�RH�(not�area�normalized).�
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depend�on�the�tested�RH�conditions�and�the�drying�technique.�This�is�a�

consequence�of� the� application� of� the� same� catalyst� ink� and� coating�

technique�during�the�formulation�of�CCMs.�Moreover,�the�kinetics,�the�

contact�resistance,� the�partial�pressure�of� the� reactant�gasses�and�the�

operating�conditions�were�also�indistinguishable�in�the�I–V�polarization�
curve� in�all� cases.�The� variance� starts� at� current�densities�>400� mA�

cm�2.�Moreover,�diffusion�loss�or�mass�transfer�limitation�plays�a�major�

role� at� higher� current� density.� Improved� porosity� and�homogeneous�

distribution�of�ionomer�network�(will�be�shown�in�Fig.�3)�facilitate�the�

diffusion�properties� in�the� reactive� interphase�[15,49],�which� in�turn�

reduces�the�concentration�loss.�Apparently,�at�higher�current�density�the�

voltage�loss�of�oven�dried�MEA�is�greater�than�vacuum�dried�MEA,�and�

decreases�to�the�lowest�in�case�of�freeze�dried�MEA.�The�aforementioned�

phenomenon�is�supported�by�a�sharp�drop�of�performance�in�oven�dried�

MEA�comparing�to�the�others.�The�freeze�dried�MEA�shows�considerably�

superior� performance;� whereas� vacuum� dried� MEA� shows� medium�

performance.�The�poor�performance�of�the�oven�dried�MEA�is�due�to�the�

higher�transport�limitation�and�the�lower�compression�capacity�of�the�

catalyst�layer.�This�trend�is�justi�able�for�both�of�the�relative�humidity:�

RH�100%�and�70%.�Considering�that�100%�RH�provides�more�humidity�

into�the�cell,�and�as�a�consequence�yields�higher�power�due�to�increase�

proton�conductivity�of�the�ionomer�leading�to�lower�ohmic�resistance�of�

the�MEA.�The�effect�of�lower�relative�humidity�on�performance�is�more�

signi�cant�for�vacuum�dried�and�freeze�dried�MEA�compared�to�the�oven�

dried�MEA.�We�speculate� that� this� phenomenon� is�due� to� the� higher�

porosity�of�vacuum�dried�and�freeze�dried�catalyst�layer,�which�leads�to�

a�better�distribution�of�ionomer�with�higher�surfaces�areas�exposed�to�

gas�phase.�With�increasing�porosity�we�expect�a�simultaneous�decrease�

of�ionomer��lm�thickness.�Hence,�at�lower�RH�the�water�content�of�the�

thinner� ionomer��lm�decreases�compared�to�the�thicker� ionomer��lm�

with� a� concurrent�loss� of� conductivity.� This�circumstance� lowers� the�

performance� at� 70%� RH� in� freeze� and� vacuum� dried� MEA.� Fig.� 1c)�

represents�the�cell�ohmic�resistance�or�high�frequency�resistance�(HFR)�

of�three�MEAs�in�different�humidi�cation.�70%�RH�shows�higher�resis-

tance� comparing�to�100%�RH�due�to�the�lack�of�water�content�in�the�

membrane� and� electrode� assembly,� which� in� turn� reduce� the� ionic�

conductivity.�As�will�be�shown�next,�it�is�very�likely�that�also�a�higher�

transport�resistance�arises�for�thin�ionomer��lms�at�reduced�humidity�

which�exacerbates�performance�losses�at�higher�current�densities.�

A�qualitative�and�quantitative�measurement�was�performed�by�the�

Electrochemical� Impedance�Spectroscopy� (EIS).� Through� the� Nyquist�

plot,� individual�contributions�to� the�voltage�loss�are�attributed� to� the�

particular�time�constants,�which�are��nally�represented�according�to�the�

distinctive� arcs� (overlapped� semicircles� in� practice)� [50].� High� fre-

quency�resistance,�which�is�originated�from�the�proton�conductivity�of�

the�membrane�and�the�resistance�(HFR)�of�the�total�system,�is�related�to�

the�left�side�intercepts�of�the�horizontal�axis�in�the�Nyquist�plot.�As�all�

the�external�parameter�of�the�MEAs�are�identical,�the�HFR�or�the�ohmic�

resistance� of� the� all� the�MEAs�are� similar.� At� the�medium� frequency�

region,� reaction�kinetics�contributes,�and�the��rst�semicircle�is�attrib-

uted�to�the�cathode�charge�transfer�resistance.�Fig.�2a)�and�b)�shows�a�

Nyquist�plot� of� the� three�MEAs�at�100�mA�cm�2� and�500�mA�cm�2,�
respectively,�both�in�100%�and�70%�relative�humidity.�

Additionally,�Fig.�2c)�displays�the�Nyquist�impedance�plot�at�1000�

mA�cm�2� only�in�100%�RH.�As� the��rst�semicircle� is�associated�with�

cathode�kinetics,�the�impedance�demonstrated�in�Fig.�2a)�and�b)�and�2c)�

are�mainly�caused�by�the�charge�transfer.�From�the�Fig.�2a)�we�can�see�

more�or�less�identical�charge�transport�behavior,�which�is�also�consistent�

with�the�polarization�curve�in�Fig.�1a).�At�low�current�density,� the�ki-

netic�overpotential�of�all�the�MEAs�exhibit�similar�behavior�as�they�were�

fabricated�with�same�catalyst�loading.�However,�with�increasing�current�

density� the� behavior� changes� and� the� process� associated� to� charge�

transfer� for�freeze�dried�and�vacuum�dried�MEA�shows�smaller� semi-�

circles�as�compared�to�oven�dried�MEA.�The�charge�transfer�resistance�

in�Fig.�2b)�and�c)�of�both�freeze�dried�as�well�as�vacuum�dried�MEAs�is�

relatively�comparable.�Since,�in�both�cases�we�see�more�or�less�similar�

type� of� semi-circle� for� freeze� dried� and� vacuum� dried�MEA.� On� the�

contrary,�oven�dried�MEA�carries�much�higher�charge�transport�limita-

tion�with�a�much�bigger�(�rst)�semicircle�in�both�current�densities�that�

can�be�also�deduced�from�the�current�voltage�curve�in�Fig.�1b).�Besides,�

Fig.�3. AFM�analysis:�a/d/g)�height/topography�measurement�of�three�different�CL,�b/e/h)�deformation�measurement�to�ionomer�detection,�c/f/i)�electronic�current�

measurement�from�three�different�CL�by�contact�current.�
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due�to�the�signi�cant�volume�of�water�generates�in�the�cathode�electrode�

at�high�current�density,�signi�cant�amount�of�pores�of�the�CL�might�get�

blocked.�As�a�result,�without�suf�ciently�available�pores,�the�diffusion�of�

the�reactants�might�get�hindered�if�the�water�removal�is�not�ef�cient.�

Therefore,�at�higher�current�densities,�optimized�porosity�and�effective�

water�management�are�the�key�to�minimize�mass-transport�losses�[51].�

It�is�very�apparent�from�the�Fig.�2b)�and�c)�that�oven�dried�MEA�results�in�

a�signi�cant�mass�transport� loss�presumably�due� to� less�porosity�and�

�ooding�of�water,�which�is�demonstrated�by�the�large�second�semicircle�

in�all�the�cases.�However,�the�freeze�dried�MEA�and�vacuum�dried�MEA�

show�a�moderate�mass�transport�loss�owing�to�its�higher�porosity�and�

better�ionomer�network�in�the�catalyst�layer�[52].�Bigger�pore�volume�

and�homogeneous�ionomer�distribution�make�an�ef�cient�water�man-

agement� through� the� CL,� and� it� re�ects� over� the� smaller� diffusion�

semicircle�as�well�as�improved�performance�of�freeze�dried�MEA�at�high�

current�density.�However,�it�is�interesting�to�note�that�even�for�the�MEAs�

with�superior�porosity� the�mass�transport� limitations�are�exacerbated�

signi�cantly� when� reducing� humidity.� Since� it� is�unlikely� that� ionic�

conductivity�in�uences�mass�transport,�this�observation�is�indicative�of�

higher� oxygen� transport� resistance� through� the� ionomer� �lms.� Gas�

transport� through�membranes� is�well-known� to� depend�on� the�water�

content�of�the�membranes.�The�signi�cant�in�uence�of�humidity�on�the�

mass�transport�related�process�indicates�that�the�ionomer�in�the�catalytic�

layer�shows�a�similar�behavior.�

The�ionic�conductivity�measurements�of�the�catalytic�layer�with�H2�

and�N2� (cathode)��ow�is�shown�in�Fig.�2d)�at�100%�relative�humidity.�

This�EIS�measurement�is�indicative�of�the�proton�conductivity�through�

the�cathode�catalyst�layer�assuming�a�transmission�line�model.�Protonic�

resistance,� Rionic,� through� three� differently� dried� CCLs�can� be�deter-

mined�from�the�magnitude�of�the�Warburg-like�region�(45�)�projected�
onto� the� real� impedance� (Z’)� axis� (¼Rionic/3)� [53],�which�were� por-

trayed� by� dotted� lines� in�Fig.� 2d).� The� lowest� value� of� the� protonic�

resistance�across�the�CCL�is�obtained�for�the�freeze�dried�electrode�(Rionic�

4.08�mΩ).�On�the�contrary,�the�highest�protonic�resistance�is�calculated�

from�oven�drying�CCL�(Rionic� 9.6�mΩ),� followed�by�the�vacuum�dried�

CCL�(Rionic�8.4�mΩ).�These�values�are�interpreted�as�signaling�a�better�

ionomer�distribution�associated�also�to�higher�performance�of�the�MEAs�

even�though�they�have�lower�ECSA�(see�Fig.�5b).�Area�normalized�values�

for�oven�dried,�vacuum�dried�and�freeze�dried�electrodes�are�0.24,�0.21�

and�0.1�Ω cm2�respectively.�

The�AFM�analysis�of�the�different�drying�techniques�on�the�surface�of�

the�CL�is�shown�in�Fig.�3.�Measurements�were�conducted�with�PeakForce�

Tapping�mode�with�additional�recorded� current.�With�this�AFM�tech-

nique� one� can� get� the� topographical� information� along� with� nano-

electrics� and� nanomechanical� properties.� The� height/topography,�

deformation�and�electronic�current�studies�are�shown�in�Fig.�3,�whereas�

a�stiffness�property�is�shown�in�SI�Fig.�1.�The�height�model�from�AFM�

measurements� gives� the� topography� of� the� samples� including� the�

roughness�and�an�impression�of�the�porosity.�The�stiffness,�adhesion�(not�

shown)�and�deformation� information�provides�clear�contrast�between�

Pt/VC�and� the� ionomer� in�the� catalyst� layer� in�Fig.� 3�b),�e),�h).�The�

electronic� current� gives�also� an� insight� into� the� conductive� network�

formed� in�Fig.� 3� c),� f),� i).�Additionally,� thick� ionomer� layers�can�be�

detected�due�to�no�electronic�current.�Fig.�3�a),�d)�and�g)�are�exhibiting�

the�topographic�properties�by�evaluating�the�vertical�movement�of�the�

AFM�tip.�From�the�AFM�height�measurement,�oven�dried�CL�illustrates�a�

high� amount�of� catalyst�particle� agglomerates� as� visible� in� the� topo-

graphic�images�in�Fig.�3-a,�whereas�vacuum�and�freeze�drying� shows�

better�dispersion�of�catalyst�comparing�to�oven�drying�in�Fig.�3�d),�g).�

Hence,�Fig.� 3�d),�g)�suggests� a� better�distribution�of� particles�due� to�

vacuum� drying� and� freeze�drying� (well� distribution� of� bright� color).�

Nevertheless,�integrating�the� information�from�adhesion,�deformation�

and� current�measurement,� we� can� suggest� that� the� freeze� dried� CL�

demonstrates� smaller� catalyst� aggregates� and� their� well� distribution�

over�the�surface.�Therefore,�even�though�Sample�2�and�3�look�similar�

from�topographic�point�of�view�in�Fig.�3�d)�and�g),�their�conductivity�

differs�signi�cantly�as�shown�by�the�right�hand�panels.�The�adhesion�and�

deformation� study�provides� similar� behavior�of� ionomer�distribution;�

however,� in� this� article� deformation� is� demonstrated� due� to� having�

better�contrast.�

The�deformation�information�along�with�the�electronic�current�also�

depicts�a�high�amount�of�ionomer�agglomeration�visible�in�green�(high�

deformation)�and�no�electronic�current�areas�(dark�purple).�The�oppo-

site�in�the�data�is�true�for�the�catalyst.�The�vacuum�dried�CL�shows�a�high�

amount�of�ionomer�agglomeration�as�best�seen�in�the�electronic�current�

channel,�but�as�well� in�the�stiffness� (SI�Fig.�1),�and�the�deformation.�

Nevertheless,�the� ionomer�structure� in�the�non-agglomerate�areas� are�

more� homogeneous�than� in�oven�dried� CL.� The� large� ionomer� areas�

might�also�be�a�part�of�the�exposed�membrane�as�the�electrode�was�kept�

very�thin.�As�appeared�in�the�Fig.�3g),�the�freeze�dried�CL�(sample�3)�has�

the�most�homogeneous�structure�with�highest�nanoporosity�and�lowest�

agglomeration�as� visible� in� the� height� channel.�The� ionomer� is�well�

distributed�between�the�catalyst�particles.�This�can�be�seen�best�in�the�

deformation�channel�(Fig.�3h)�between�the�green�ionomer�and�the�blue�

catalyst�particles.�In�agreement�with�Fig.�3i),�the�ionomer�layer�thick-

ness�might�be�very�small�as�most�of�the�area�is�electronically�conductive.�

The�force�(Peakforce)�was�kept�constant�for�all�measurements.�

Three�material�dependent�properties�have�been�determined�experi-

mentally�to�understand�the�origin�of�the�performance�differences�for�the�

three� drying� techniques.� The� cross-sectional�SEM�images� captured�to�

measure�the�thickness�of�the�dry�electrodes�are�demonstrated�in�Fig.�4.�

Pt�ECSA�was� determined� from�the�H2� desorption� signal� from�CV,�

while�the�porosity�was�measured�by�FIB-SEM.�A�3D�reconstruction�of�the�

catalyst� layer�microstructure�has�been�obtained� from�a� stack� of� SEM�

images,�each�image�taken�after�100�nm�cut�by�the�ion�beam.�An�in-house�

MATLAB�image�processing�tool�was�used�to�calculate�the�porosity�and�

the�pore�size�distribution�from�the�images�by�calculating�the�difference�

in�contrast� and�the� resolution� of� the� image.�The�porosity� of� the� BET�

measurement� is�derived� from�the�powder.�However,�the�porosity�will�

change�upon�coating�the�powder�on�a�membrane.�Therefore,�we�tried�to�

implement�the�more�realistic�porosity�value,�and�used�the�porosity�data�

derived�from�the�FIB-SEM�analysis�of�the�CCM.�Porosity�measurement�of�

CL� in� CCM� by� BET/MIP� (mercrury� intrusion� porosimetry)� has� been�

performed�and�reported�recently�[34,54],�however�we�are�still�trying�to�

adapt� the� CCM�porosity� measurement� technique� by�BET/MIP� in�our�

facility.�Fig.�5a)�shows�the�catalyst�layer�captured�by�FIB-SEM,�and�the�

area�of�the�pores�which�we�counted�to�measure�the�porosity�and�pore�

diameter� distribution.� We� observe� from� Fig.� 5a)� that� the� numerical�

Fig.�4. The�SEM�images�from�cross-sections�of�MEAs�prepared�with�different�drying�techniques.��
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porosity�of�the�catalyst�layer�is�also�increased�from�oven�dry�to�freeze�

dry.�The�aforementioned�values� of�porosity� are�very�much�compliant�

with�the�CV�measurement�of�the�MEAs.�We�can�see�from�the�Fig.�5b)�that�

the� freeze� dried� catalyst� layer� shows� more� electrochemically� active�

surface� area� than� the� other�MEAs.�As�CL� prepared� in� this� study� has�

higher�Na�on�content�when�in�fact�higher�ionomer�content�with�inho-

mogeneous�thickness�distribution�causes�some�of� the�Pt�particle� inac-

cessible.�Therefore�the�Pt�ECSA�is�smaller�than�the�commonly�used�CL.�A�

bar� chart� of� calculated� Pt� ECSA� (determined� from� desorption� peak)�

values�is�also�included�as�an�inset�image�of�Fig.�5b).�In�this�article,�we�

have�measured�lower�ECSA�value�than�expected,�and�we�speculate�that�

the� reason� is� the� higher� ionomer� content� in� the� catalyst� layer� used�

compared�to�usual�preparations.�Vulcan�is�one�of�the�carbon�supports�for�

Pt�catalyst�with�reduced�micro�and�meso�porosity.�Recent�publications�

have� shown� that� the� ionomer� does� not� penetrate� the� micro� pores�of�

carbon�support;� instead� in� catalyst� layer� ionomer� covers�mainly� the�

outside�of� the� carbon�support�and�the�aggregates� [55,56].� Increasing�

ionomer�content�probably�increases�Pt�coverage�which�has�been�shown�

to�reduce�Pt�activity.�It�is�therefore,�also�plausible�that�ECSA�is�reduced,�

but�we�have�to�further�analyze�the�ECSA�dependence�on�ionomer�con-

tent.�Higher�surface�area�of�catalyst�particles�and�porosity�are�respon-

sible�for�the�higher�ECSA�value�of�freeze�dried�MEA.�However,�vacuum�

dried�MEA�shows�a�moderate�ECSA�value�which�is�in�between�oven�and�

freeze�drying.�The�trend�of�the�porosity,�CV�and�ECSA�also�agrees�with�

the�performance�of�each�MEA.�

3.2. Simulation�results�

The�main�focus�of�the�simulation�work�is�to�better�understand�the�

origin�of�the�experimentally�observed�differences�in�performance�for�the�

three�CL�materials�and�to�explore�the�variation�of�performances�due�to�

different�parameters�such�as�porosity,�ECSA�and�CL’s�thickness�which�

are� likely� to� have� important�contributions�on� the� performances.� The�

basic�experimental�parameters�used�in�numerical�model�are�referred�in�

Table�4.�

To�further�investigate�the�origin�of�the�different�performance�of�the�

three�catalyst�layers�we�have�simulated�polarization�curves�at�100%�RH�

and�70%�RH�with�the�physical�model�described�in�the�numerical�part�of�

the�experimental�and�method�section.�

The�measured�values�for�CL�thickness,�porosity�and�ECSA�for�each�

material�have�been�used�in�the�respective�simulations.�The�only�signif-

icant��tting�parameters�used�are�the�ionic�conductivity�of�the�CL�and�the�

ionomer��lm�resistance,�which�are�assumed�to�vary�depending�on�the�

drying�technique�due�to�changes�in�the�microstructure�of�the�CLs.�Along�

with�porosity,�permeability,�CL�and�ionomer�conductivity,�some�modi-

�ed�spatial�and�electrochemical�parameters,�which�are�also�used�in�the�

model� are�mentioned� in�Table� 5.� For� all� other�model� parameter� the�

values�reported�in�Ref.�[29]�have�been�used.�

Fig.� 6� shows� the� comparison� between� the� simulated� and� experi-

mentally�measured�polarization�curves.�A�good�agreement�is�obtained�

for� all� the� cases,� independently� to� the� relative� humidity� and� drying�

conditions.�Interestingly,�the�same��tting�parameters�for�ionic�conduc-

tivity�and�ionomer��lm�resistance�were�obtained�for�freeze�drying�and�

vacuum�drying.�This�demonstrates�that� the�difference� in�performance�

between�these� two� drying� techniques� can�be�explained�solely�by�the�

difference�in�CL�thickness,�porosity�and�ECSA.�Instead,�for�oven�drying�a�

signi�cantly� higher� ionomer� �lm�resistance� and� lower� ionic�conduc-

tivity�was�obtained�which�indicates�a�less�favorable�ionomer�distribution�

within�the�CL�in�this�case.�

The� model� also� allows� studying� the� local� conditions� inside� cell.�

Fig.�7a)�highlights�the�distribution�of�ionic�conductivity�throughout�the�

catalyst�layer.�The�membrane�is�on�the�left�and�the�gas�inlet�on�the�top,�

as�shown�in�the�schematic�diagram�of�the�model�geometry.�For�visual-

ization�purposes�the�images�are�scaled�by�a�factor�of�104�in�x-direction.�

Compared�to�the�freeze�dried�and�vacuum�dried�catalyst�layers,�the�oven�

dried�MEA�yields�a�poor�ionic�conductivity�in�both�humidity�condition.�

The�drying�out�of�ionomer�near�the�inlet�reduces�the�ionic�conductivity�

for�all�MEA�simulations�at�70%�humidi�cation.�To�get�further�insight�

into�the�difference�between�the�three�catalyst�layers,�Fig.�7b)�shows�the�

simulated� spatial� distribution� of� the� ORR� reaction� rate� within� the�

cathode�CL.�As�one�can�see,�for�100%�RH�in�case�of�freeze�drying� the�

higher�ECSA�allows�for�a�higher�reaction�rate�close�to�the�membrane.�

Instead,�for�VD�and�especially�for�OD�the�ORR�is�distributed�more�ho-

mogeneously�over�the�thickness�of�the�CL�which�introduces�additional�

performance�losses�due�to�the�low�ionic�conductivity�of�the�CL.�The�same�

holds�true�for�70%�RH.�The�main�difference�is�that�in�case�of�FD�and�VD�

the�highest�reaction�rate�shifts�from�the�inlet�towards�the�middle�of�the�

cell�due�to�drying�out�of�the�ionomer�close�to�the�inlet.�Instead�for�OD�the�

highest� reaction� rate� remains� close� to� the� inlet,� probably� due� to� the�

lower�porosity�which�reduces�the�drying�out�effect.�

To�perform�a�sensitivity�analysis�of�the��tting�parameter��tting�pa-

rameters�have�been�altered.�The�goal�is�to�investigate�how�the�individual�

changed� parameters� in�uence� the� �tting� as� well� as� outcome� of� the�

simulation.�To�investigate�the�effect�of�the�three�material�parameters�CL�

thickness,�porosity,�ECSA�as�well�as�two��tting�parameters�the�ionomer�

�lm�resistance,�ionic�conductivity,�a�sensitivity�analysis�has�been�per-

formed�in�which�all�of�the�parameters�are�varied�by��25%.�Fig.�8�shows�

the�sensitivity�analysis�effect�on�the�parameters�at�a�current�density�of�

1500�mA�cm�2.�It�can�be�seen�that�the�ECSA�strongly�affects�the�per-
formance�especially�at� 70%� RH,�while� the� effect�of� porosity� and� CL�

thickness�is�minor.�Interestingly,�a�lower�porosity�leads�to�slightly�lower�

performance�at�100%�RH�but�higher�performance�at�70%�RH.�This�can�

Fig.� 5. a)� FIB-SEM� analysis�along�with�MATLAB� image�processing�applied�on� the� image�to�measure�porosity� and�pore�size�distribution,�b)�Cyclic�voltammetry�

measurement�of�three�different�drying�techniques�including�the�Pt�ECSA�values�(inset�of�b).�These�CLs�are�compressed�to�fabricate�MEAs.�
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be�attributed�to�the�counterbalance�between�reduced�oxygen�transport�

through�the�pores�and�the�reduced�drying�out�of�the�ionomer�at�lower�

porosity.�The��gure�also�shows�that�the�cell�performance�is�very�sensi-

tive�to�both��tting�parameters,�i.e.,�ionic�conductivity�and�ionomer��lm�

resistance�especially�at�lower�RH.�

4. Conclusion�

It�is�demonstrated�by�our�work�that�the�limitations�in�the�transport�of�

oxygen�through�the�ionomer�can�be�negate�by�optimizing�the�thickness�

of� ionomer� �lm�by�different� drying� methods,� and� increasing� the� CL�

thickness� by� improving� its� porosity.� However,� increased� porosity,�

Fig.�6. Fitting�of�the�simulation�and�experimental�polarization�curves�for�three�

different�drying�techniques�in�different�relative�humidity.�

Fig.�7. a-b)� Ionic�conductivity�(S�m-1)�in�CLs�due�to�Freeze�drying�(FD),�Vac-

uum�drying� (VD)�and� Oven� drying� (OD)� techniques� in�different� relative� hu-

midity;� c-d)�ORR� rate� (A�m�3)� at� 1500�mA� cm�2� in�cathode�CLs� for� freeze�
drying�(FD),�vacuum�drying�(VD)�and�oven�drying�(OD)�technique�for�different�

relative�humidity.�Normalized�values�have�been�plotted� to�avoid�the�residual�

effect�of�the�measurement.�
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thicker�electrode�and�very�thin�ionomer��lm�hamper�the�charge�trans-

port�within�the�CL,�which�counterbalances�the�higher�permeability�and�

diffusibility� of� oxidant� in� the� reacting� interface.� Thus,� optimized� CL�

microstructures�are�needed�to�minimize�both�charge�and�oxygen�trans-

port�losses.�The�electrochemical�and�ex-situ�characterizations�highlight�

the�improved�performance�of�freeze�dried�catalyst�layer�at�high�current�

density�due� to� the� reduced�concentration�polarization.� This�improve-

ment�in�mass�transport�and�better�ionomer�distribution�is�supported�by�

the�numerical�model�we�have�used�in�this�study.�The�simulation�yields�a�

very� good�agreement�with�the� experimental�results,� and� the��t�accu-

rately�explains�how�the�improved�oxygen�transport�behaviour�triggers�

the�performance.�In�summary,�from�both�experimental�and�numerical�

points�of�view,�we�can�stress�on�the�fact�that�the�drying�technique�plays�a�

major�role� for�the�PEMFC�performance�due�to� its�effect�on�the�distri-

bution�and�thickness�of�the�ionomer�layer�through�the�catalyst�layer�as�

well�as�on�the�porosity.�A�well�optimized�catalyst�layer�with�these�above�

mentioned� properties� will� raise� the� power� density� of� the� PEMFC�

application.�

Nevertheless,�systematic�durability�tests�of�the�freeze�dried�CL�would�

be�the�next�step.�Moreover,�investigation�of�the�limiting�current�density�

by�means�of�varying�oxygen�concentration�will�give�a�signi�cant�clue�to�

perceive� the� quantitative� concentration� limitation.� Another� future�

prospect�is�to�improve�our�model�of�the�CL�by�accommodating�the�drying�

effect� more� deeply,� considering� the� rate� of� evaporation� and� rate� of�

deposition�along�with�the�thermal�conductivity�of�individual�materials.�
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SUPPORTING�INFORMATION�

2.1.1�Ink�formulation:�

The�process�of�preparation�started�with�weighting�the�Pt/VC�inside�a�glass�beaker�and�

then�adding�the�water�in�it.�Next�step�is�to�sonicate�the�sample�on�an�ELSER–�60�Hz�for�

30�minutes� at� a� room� temperature� bath.� Afterwards,� 10� wt.�%�Nafion®� ionomer�was�

added�dropwise�using�a�micropipette.�The�solution�was�mixed�simultaneously�using�the�

bath�sonication�step�for�30�minutes�again.�As�the�last�component,�Cyclohexanol,�which�

must� be� kept� inside� a� regular� oven� for� 5� minutes� at� 40°� C� (melting� point� of�

Cyclohexanol�is�23°�C)�to�liquify�it�before�using,�was�added�with�the�mixture.�Later,�the�

mixture� was� sonicated� again� for� 30� minutes� like� previously� mentioned� and� for� 30�

minute�using�50�Hz�(UP200S�Hielscher)�probe�ultrasonicator�with�20-50�amplitude�and�

0.5� cycles.� Eventually,� the� sample� was� transferred� to� a� ball� mill� container,� which� is�

made�of�stainless�steel�(interior�container�is�made�of�zirconia),�and�0.005�mm�and�2�mm�

zirconia� balls� were� used� to� ball-mill.� The� suspension� was� milled� at� three� different�

rotation�speeds�of�200,�400�and�1100�rotation�per�minute�(rpm)�for�30�cycles.�A�running�

cycle� for�200�rpm�and�400�rpm�were�10�minutes�with�15�minutes� break�time�between�

two�cycles,�whereas�a�running�cycle�for�1100�rpm�was�5�minutes�with�20�minutes�break�

time� between� two� cycles.� Three� different� rpms� were� applied� aiming� towards� the�

homogeneous�mixing�and�size�reduction�of�the�final�particles.�

�

�

2.1.3�Drying�techniques:�

Oven�Drying:�In�this�technique,�a�regular�laboratory�oven�was�used�and�the�process�of�

drying� started� with� implementing� the� sample� (catalyst� coated� membrane)� inside� the�

oven.�The�dryer�includes�ventilation�facility�along�with�heat�supply.�Evaporation�occurs�
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at� 70� °C� and� at� atmospheric� pressure.� The� sample� was� kept� inside� the� oven� for�

approximately�12�hours.� �

�

Vacuum� Drying:� The�methodology� relies� on� the� reduced� vapor� pressure� conditions,�

which�leads�to�faster�evaporation�rate�at�lower�temperatures�than�the�boiling�point�of�the�

solvent.�The�dryer�is�attached�with�a�membrane�pump,�and�temperature�was�set�to�70°�C�

for�the�vacuum�dryer.�The�sample�was�kept�inside�the�dryer�for�5�hours.�

�

Freeze�Drying:�This�drying�technique�consists�of�three�key�stages:��

a)� Freezing:� two�most� important�conditions�need� to�be� fulfilled�while� getting�an� ideal�

freeze�drying�result.�The�conditions�are�to�preserve�the�initial�physical�form�by�freezing�

of� the�material,� and� to� ensure� that� the� sample� temperature� does� not� cross� the�melting�

point�of�the�solvent.�Generally,�the�temperature�is�maintained�well�below�triple�point�to�

achieve� total� sublimation.� The� freezing� process� has� been� completed� in� two� steps:�

initially,� cooling� the� CCM� with� slow� freezing� rate� for� 120� minutes� in� the� regular�

refrigerator,� and� then� fast� freezing� using� liquid� nitrogen.� Slow� freezing� rate� will�

contribute�to�form�bigger�ice�crystals,�which�will�induce�the�development�of�macropores�

on� the� matrix� of� the� catalyst� layer,� which� attributes� to� a� rapid� sublimation� [31,32].�

Nevertheless,�slow�freezing�secures�that�there�is�no�drastic�change�causing�dimensional�

stress�with�cracks�of�other�defects�in�the�sample.�Then,�the�CCM�samples�were�taken�out�

from� the� freezer,� and� being� allocated� inside� a� stainless� steel� frame,� ensuring� the�

electrode� would� remain� flat� and� stretched.� Then� the� SS� frames� along�with� the�CCMs�

were� moved� into� a� liquid� nitrogen� filled� container� and� cooled� nearly� to� -150� °C.�

Subsequently,� previously� non-solidified� solvent� formed� smaller� crystals� due� to� fast�

freezing.� �
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b)� Primary� Drying:� The� CCMs� were� then� inserted� inside� the� chamber� to� start�

sublimation.� During� this� stage,� sublimation� comes� into� action� to� remove� the� solvent�

from� the� remaining� product.� Deep� vacuum� (0.3�mbar)� is� achieved�with� the� help� of� a�

rotary�pump�with� a� cryogenic� trap.�The�duration�of� this� stage�depends� on� the� solvent�

amount,�volume�of�the�drying�chamber�and�the�capacity�of�the�pump.�Usually,�it�takes�2�

hours� for� 2� CCMs� in� a� single� batch.� Heat� of� sublimation� is� provided� by� raising� the�

temperature� of� the� oven� very� carefully� while� monitoring� the� pressure� in� the� drying�

chamber.� Heat� of� sublimation� is� the� energy� required� for� the� solvent� molecules� to�

sublimate�form�solid�state�to�vapor.�This�energy�is�provided�externally�by�means�of�heat.�

We�increase�the�temperature�to�50°�C�very�slowly�(approximately�30�min)�without�sharp�

increase�of�pressure�in�the�system.�During�the�sublimation�process�the�pressure�increases�

slowly�to�1�mbar�and� finally� starts�dropping� to�the�0.3�mbar�again.�When� the�pressure�

reaches�to�the�original�vacuum�pressure,�the�primary�drying�is�complete.� �

c)�Secondary�Drying:�The�solvent�molecules�which�are�bound�to�the�product�evaporate�

in�this�stage.�The�chamber�is�heated�to�60°�C�with�a�heating�rate�of�4°�C�per�minute�to�

remove� the� remaining� solvent.� The� entire� freeze� drying� process� takes� 4� hours.� This�

freeze�drying�method� is� easily� scalable� for�mass�production� of�CCMs,� as�most�of� the�

pharmaceutical�industries�use�this�technique�to�dry�drugs;�moreover�food�industries�use�

this�drying�method�very�frequently�also.�After�the�freeze�drying�we�can�immediately�use�

to�CCM�to�fabricate�MEA.�

�
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�

Figure�SI�1:�AFM�stiffness�measurement�by�DMT�Module�

� �
�
�
�

�
Figure�SI�2:�The�absolute�value�for�the�concentration�of�ORR�in�both�100�%�RH�and�70�

%�RH.�

�
�
�
�
�
�
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�

Table� SI� 1:�Morphological� characterization� of�Pt/VC-Nafion®� powders�dried� to� oven,�

vacuum�and�freeze-drying.�

�
�
�
�

Features�
100%�RH� 70%�RH�

FD� VD� OD� FD� VD� OD�

OCV�(mV)� 915� 920� 928� 912� 913� 926�

Potential�at�2.5�A�(mV)� 766� 765� 777� 756� 754� 768�

Potential�at�12.5A�(mV)� 630� 609� 581� 602� 585� 565�

Potential�at�25A�(mV)� 507� 462� 282� 427� 386� 150�

�

Table� SI�2:�Average� numerical� values� from� the� polarization� curve�of� different�MEAs�

prepared�from�freeze�dry�(FD),�vacuum�dry�(VD)�and�oven�dry�(OD).��

�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�

Property� �Oven-
drying�

Vacuum�
drying�

Freeze-drying� Relative�error�

SBET��(m
2�g-1)�a)� 1� 6.2� 19.6� <5%�

Total�pore�volume��(mm3�g-1)�b)� 103� 343.5� 635� 5-7%�

Average�pore�diameter�(nm)b)� 74� 73� 106� 5-7%�

Type�of�isotherm�a.1)� IV� II� II� �

Porosity�(%)�b)� 17� 46� 59� 5%�

a)�Obtained�from�BET�measurements;�a.1)�from�nitrogen�physisorption�data�
measurements�and�in�accordance�to�the�IUPAC�classification;�b)�From�MIP�
measurements��
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Initial�

variable�
Anode� PEM/Anode� Cathode/�PEM� Cathode�
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�

Table�SI�3:�Initial�conditions�at�the�interfaces�and�in�the�electrodes.� �
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